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ABSTRACT
AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE IMPACT OF HUMAN AGE
ON PERSUASION AND ADVERTISING
FEBRUARY

1990

HARLAN E. SPOTTS JR., B.S., TRENTON STATE COLLEGE
M.B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by:

Dr. Marc G. Weinberger

The elderly segment of this country's population is growing rapidly.

By

the beginning of the next century, adults age 65 and over will fully comprise
one-quarter of the population.

It cannot be assumed that communication

principles that apply to young adults are directly applicable to elderly adults.
Age-related
have

changes

in

learning,

memory

and

information

a dramatic effect on communicating with an

processing

can

aging population.

The Elaboration Likelihood Model developed by Petty and Cacioppo
provided the underlying persuasion theory for this study.
advertising

and

gerontological

for the research hypotheses.

research

provided

additional

Previous
theoretical

basis

This study examined the impact of personal

relevance and type of ad copy on the persuasion process for elderly as
compared to young adults.
•

To

examine

More specifically, the research objectives were:

information

communications between
of high
•

processing
elderly

differences

and young

for persuasive

adults

under conditions

and low personal relevance.

To study the persuasiveness and memorability of abstract and
concrete ad copy for elderly and young adults.

v11

•

To identify reasons for age-related deficits in memory.

To

accomplish

these

objectives,

chronological

age,

personal

relevance

and type of ad copy factors were manipulated in a 2 x 2 x 2 between subjects
design.

There were two levels each of age (young/old adults), personal

relevance (high/low),

and type of ad copy

(abstract/concrete).

thirty-eight young and elderly subjects were studied.

Two hundred,

All subjects participated

in an experimental session in which they examined a sample magazine
containing

stimulus

advertisements

and

then

completed

a

questionnaire.

Results of the study showed that young adults appear to have better aided
recall

and recognition memory for advertisements than older adults.

were differential effects for abstract and concrete ad copy.

There

For both age

groups, concrete was remembered better than abstract ad copy.

Yet, elderly

adults exposed to concrete ad copy appeared to have higher levels of purchase
intent

in the high personal

relevance condition.
intent than young

Overall, elderly
adults,

deficits among elderly
information

relevance condition than in the low personal
adults had higher levels of purchase

but poorer memory performance.

Finally,

memory

adults appeared to stem from problems recalling

from memory, not due to encoding information

into memory.

The implications of the study findings for advertising are many.

These

relate to the type of copy used in print advertisements, media selection for
reaching

the

name a few.

elderly

adult,

and

advertisement

effectiveness

measurement,

It is clear that advertisers need to approach elderly adults

differently than they do young adults.

Future research directions are

presented.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Marketing

communications
into

and

advertising

attitudes,

has

attitude

relied

change,

upon

and

social

psychological

research

attitude-behavior

relationships.

From the research of Hovland and Janis during the 1950's to

that of Petty and Cacioppo of the 1980's, market researchers have long sought
to

apply

persuasive

communication

communications issues.
social psychology have

research

findings

In more recent times,

to

researchers

found that children seem

marketing
in advertising and

to process

differently than adults (Roedder-John and Cole 1986).

information

This has a bearing on

how children react to persuasive messages, such as advertising.
to

look

at the

information processing

abilities

It is now time

of another burgeoning

segment

of the American population, the elderly consumer; those people age 65 and
over.

Study

Overview

This study examined the impact of personal relevance, and type of ad copy
on the persuasion process for elderly as compared to younger adults.
specifically,
•

an

the

objectives

examination

communications
high
•

and

low

of

were:

information

between
personal

elderly

processing
and

young

differences

for

persuasive

adult under conditions

of

relevance,

a study of the persuasiveness and memorability of abstract and concrete
ad copy for elderly and young adults, and,

•

More

To identify reasons for age-related deficits in memory.

1

To accomplish these objectives, age, personal relevance, and ad copy
factors were manipulated.
subjects design.
personal

Hypotheses were tested in a

2x2x2 between

There were two levels each of age (young/old adults),

relevance

(high/low),

and

type

of ad

copy

(abstract/concrete).

It cannot be assumed that the communications principles which apply to
the young adult are directly applicable to the elderly adult population.
Research

in

gerontology has uncovered many

a person’s cognitive processing abilities.

age related changes that

affect

These changes are physiological in

nature, such as in the eye structure which affect one's vision and in the ear
which

affect one's

hearing;

psychological

in nature,

such

as

increased

cautiousness and conservativism; and social in nature, such as decreased social
interaction with friends and family due to self- or societally-imposed
withdrawal by the older person.

Age changes in learning, memory, and

information

a dramatic

this

processing

population.

Many

can

have

findings

from

effect on

gerontological

communicating
research

need

with

further

development in more real life contexts.

Additionally, persuasion research

requires

segments

and

testing

across

varied

population

for

further development

generalizability.

Theoretical

Background

Research in persuasion and attitude change over the last three decades has
found many diverse, often conflicting, results.

During this time it led some

researchers to question the validity and usefulness of the attitude construct
(Abelson 1972; Wicker 1971).

However, the impact of attitudes and attitude

change are proposed to affect a person's behavior in some manner, either

2

directly or indirectly (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975).
those involved in

Given this important belief,

advertising research have investigated the use of attitude

change theory and its affect on purchase intention.
have a differing impact on purchase

Attitudes toward the ad

intention than attitudes toward the brand

(Mitchell and Olson 1981; Gresham and Shimp 1985; McKenzie, Lutz and Belch
1985; Batra and Ray 1986; Holbrook and Batra 1987).

Advertising research has been influenced by Petty
the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM).
attitude

change

research.

linking

Cacioppo's work,

ELM is a theory of persuasion and

together many

diverse

findings

from

attitude

This model also has provided a spark for new directions in

advertising research.
moved

and

It has been influential

advertising research away from

in providing a paradigm that

its extensive roots in hierarchy of

effects models (Lavidge and Steiner 1961; Preston 1982) and unique selling
propositions (Reeves

1961).

Similar to attitude formation and change research,

the ELM can be used to organize past research in advertising.
investigation into hierarchy of effects and

Historical

attempts to measure a person's

processing of the advertisement at each step of the process fall under the
central routes of information processing proposed by the ELM.

More recent

research into the effects of emotion, repetition, and attitude toward the ad
have sought to document the peripheral

routes to information processing as

outlined by the ELM.

The essence of the ELM is the proposal of two different routes to
information processing and attitude change.

There is a central route to

persuasion, which is characterized by high levels of message elaboration,
a peripheral route to persuasion, which

is characterized by

3

relatively low

and

levels of elaboration.

Elaboration in this model specifically refers to the

amount of cognitive effort, as measured by the number of verbal or written
cognitive responses generated, that a person expends on processing a
persuasive message.

The central route focuses on the quality of direct message

arguments

and tends to produce

relatively enduring

indicative

of attitude-behavior relationships.

attitude change

The peripheral

more

route, on

the

other hand, focuses on other elements of the message which are less involving
than

direct

arguments,

such

or emotional elements.
term

as

spokesperson

expertise

and/or

attractiveness,

This route to persuasion is proposed to produce short¬

attitude change which

is not

indicative of attitude-behavior

relationships.

For the individual processing the message, the activation of one, or the
other, route to persuasion, or information processing, is dependent upon two
very important variables:
need for cognition) and

motivation (i.e. personal relevance of the message,
ability (i.e. message complexity,

processing speed) of the person to process a message.

information

If a person has neither

the motivation nor the ability to process a particular message, then it is likely
that peripheral processing will take place.

Petty and Cacioppo proposed that

use of a particular route to persuasion changes as a person goes from
childhood to adulthood.
information
Bolen 1975).

processing

As a child, one tends to use peripheral routes to
more

often

than

central

routes

(Miller,

Brickman

and

This changes as one ages with more use of central processes due

to sophisticated cognitive abilities gained by adulthood.

However, Petty and

Cacioppo make no mention as to whether or not increased use of central
processes

remains

stable

throughout

adulthood.

4

Findings

from

gerontological

research on adult information processing indicate that a person's ability to
process information may very well change in his or her later years in life.
The capacity and speed with which information is processed declines as people
move

into

their retirement years,

information

processing

may

once

suggesting that peripheral
again

become

routes to

dominant.

It is believed that people experience a decline in memory capacity and a
slowing of the central nervous system as they age (Birren and Schaie 1985;
Whitboume 1985,

1986).

These aging effects have implications for the

encoding and processing of environmental
have

been

and Schaie
from

extensively
1977,

examined

in

the

stimuli.

Aging effects on memory

gerontological

literature

(see

Birren

1985 for review), but have received only minimal interest

researchers in a marketing context (Phillips

and Stemthal

1977;

Roedder-John and Cole 1986; Cole and Houston 1987; Geath and Heath 1987).
Decreased perceptual ability and memory capacity due to aging have been
implicated in the following documented effects:
memory processes

and

increased

reliance on

decreased use of effortful
automatic

memory

processes

(Hasher and Zacks 1979; Botwinick 1984); decreased ability to discriminate
and/or ignore irrelevant stimuli (Rabbitt

1965; Gilmore, et al.

reliance on concrete as opposed to abstract thinking (Denney
Willis

1985); increased
1974;

Schaie

and

1986); increased difficulty processing implicit, as opposed to explicit,

language (Cohen

1979; Belmore

1981); and, increased effectiveness of pictures

over words (Winograd, Smith and Simon 1982; Park, Puglisi, and Sovacool 1983;
Park and Puglisi 1985).
encoding

contextual

It has been proposed that the elderly have difficulty

information

(Burke

and

5

Light,

1981).

Much work in memory research is based on Craik and Lockhart's (1972)
levels of processing paradigm.

The levels of processing theory posits that

information is processed at one of two levels, shallow or deep.

Shallow

information processing is sensory oriented and less memorable.
information

processing

memory traces.

is

semantic

oriented

and

produces

Deep

much

stronger

Memory decline with age has been hypothesized to be due to

one of two types of encoding deficiencies, a production or processing deficit.
The production deficit hypothesis holds that the elderly do not spontaneously
use deeper, more semantic encoding strategies as do younger adults when
processing

information.

the elderly

The

processing

deficiency

hypothesis

suggests

are incapable of processing information at deeper, more

encoding levels.

that

semantic

The end result of encoding deficiencies appears to be an

avoidance of more effortful memory processes and poorer memory
performance on the part of the elderly adult.

While events stored in long¬

term memory remain relatively intact with age, it is the transfer of
information from short- to long-term memory that is
deficiencies.

affected by encoding

It is necessary to identify which encoding deficit is responsible

for memory loss to better compensate for this decrement.

Finally, no major research to date in marketing has gone beyond the
investigation
declines.

of chronological

age

when

assessing

age-related

memory

Chronological age refers to the number of years a person has lived

(Barak and Schiffman 1981; Barak and Gould 1985).

It is quite possible that

other factors, such as social interaction, health status, or occupational status,
may intervene in the cognitive ability of the elderly person and either hinder
or facilitate this process. While there has been investigation into a cognitive

6

measure of age in the marketing literature (Barak and Schiffman 1981; Barak
and Gould 1985), few researchers have attempted to use these alternative
measures in their studies.

Theoretical

Summary

This study examined the impact of age on a person’s information
processing abilities and the associated implications for the persuasion process.
Research findings from studies in advertising, social psychology, and
gerontology provided the theoretical basis for this study.
•

These were:

The Elaboration Likelihood Model conceptualizes central

and peripheral

routes to persuasion and discusses the impact of motivation and ability to
process a message on the route to information processing used.
•

Personal relevance of the persuasive message, in terms of issue and/or
response importance, has a significant impact on whether or not central
or peripheral processing is used.

Messages high in personal relevance

tend to be centrally processed, while messages low in personal relevance
tend to be peripherally processed.
•

The proposal that route to information processing appears to change
from childhood to adulthood, with children likely to use peripheral
processing and adults likely to use central processing.

•

An integral part of the ELM is a person's need for cognition, or the
desirability to engage in effortful information processing;

elderly adults

appear to have difficulty in engaging in effortful processing.
•

Concrete ad copy is easier to remember and more persuasive than abstract
ad copy.
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Research

Questions.

Personal

Relevance

and

Age.

The

research

questions

for this

study

revolve around the three variables presented above and their impact on
information processing strategies as outlined by Petty and Cacioppo in the
ELM.

The first issue is which route to persuasion is used most often by certain

age groups.
adulthood?

Does the use of central processes remain stable throughout
Or, does an inverted U-shaped function exist between age and

processing strategy?

•

Questions pertaining to persuasion

routes

are:

Do elderly adults rely on peripheral routes to information processing and
attitude change more than central routes when exposed to an
advertisement?

•

Do the elderly use peripheral or central processing more than young
adults?

Type

of

Advertisement

Copy.

Current

advertising

research

has

investigated the impact of different types of advertisement copy on
advertisement effectiveness for young adults.

There is a basic dichotomy of

appeals that rely on concrete or abstract orientations.
semantic orientation, and relies on objectivity.
more subjective than concrete ad copy.
elderly adults was of interest.

Concrete ad copy has a

Abstract ad copy, however, is

The effect of ad copy in advertising to

For the elderly adult, abstract ad copy should

have been perceived as more vague than concrete ?d copy.
in this study,
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Of specific interest

•

Do elderly adults respond to abstract and concrete advertisement copy
differently

•

than

young

adults?

And, is abstract ad copy more, or less, effective than concrete ad copy (in
terms of persuasion) for elderly

adults?

Methodology

Independent

Factors

The research design consisted of three between subjects factors assembled
in a 2 x 2 x 2 design.
presented

Each independent factor and its operationalization is

below.

Two age groups were selected for study, young adults, age 25 to 40, and
elderly adults, age 65 and over.
information

processing deficits,

These age groups were selected because
while

first

appearing

in

when in their 40's, are most prevalent after the age of 65.

the

average

adult

The young adult age

was selected because a person's cognitive processing abilities peak during the
mid-twenties
1986).

and

remain

stable

throughout

the

third

decade

(Whitboume

While chronological age was the major stratification variable for this

study, an alternative cognitive age measure (Barak and Gould

1985) was

assessed to more fully examine the heterogeneity of the elderly population in
terms

of cognitive

Personal

processing

and

persuasion.

relevance was operationalized

by

using a cover story

informing

subjects that the advertised product was going to be test marketed in their area
or in a distant city.

Additionally, subjects were given the opportunity to
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choose a product sample at the end of the experiment.
relevance

situation

(target ad);

subjects

chose

from

In the high personal

different brands

of breakfast cereal

low personal relevance subjects chose from different brands of

canned fruit (distractor ad) (Petty and Cacioppo 1981, 1983, 1986a, 1986b; Petty,
Cacioppo,

and Schumann

1983).

Two types of ad copy were tested, an abstract and a concrete.

Each message

had the same number of statements (see Appendix C).

Subjects

This study required subjects from two different populations.

Elderly adult

subjects, age 65 and over, were obtained through senior citizen centers and
retirement groups located in Massachusetts.

Young adults, age 25 to 40, were

obtained from staff positions at two major universities in the Northeast.

A

donation to the organization ($2.00 per member) based on the number of
members that actually participated in the study was offered to elderly subjects.
Young adult subjects were offered cash prizes for their participation.

The number of subjects needed per cell to obtain an adequate sample size
for statistical estimation is an important and crucial issue.

Since expected

effect sizes were unknown, the use of normal sample size estimation
procedures was inadequate.
heuristically

based

upon

to this area of research.

Thus, cell sample sizes were estimated
previous

studies

obtaining

significant

results

related

In gerontology and cognitive psychology

experiments, researchers have used relatively low cell sample sizes of between
10 and 15 subjects.

In the significant marketing studies (Cole and Houston

1987; Geath and Heath 1987), cell sample sizes employed were in the range of 20

10

to 23 subjects.
and 25.

Thus, the desired number of subjects per cell was between 20

Approximately one-half of the subjects were represented by each age

group.

Experimental

Stimulus

The experimental stimulus was a print advertisement for a product
frequently purchased by both age groups, breakfast cereal (based on
Simmon's

penetration

(column

c)

1985

data).

The experimental design required the selection of one target ad and one
distractor ad for exposure to each subject.

It was necessary to construct two

mock print advertisements for the target ad, one for each level of ad copy
(abstract

and

concrete).

The target ad was constructed using a black and white print advertisement
for a cereal brand not widely advertised in the New England region, and it was
modified to produce a fictitious brand of cereal (see Appendix C).

This

procedure was important for comparable quality of the target and filler ads.
The printed ads were reproduced in booklet format.

Experimental

Session

and

Dependent

Measures

The experimental session was administered at a location convenient for
the participants and data were gathered in groups of 5 to 12 people.

Subjects

were given a cover story designed to disguise the purpose of the study and
manipulate personal relevance.

Next, they were exposed to the target and

distractor advertisements in a sample magazine (see Appendix B).

When

finished

questions

reading

the

sample

magazine,

subjects
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answered

several

about magazine content (see Appendix D).
the breakfast cereal

advertisement.

They were then asked to evaluate

Cognitive responses were assessed first

using the target advertisement headline as a cue (see Appendix E).

Next,

subjects completed attitude and involvement measures for both the
advertisement and the brand (see Appendicies F and G).

Purchase intent was

measured as well (Debevec and Iyer 1986).

Subjects then completed the Need for Cognition Scale (NCS) developed by
Cacioppo and Petty (1982; see also Cacioppo, Petty, and Morris 1983; Cacioppo,
Petty, and Kao 1984; Cacioppo, Petty, Kao, and Rodriguez 1987).
cognition affects

Since need for

a person's tendency to engage in effortful processes, this

variable was used as a potential mediator of subject memory performance.
Next, a series of demographic measures were completed, including cognitive
age measures, present or former occupation, level of education, cereal usage,
and gender.

Finally, learning and memory for brand names and ad copy was

assessed using aided recall and recognition measures (Cole and Houston, 1987;
Thorson and Page, 1988; see Appendicies K, L, and M).

Contribution

It is well accepted that there are two basic routes to information
processing as delineated by Petty and Cacioppo.

This study attempted to add a

developmental

processing

perspective

to

this

information

theory

by

considering the age of the respondent.

Since much of the information

processing that occurs within a person

is highly

dependent on their cognitive

and physical abilities, the study of persuasion relative to the elderly adult is a
logical

step

for theoretical

development.
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While

necessary

and

convenient,

many

of the

persuasive

communication

and attitude change theories have been developed and validated on the young
adult, student population.
processes

in

It is time that researchers look at persuasion

non-student populations

across different

age

segments.

Research

reviews have advocated marketing strategies to the elderly consumer based
upon

gerontological

research.

Gerontological

theories

of learning

and

memory deficiencies due to aging have been developed and validated in highly
controlled

laboratory

settings

using

word lists or individual letters.

unrealistic

experimental

stimuli,

such

as

This study attempted to combine persuasive

communication theory and aging research to extend these research areas to a
broader segment of the population, focusing on elderly adults, using more
realistic

experimental

stimuli,

advertisements.

Conducting

research

using

typical marketing stimuli under as realistic conditions as possible, given
experimental

restrictions based upon internal validity issues,

is the only way

to know if gerontological research findings will generalize to real life
situations.

What was the importance of this research beyond the academic realm to
that of the marketing manager?
improve
segment.

communication

with

First, it provided an indication of how to
the

rapidly

increasing

elderly

adult

market

Second, it attempted to provide direction as to what type of

advertising executions were most persuasive for the elderly

adult population.

This issue deals not only with persuasion, but with what elderly adults prefer
in terms

of advertising information.

Gerontological

research

indicates

that

elderly adults are already at a disadvantage in terms of cognitive processing
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abilities;
elderly

marketers must know how to improve communication with the
adult

in

an

increasingly

competitive

14

atmosphere.

CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

The theoretical background and justification for the use of personal
relevance, type of ad copy and age is provided in this chapter.

This research

attempted to uniquely combine the theory related to each of these variables in
a manner that has not been examined in previous marketing and
gerontological

research.

Each of the experimental variables were directly related to
and/or elderly
theoretical

adult information processing.

background

for

an

advertising

To provide

study,

an

persuasion

advertising

appropriate
research

will

be

reviewed, focusing specifically on the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM).
Next, advertising research relating to the ELM and personal relevance will be
presented.

The discussion will then turn to the effectiveness of different types

of advertising copy, specifically abstract and concrete.

Also, research will be

reviewed that provides justification for the use of age in the study.
review

of

specific

gerontological

and

marketing

consumers,

the task of weaving gerontological

differential

effectiveness

differing

levels

of advertising

of personal

relevance

copy
will

research

research

results

for different
be

involving

age

into

Upon
elderly
the

groups

under

undertaken.

Persuasion_Research

Much

research

into attitude

formation and change has

under the banner of persuasion research.
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been subsumed

Beginning with the

Hovland studies

in the early

1950's, researcher interest waned somewhat during the two

following decades.
from

This decreased interest in persuasion research stemmed

the difficulties that many

researchers were having with the

concept (Abelson 1972, Wicker 1971).

attitude

For all the research and discovery

related to attitudes, it was evident that the relationship between attitudes and
behavior was elusive and far from any deciding conclusion.

This same effect

held for research into the persuasion process; what worked in some instances
did not work in others.

In the late 1970's, Petty and Cacioppo developed a comprehensive theory
of attitude change that had the ability to organize and explain the diverse, and
sometimes

fragmented,

findings

in

attitude

and

persuasion research

previous two decades (Petty and Cacioppo 1981, 1984, 1986a, 1986b).
the

unexplained

differences

theoretical umbrella.

found

by

various

researchers

This theory was entitled the

under the

Elaboration

from

the

It brought
same

Likelihood

Model of Persuasion .

The Elaboration Likelihood Model, or ELM, is a cornerstone theory for this
research.

An overview and discussion of this model will be presented, followed

by a discussion of advertising research in the context of the ELM.

The

Elaboration

Oerview.
and

change in

Likelihood

Model_of_Persuasion

As stated earlier, the ELM is a theory about attitude formation
reaction

of personal relevance.

to

persuasive messages processed under varying

levels

The use of visuals helps in the understanding of any

concept; therefore, please refer to the ELM schematic in Figure 2.1 for the
following discussion (Petty and Cacioppo 1981, 1986a, 1986b).
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The process begins with a person's exposure to some type of persuasive
communication.

This communication could be

an

advertisement, editorial,

public service announcement, or advocacy that attempts to persuade people to
adopt a certain attitude for or against some object.

The ELM proposes two

distinct routes to persuasion, central and peripheral.
characterized

by

a person's

"...careful

and thoughtful

The central route is
consideration of the true

merits of the information presented in support of an advocacy." (Petty and
Cacioppo 1986b, p.3)

This route is expected to produce a relatively enduring

attitude change that persists over time and is resistant to counter-persuasion.
The peripheral route is characterized by the persuasive impact of some simple
cue present
scrutiny

in the message that "...induced change without necessitating

of the

central

merits

of the

issue-relevant

information

presented."

(Petty and Cacioppo 1986b, p.3)

As can be seen in Figure 2.1, selection of a route to persuasion relies on
two very

important variables

after exposure to the

persuasive

communication.

A person must have the motivation and the ability to process the message if
the central route is to be used.

A person that has neither the motivation nor

the ability to process a message will rely on peripheral routes to persuasion.

Motivation

and

ability

are

factors

in the

communication

process

inherent

to the individual, the message, and/or the medium and context in which the
message is presented.

The extent to which an issue is personally relevant, as

well as the desire to engage in effortful information processing, has an effect
on a person's motivation to process a message.

Distraction from a stimulus

external to the person and message, message repetition, a person's prior

17

Figure

2.1.

Elaboration

Likelihood
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Model

of

Persuasion

knowledge on the issue, or message clarity and complexity are factors
impacting on a person's ability to process a message.

If the motivation or ability to process a persuasive communication is not
present, then a person uses simple cues within the message as an alternate
means of information processing.

These simple, or peripheral, cues could be

positive or negative (such as those found in humorous or fear appeals in
advertising),
arguments

attractive or expert spokespersons, or the absolute number of

presented

for or against the

advocacy.

If a person possesses the motivation and ability to process the
meaningful,

issue-related

arguments

in the

message,

then

the nature of

cognitive processing has a direct bearing on the type of attitude change that
occurs.

Mostly favorable thoughts are expected to produce a central attitude

change towards the advocated position or object, while mostly negative
thoughts are expected to produce central attitude change away from the
advocated position or object.

If a person has mostly neutral thoughts, they will

rely on peripheral cues when processing the message.
positive
the

and negative,

individual

These thoughts,

reflect the amount of cognitive activity occurring in

in direct

response to the persuasive communication.

The key to successful central attitude change lies in the amount of
cognitive structure, or memory, change that occurs in response to the
persuasive communication.

If there is no change in cognitive structure, then

one will be lead to search for peripheral cues when processing the message.
However,
occur.

if cognitive

structure changes then central

attitude

change

will

At this point it is necessary to elaborate on the concept of cognitive
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structure since it has a bearing on the workings of the ELM and the later
discussion

on

memory

processes.

A person's cognitive structure consists of the memory for life
experiences, perceptions, knowledge, attitudes, etc..

It is believed that memory

is organized in terms of large associational networks called schemas that
consist of nodes connected by paths (Markus 1977).
similar experiences,

attitudes,

Schemas group together

and other information relating to

an object;

they can be person-oriented towards individuals such as family members or
friends,

self-oriented,

situations,

role-oriented

toward

or event-oriented towards

certain

specific

age

shopping

groups

or occupation

behavior or social

occasions such as birthday parties (Fiske and Taylor 1984).
important because they contain information that not only

Schemas are
guides

a person's

information processing, but have an impact on a person's behavior as well.
Differing levels of associational network strength have an impact on how
memorable the

contained information is.

more often schemas

Memories become stronger the

are activated.

Recall of previously held experiences, knowledge, attitudes, etc., from
memory is necessary for cognitive structure change to occur in the person
processing

a persuasive communication.

arguments)

has

to

be

integrated

with

The new
recalled

information

information

cognitive change to occur in the present schema.

(message

for permanent

This happens by either

modifying previously held attitudes or by adding additional structures to the
associational network with new connecting paths.
stimulate
change

the
can

recall

and

integration

processes,

occur.
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If the message does not
then no

cognitive

structure

Elaboration is an integral part of the ELM and deserves highlighting.
Petty and Cacioppo (1986b) define elaboration as, "...the extent to which a
person thinks about issue-relevant information."

It is considered to exist in

terms of a continuum that ranges from low to high.

The variables of

motivation and ability determine where on this continuum
when processing a persuasive communication.

a person falls

As can be seen in the previous

discussion on cognitive structure, a high degree of elaboration is needed for
central changes in attitudes to occur.

Peripheral routes to persuasion,

however, are characterized by low levels of elaboration using simple cues or
heuristics to guide information processing.
motivation and ability

The different aspects of

affecting elaboration likelihood

are outlined in Table

2.1.

As can be seen, the ELM is based upon the variables of motivation and
ability, or elaboration.

This elaboration can occur in either an objective

manner, in which degree of argument scrutiny is affected, or a biased manner,
in which positive or negative motivations or abilities affect the extent of
elaboration.

Objective elaboration is similar to that of "bottom-up" processing

because it is held to be impartial and data driven.

Biased elaboration, on the

other hand, is similar to "top-down" processing because it may be controlled
by a specific schema and rely less on the data presented.

Various message content factors can affect attitude change as a
persuasive

argument,

message elaboration.

a peripheral cue,

and/or vary

the extent or direction of

For some people, when the message is high in personal

relevance or if they have a high need for cognition, message arguments will
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Table

2.1.

Factors

Affecting

Motivation

Motivational
Factors
Relatively
Objective
Processing

Relatively
Biased
Processing

and

Ability

Ability
Factors

Personal relevance
Personal responsibility
Number of sources
Need for cognition

External distraction
Transient heart rate
Recipient posture
Moderate message
repetition

Forewarning of message
content
Forewarning of persuasive
intent
Excessive message
repetition

Self-schemata
Hemispheric
asymmetry
Vertical/horizontal
head movements
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he centra'.’.}

processed

And enhance cognitive structure change.

For other

people. who have no interest in the message or arc low in need for cognition,
these same message arguments ma>
peripheral cue fix.,

"There are numerous arguments in favor of this advocacy,

therefore it must be right").
message

be examined in totality, serving only as a

It should be noted that peripherally processed

cues do not change cognitive structure.

Finally, it is expected that central and peripheral routes to persuasion
will have differing long-term effects on

attitudes.

Centrally processed

messages that affect a person's cognitive structure arc expected to produce
relatively

permanent,

or

enduring,

attitude

change.

Peripherally

processed

messages, that have little or no impact on cognitive structure, arc expected to
produce relatively temporary, or short-term, attitude change.

It is more likely

that a person will retain their previously held attitudes when messages arc
peripherally

rather than when

centrally processed.

Petty

and

Cacioppo

point

out that attitudes developed via the central route to persuasion should be more
indicative of a person's behavior than attitudes developed via the peripheral
route.

The ELM is a complex model that has neatly encompassed a large amount
of attitude research.

Much research conducted by Petty and Cacioppo over the

last ten years has provided empirical support for the ELM.

Other researchers

have documented

Chaiken's (1980)

similar communication processes,

systematic and heuristic processing.

such

as

Given the breadth and depth of literature

that this model encompasses, a detailed presentation of the ELM is beyond the
present discussion.

The postulates of the ELM, as outlined by Petty and
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Cacioppo (1986b), are summarized in Table 2.2.

It is important, however, that

this discussion pursue certain aspects of the ELM further since these are
directly relevant to the proposed study.

Personal relevance and its impact on

motivation to process a message will be discussed next.
sections

discussing

need

for cognition

and

This will be followed by

developmental

aspects

pertaining

to the ELM.

Personal Relevance.
person's

motivation

to

Of all the variables that have a potential impact on a
process

a

persuasive

communication,

personal

relevance is probably the most important (Petty and Cacioppo

1986b).

Personal relevance refers to the importance of the main issues of a
communication to a person's life, and has a direct impact on the receiver's
level of involvement in the communication.
people consider a communication
issues

In

Apsler and Sears (1968) note that

as personally

relevant

"...have significant consequence for their own

the

development

and

refinement of the

when

the message

lives."

personal

relevance

construct.

Petty and Cacioppo took the existing conception of how it affects persuasive
communications and set about systematizing the effects.
conceptualization

of attitude

change,

personal

relevance

Before the ELM
(or

involvement)

was

largely thought to make a person more resistant to persuasion (Miller 1965;
Sherif and Hovland

1961).

The basic explanation for involvement effects drew

upon Social Judgement Theory, as developed by Sherif and Hovland (1961) and
Sherif, Sherif and Nebergall (1965).

If a person was highly involved with the

persuasive message, then they would have an increased latitude of rejection
and a decreased latitude of acceptance.

These changes in latitudes of

acceptance and rejection would make it more difficult for the message to be
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Table

1.

People

are

motivated

2.2.

to

hold

ELM

Postulates

correct

attitudes.

2. Although people want to hold correct attitudes, the amount and
nature
of
issue-relevant
elaboration
in
which
people
are
willing
or
able
to
engage
to
evaluate
a
message
vary
with
individual
and
situational
factors.
3

Variables
can
affect
the
amount
and
direction
of
attitude
change by: A) serving as persuasive arguments, B) serving as
peripheral cues, and/or C) affecting the extent or direction of
issue
and
argument
elaboration.

4. Affecting
relatively
reducing

motivation and/or ability to process a
message in a
objective manner can
do so by either enhancing or
argument
scrutiny.

5. As motivation and/or ability to process arguments
peripheral
cues
become
relatively
more
important
of persuasion.
Conversely, as argument scrutiny
peripheral
cues
become
relatively
less
important
of
persuasion.

is decreased,
determinants
is
increased,
determinants

6. Variables
affecting
message
processing
in
a
relatively
biased
manner
can
produce
either
a
positive
(favorable)
or
negative
(unfavorable)
motivational
and/or
ability
to
the
issue-relevant
thoughts
attempted.
7. Attitude
changes
that
result
mostly
from
processing
issuerelevant
arguments
(central
route)
will
show
greater
temporal
persistence
than
attitude
changes
that
result
mostly
from
peripheral
cues
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accepted.

Petty and Cacioppo (1986b) point out that this conceptualization of

persuasive

communication

effects

tended

to

ignore

the

issue-relevant

aspects

of the message.

In other words, it did not take into account whether the

arguments made

in

the persuasive

message

were

pro-attitudinal

or counter-

attitudinal, or, strong or weak.

The ELM examined issue involvement in a different manner than had
previous research.

First, specific message arguments and the relevancy of the

message to the intended audience was examined.

Second, previous research in

this area had confounded people's motivation to process a communication with
familiarity and prior knowledge by using varying topics of interest to the
subjects (Kiesler, Collins and Miller 1969).

This paradigm exposed high

involvement subjects to one type of message and low involvement subjects to a
different type of message.

In their examination of the personal relevance

issue. Petty and Cacioppo (1979) first attempted to replicate previous research
controlling for familiarity

and prior knowledge of the issue.

Petty and Cacioppo (1979) conducted two experiments.

The first

experiment exposed 24 undergraduate students to one of two messages
regarding coed visitation hours in college dormitories.
constructed

so that personal

The messages were

relevance was manipulated by telling students a

change in coed visitation hours was being proposed for their college or a
distant college.

An additional aspect of the experiment manipulated the

strength of the individual
message

advocated

more

arguments contained within each message.

One

lenient regulations on visitation hours, while the

other message advocated stricter regulations on visitation hours.
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Petty and

Cacioppo point out that these messages are obviously pro-attitudinal and
counter-attitudinal to undergraduate students.

This yielded a 2 x 2 between

subjects design with two levels of personal

relevance (high/low)

type

(strong

pro-attitudinal/weak

counter-attitudinal).

and message

Dependent

measures

consisted of an 11 point scale to assess involvement, a four-item attitude scale,
and cognitive responses.
unfavorable or neutral.
attitudes

and

Results indicated that

as involvement

for the pro-attitudinal message increased, while

counter-attitudinal
revealed

Cognitive responses were coded as favorable,

that

message

high

decreased.

involvement

The

subjects

cognitive

generated

increased

attitudes for the

response

more

analysis

favorable

thoughts

fewer unfavorable thoughts to the pro-attitudinal message than to the

counter-attitudinal
favorable
direction

nor

message.

unfavorable

of the

Under conditions
thought

generation

of low
was

involvement,

influenced

by

neither

the

advocacy.

Petty and Cacioppo (1979) report a second experiment that supposedly
provides a more stringent test of personal relevance effects on message
elaboration.

They note that social judgement theory could still explain the

effects of the first experiment since the pro-attitudinal message consisted of
strong

arguments

arguments.

and

the

counter-attitudinal

message

consisted

of weak

A message was designed for the second experiment so that all

subjects were exposed to an advocacy for the imposition of senior exams at
either the subject's college or a distant college.

While the direction of the

advocacv was the same for all subjects, there were two different versions of
the message:

one message consisted of strong arguments and the other

message consisted of weak arguments.

Similar to the first experiment, 72
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undergraduates were exposed to the messages in a 2 x 2 factorial design.
Dependent measures were the same as those in the first experiment.
scores indicated that as

issue-involvement increased,

Attitude

so did the persuasiveness

of the strong message, but the weak message decreased in persuasiveness.
High

involvement

subjects

produced

more

favorable

thoughts

unfavorable thoughts in reaction to the strong arguments than
the weak arguments.
quality

in the low

and
in

fewer
reaction to

Again, thought generation was not affected by argument
involvement situation.

These two experiments showed that it was not the direction of the
advocacy per se that was important in determining attitude change, but the
strength of the arguments presented that has the most impact.
attitudinal

messages

could

of sufficient quality.

enhance

should

be

if the

message

arguments

were

Thus, conditions of high involvement should enhance a

person's processing of message
factors

persuasion

Even counter-

factors,

prevalent under low

while the processing of non-message
involvement conditions.

In another study, Petty, Cacioppo and Goldman (1981) examined the
impact of personal relevance on message arguments and a peripheral cue,
source expertise.

This experiment was designed to go a step further than the

1979 study to actually examine the effects of peripheral cues under varying
conditions of personal relevance.

It was predicted that message quality would

be a more effective determinant of persuasion than source expertise under
high involvement; while source expertise would be a more effective
determinant

of

persuasion

than

argument

quality

under

low

involvement.

The study design was a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial consisting of involvement
(high/low),

argument

quality

(strong/weak),
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and

source

expertise

(high/low).

One hundred,

forty-five students were used for this experiment.

The experimental stimuli for this study were similar to that of the previous two
studies in that it manipulated an advocacy relating to the imposition of senior
comprehensive exams scheduled to take place either the next year, or in ten
years time.

Argument quality was manipulated the same way as before.

Source expertise was manipulated by telling the subjects that the source of the
advocacy was either a group of local high school students or the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education.
involvement,

attitudes

toward

Dependent measures were collected on

the

message,

and cognitive

responses.

Analyses revealed significant main effects for both source expertise and
argument quality.

More favorable attitudes were exhibited when the expert

source presented the message than when the non-expert source did; this same
pattern was exhibited for strong as opposed to weak message arguments.

In

addition to these main effects, interactions revealed that expert sources had a
stronger effect

than

non-expert

sources

under

low

involvement

than

high

involvement.

Argument quality exhibited similar patterns to those of previous

experiments:

strong

arguments

were more effective

than

weak

arguments

under high involvement; no difference was seen under low involvement.

This

study apparently lends credibility to the impact of message elaboration on
persuasion, and the associated impact of peripheral cues and message
arguments.
Cacioppo,

Similar results were obtained in a study conducted by Petty,
and

Schumann

(1983)

that

manipulated

argument quality, and source likability.

personal

relevance,

Since this study manipulated

advertising stimuli, it will be reviewed in more detail later in this discussion.
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The final Petty and Cacioppo (1984) study to be reviewed examined
argument

quality

and

the

number of arguments

levels of personal relevance.

presented

under differing

This study reported two experiments in which

the predicted hypotheses tested the effects of differing numbers of message
arguments

under central

and peripheral

peripheral

processing people

processing.

If under situations of

are not motivated to process

message

arguments,

then it is expected that they will use salient message cues to judge the message.
Thus, it is likely that a person will look at the total number of arguments for or
against a particular advocacy

In the main experiment,

to

determine their attitudes.

168

students were randomly distributed among

the cells of a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design.
involvement
arguments

(high/low),

argument

(three/nine).

Experimental factors included

quality

(strong/weak),

The same comprehensive

previous studies were again used in this study.
however,

by

adjusting

exam

and

number

stimuli

used

of

in

The stimuli were modified,

the number of message

arguments

presented.

Dependent measures consisted of an

involvement

assessment,

attitude toward

the message, and cognitive response.

In addition to a main effect for

argument quality, analyses found that attitudes toward the message were more
affected by

the number of message arguments under low involvement than

under

involvement,

high

and,

argument

quality

had

greater

under conditions of high involvement than low involvement.

effectiveness
It was also

found that the simple process of increasing the number of message arguments
successfully

increased

message

persuasiveness

messages under conditions of low

for both

involvement.
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strong

and

weak

Upon examination of these studies, it becomes apparent that personal
relevance has a significant impact on the route to persuasion used in
processing an
than

advocacy.

non-message

Message relevant factors become more persuasive

factors

under

high

personal

relevance,

and

non-message

factors are more persuasive than message factors under low personal
relevance.

Personal relevance, however, is not the only variable that has an

impact on a person’s motivation to process a message.

Next, a brief discussion

of a person's need for cognition will examine the results of studies that assess
the impact of this variable on the persuasion process.

Need for Chgnition.

The ELM recognizes that there may be individual

differences in the way people process persuasive messages.
bring up the issue of a person's need for cognition.

These differences

Drawing upon the work of

Cohen (1957) and Cohen, Stotland, and Wolfe (1955), Cacioppo and Petty (1982)
incorporated need for cognition into the context of the ELM, and address the
impact that it has on persuasive communications (Cacioppo, Petty and Morris
1983; Cacioppo, Petty, Kao, and Rodriguez 1986).

Need for cognition is a construct that is measured by a multi-item scale.
Exact methods for measuring this construct and validity of this scale will be
discussed in Chapter 3.

The present discussion will be limited to the definition

of need for cognition and the impact that it has on the ELM.

Cohen and his colleagues originally developed the concept of need for
cognition and defined it as "...a need to structure relevant situations in
meaningful integrated ways."

Need for cognition within the context of the

ELM has been defined as the individual's tendency to engage in, and enjoy,
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effortful cognitive endeavors (Cacioppo and Petty 1982; Cacioppo, Petty and
Morris 1983; Cacioppo, Petty and Kao 1984; Cacioppo, Petty, Kao, and Rodriguez
1986).

Thus a distinction is made between individuals who engage in effortful

cognitive processes as opposed to effortless cognitive processes.

Many

researchers have made the distinction between effortful and effortless, or
automatic, processes.

Effortful processes require that the individual expend a

large amount of cognitive capacity on processing information, while
automatic processing operates with as few demands upon cognitive capacity as
possible, often engaged at the level of the subconscious (Hasher and Zacks
1979).

The ELM examines this construct as a continuum anchored at each end by
a high and low level.

Individuals who are high in their need for cognition

enjoy effortful cognitive processes.

Therefore, it would not be surprising if

these types of people enjoyed doing crossword puzzles, or found solving riddles
and brain teasers relaxing.

Individuals low in need for cognition tend to avoid

effortful cognitive processing in favor of effortless processes.

These people

can be thought of as cognitive misers (Petty and Cacioppo 1986b); it is not that
they cannot process information in an effortful manner, but choose not to.

As originally developed, the need for cognition scale consisted of 45 items
(Cacioppo and Petty 1982).

The scale was later reduced to a more efficient 18

items while still maintaining the properties of the larger scale (Cacioppo,
Petty and Kao 1984).

Beyond the construction of the scale, the more important

question is what impact does need for cognition have on the ELM and the
persuasion

process?
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The first test of specific relationships among need for cognition, message
processing, and persuasion can be found in two experiments conducted by
Cacioppo, Petty and Morris (1983).

The first experiment examined the

relationship between people of varying levels of need for cognition and their
tendency to elaborate on message arguments.

After a blind pretest of 527

students on need for cognition, 114 students were selected for inclusion in a 2 x
2 factorial experiment; the factors consisted of need for cognition (high/low)
and argument quality (strong/weak).

Subjects were divided into high and low

need for cognition by grouping all pretested students into high, medium and
low levels of need for cognition.

Then those students falling in the upper and

lower thirds of the distribution were selected for the study.

The experimental

stimulus was the comprehensive exam advocacy used in previous Petty and
Cacioppo experiments.

Dependent measures

included

cognitive effort, and recall of message arguments.

message evaluation,

It was found that subjects

high in need for cognition (HNC) provided more discriminating evaluations of
message

arguments,

recalled

significantly

more

arguments,

and

reported

exerting more cognitive effort thinking about the advocacy than subjects low
in need for cognition (LNC).

A measure of issue relevancy analyzed in the

experiment was not significant indicating no differences between HNC and
LNC subjects on involvement.

This experiment indicates that people who are

HNC think more about, and extract more from, a persuasive communication
than people who are LNC.

The second experiment was conducted by Cacioppo, Petty and Morris
(1983) to replicate and correct some confounding factors in the first
experiment.

Specifically, subjects in the first experiment differed
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in their

initial

attitudes towards instituting senior comprehensive exams, with HNC

subjects more in favor of the exam than LNC subjects.

To rectify this problem

a different experimental stimulus was developed, this time assessing student
message

evaluations

and attitudes towards a tuition increase.

female students participated in a 2 x 2 factorial design.
were used as in the previous experiment.

One hundred, ten

The same two factors

Dependent measures were the same

as experiment 1 with the addition of an attitude assessment.

Results

indicated that

argument quality

had

a significantly

greater

impact on message evaluations and a marginally significant impact on
attitudes for HNC subjects than for LNC subjects.
message arguments more than LNC subjects.
marginally
attitudinal

significant

attitude

effects

HNC individuals scrutinized

Tests of contrasts on the

indicated

that

responses to strong and weak message

message

evaluations

and

attitudes

HNC subjects than for LNC subjects.
covariate

impact

Additionally,
significantly

correlations

stronger for

Finally, two ANCOVAs examining the

of message evaluation on

post-communication

were

between

arguments were

significantly larger for HNC than LNC individuals.
between

differences

post-communication

attitudes

attitudes on message evaluations were conducted..

and
The

first ANCOVA yielded an insignificant need for cognition by argument quality
interaction, while in the second ANCOVA this interaction remained
significant.
cognition
resistance

Cacioppo et al. interpret these results as indicating that need for
affects
to

message

processing,

thus

affecting

people's

susceptibility

or

persuasion.

In a detailed discussion, Cacioppo et al. outline a number of limitations to
the above experiment that indicate the need for further investigation of need
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for cognition effects on a person's elaboration likelihood of persuasive
communications.

These limitations include:

1) need for cognition is only one

factor and situational

factors may have greater impact on message processing,

2) other dispositional

factors such

as intelligence or cognitive development

could have equal, if not more, impact on message elaboration than need for
cognition, and 3) decreasing personal relevance could affect the impact of
need for cognition on message elaboration as both HNC and LNC individuals
decrease effortful processing.

These experimental

results and limitations lead

Cacioppo et al. to wonder if LNC individuals were truly cognitive misers, a
motivational effect, or, unable to attend to the changes that occur in
superficial
"verbal

and

substantive

features of the message,

thus

rendering

them

dolts".

A second study undertaken by Cacioppo, Petty, Kao, and Rodriguez (1986)
sought to specifically examine the cognitive miser vs. verbal dolt question.

It

was expected that differences in people's intelligence would only correlate
with need

for cognition

for very

line workers vs. university faculty).

heterogeneous populations

(i.e.,

assembly

Thus, regardless of a person's level of

intelligence, people high in need for cognition should deliberate more about a
persuasive communication than

people

low in

need

for cognition.

In the first experiment, 185 students participated in a 2 x 2 factorial
design manipulating need for cognition and argument quality.

The stimulus

was a version of the tuition increase used in previous studies; however,
modifications were made so that it was of low personal relevance to the
students.

Dependent measures included an attitude assessment, message

evaluations, cognitive effort assessment, and argument recall.
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Subjects also

completed the NCS and the Shipley-Hartford Vocabulary test.

Analysis of

attitudes and message evaluations revealed similar results to that of Cacioppo et
al. (1983).

An examination of cognitive effort between the two levels of need

for cognition revealed that HNC subjects expended more effort on message
processing than LNC subjects.

Thus, it was concluded that differences in need

for cognition were not related to one group's superior ability; it was
motivation

related.

A second part of the analysis was similar to the need for cognition by
argument quality; the former factor was replaced by high and low levels of
verbal

intelligence.

intelligence

Results indicated that subjects high in verbal

recalled

more

arguments

than

subjects

low

in

verbal

intelligence.

A stepwise regression analysis using number of arguments recalled as the
dependent variable

and verbal

intelligence

independent variables was conducted.

and need for cognition as the

Both independent factors

account for

significant, but distinct, sources of variance in the dependent variable.

A

final ANCOVA, using verbal intelligence as a covariate, revealed that the need
for

cognition

when

and

controlling

The

argument
for

verbal

quality

interaction

second experiment in

the

1984

Reagan/Bush),

presidential

significant

even

intelligence.

this

study

examined

consistency between HNC and LNC individuals.
around

remained

campaign

attitude-behavior

Using a stimulus developed

participants

(Mondale/Ferraro

students were surveyed about their attitudes

and

and

knowledge of

the presidential candidates eight weeks prior to the general election.

A subset

of students that differed in terms of need for cognition (high and low) were
selected for further analysis prior to and after the election.
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It was found that

subjects high in need for cognition were more confident about their attitudes
toward the presidential candidates, and their attitudes were more predictive of
their

voting

behavior.

These studies taken together indicate that need for cognition is an
important individual difference variable, and has an impact on the amount of
message elaboration in which a person will engage.

Specifically, people high

in need for cognition elaborate more on message arguments than people low
in need for cognition.

Also, this occurs not because people low in need for

cognition are any less intelligent than people high in need for cognition, but
because they opt to be cognitive misers.
and not ability.

Thus, it is a question of motivation

Finally, attitudes of people high in need for cognition are

more predictive of subsequent behavior than the attitudes of people low in
need

for

cognition.

In the next section a brief discussion of the developmental aspects of the
ELM will be presented.

This area is relatively devoid of research and much of

it is based on speculations offered by Petty and Cacioppo

Dev el op men tal TVen ds an d Th e FLM.
relatively neglected in persuasion research.
speculate that children have very

arguments

in

1986b)

little ability,

a persuasive

This sounds plausible since children are very much driven

by things that either feel good or bad.
that children

Petty and Cacioppo (1986a,

little motivation, and probably

to elaborate extensively upon message
communication.

This aspect of the ELM has been

It is not until later in their adult years

acquire the cognitive skills and
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knowledge that are necessary

for analysis of message arguments.

Thus, until these develop, children may

rely on basic heuristics to develop their attitudes (Ross 1981).

No major studies have been conducted
likelihood across different age groups.
study

of children

specifically

examining elaboration

Petty and Cacioppo (1986a, 1986b) cite a

and their behavioral

reactions to either an

attributional

strategy or persuasion strategy when told to be neat and tidy in their school
classrooms (Miller, Brickman, and Bolen 1975).

This study found that children

were much more responsive to being told that they were neat and tidy
(attributional strategy) than they were to being told that they should be neat
and tidy (persuasion strategy).

Miller et al. attributed these effects to the

negative aspects of the persuasion strategy and the positive effects of the
attribution strategy.

Petty and Cacioppo have looked at the attribution strategy

from the view point of self-perception theory (Bern 1972).

The children were

more sensitive to this strategy as a peripheral cue, instead of the direct
arguments

in

the

persuasion

strategy.

Given the context in which the one cited study occurred, it is difficult to
say whether or not children are more susceptible to peripheral cues within a
persuasive message.

This is an issue that needs to be examined within the

context of the ELM.

An additional issue pertains to whether or not a person's

preference

to

for

route

persuasion,

stable over their adult lifespan.

either

central

or

peripheral,

remains

In a review of memory and learning

deficiencies in children and elderly adults, Roedder-John and Cole (1986)
compare the similarities

and differences between these two groups.

these deficiencies exist for different reasons, children and elderly
exhibit

similar problems

in

learning

and
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memory.

Although
adults

This concludes the discussion of the development of the Elaboration
Likelihood Model and specific issues pertaining to this study.
discussion of past research in advertising and persuasion.

We now turn to a

The ELM can be

used as an organizational tool for advertising research similar to the way it
organized the

diverse

attitude

formation

and change

literature.

Specifically,

hierarchy of effects and attitude toward the ad research will be reviewed and
related to the central and peripheral processes of the ELM, respectively.

Next,

specific research into the validation of the ELM using advertising stimuli will
be discussed; and, potential modifications to the ELM theory for successful
application to marketing situations will be presented.

Finally, the concept of

involvement as it relates to advertising and its connection to personal
relevance

will

be

reviewed.

Advertising_Research_and_Persuasion

Businesses

have

long

been

interested

in

advertising

effectiveness.

Ultimately, the establishment of a definite link between the type of
advertising campaign, the amount of money spent on advertising, and sales
response would be desirable.

This has been an elusive goal.

However, since

the work of the Hovland school of persuasion in the 1950's and the
establishment of hierarchy of effects models of advertising in the

1960's much

advertising

such

research

has

focused on

intermediary

goal

assessment,

as

awareness, recall, and recognition, instead of the end goal of sales.

In this section, discussion will center around a historical look at
advertising research using the Elaboration Likelihood Model
organizational tool.

as an

Advertising research can be categorized as to whether it
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fits

into

the

central

research,

or

the

processing framework,

peripheral

toward the ad research.

processing

classic hierarchy

framework,

more

of effects

recent

attitude

The advertising research and persuasion section will

conclude with a review of the literature that specifically applies the ELM
framework

to

ELM..as..

an

an

advertising

context.

Organizational

Tool

for

Advertising

Research

Hierarchy of Effects and Central Routes to Information Processing.
Almost three decades have passed since Rosser Reeves (1961) wrote Reality in
Advertising,

which delineated the Madison

for the time period.

Avenue philosophy

of advertising

According to Reeves, advertising was a tool solely used to

sell products, not to provide entertainment.

Advertisements were meant to be

built around Unique Selling Propositions (USP), which were to be concrete and
hard-hitting

selling

points.

Reeves

pointed

out

existent,

but

there

were

that

a

some

theory
basic

of how

advertising

principles.

Strong

works

(1925)

was

had

non¬

already

developed the basic AIDA model (awareness, intention, desire, action), but this
model did not received extensive researcher interest.
Reeves'
hierarchy
hierarchy

work

was

effects
of

published,

theory

effects

of

model

Lavidge

how

and

Steiner

advertising

states

that

About the same time that

works

(1961)
(see

advertising

published

Figure

moves

their

2.2).

the

The

consumer

through a series of steps, or stages.

This
product
specific

model

shows

offering

and

brand

that

advertising

subsequently

characteristics

and

first makes

provides

benefits.
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the consumer aware of a

additional

Assuming

the

information
product

about

meets

the

Figure

2.2.

Hierarchy

of

Effects
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Model

of

Advertising

needs of the consumer, liking and preference develop for the advertised brand
from further exposure to advertising.

Conviction develops based upon the

consumer's preferences and knowledge, leading to the purchase of the brand
perceived most favorably.
more general
(awareness,
conation

These stages in the model can be grouped under

and traditional
knowledge),

(intention,

social

affect

psychological effects known

(liking,

preference,

as cognition

conviction),

and

purchase).

McGuire (1978) provides an additional perspective on the traditional
hierarchy of effects model in his discussion of an information processing
model of advertising effectiveness.
persuasive
model

communications

of advertising

and

Drawing upon his work in the area of
information-processing,

effectiveness

consisting

of various

dependent variables arranged in a two-way matrix.
communication-persuasion
components

matrix

of communication

(see Figure
models

as

McGuire

2.3)

outlined

independent

a

and

Basically, the
assembles

independent

the

variables

classic
(column

headings) that affect the basic steps in the persuasion process as dependent
variables (row headings).

As can be seen in the matrix, it is possible to

analyze the effect of each communication component at each stage of the
persuasion process.

McGuire points out that each component of the

communication process does not necessarily have an effect on each stage of
persuasion.

This matrix can be used to construct an advertising campaign

from scratch, or evaluate the effectiveness of finished campaigns.
outlined

two

postulates,

termed

compensation

and

McGuire

situational-weighting,

associated with this matrix to give it an added dimension aside from its basic
usefulness as an evaluative tool.
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Dependent
Variables:
Persuasion Stages

Indepenc lent Var tables:
Crommunic,ation Cornponents
Source

Message Channel Receiver Destination

Message Presentation
Attention
Comprehension
Yielding
Retention
Behavior

Figure

2.3.

McGuire's

Communication-Persuasion
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Matrix

The

"compensation

postulate"

states

that one

communication

component

may affect one persuasion stage positively, but at the same time affect another
persuasion stage negatively; thus maintaining the status quo.

For example,

while the use of sex or humor may be efficient methods for gaining the
attention of a person, very often these executions overshadow the main
message of the ad with the end result being an ineffective ad.
weighting

postulate

"...states

that

persuasive

communication

The situationalsituations

vary

in

specifiable ways as regards relative amounts of the variance in the target
behavior that are accounted for by each of the intervening behavioral steps."
In other words, the amount of variance accounted for in the individual stages
of the persuasion process by the communication components varies with the
specific situation in which an advertisement is presented (i.e., low or high
involvement).

The Association Model of Advertising Effectiveness was developed by
Preston (1982) and later modified by Preston and Thorson (1984).

The model

was primarily an updated version of the classic hierarchy of effects models
that sought to integrate the varied measures of advertising effectiveness with
the

recent

stimulus-response

of advertising effectiveness.

and

consumer

information

processing

theories

Preston's association model was a bit more

complex than the model proposed by Lavidge and Steiner (see Figure 2.4).
However, it shows how the consumer moves through the various steps from ad
awareness

to

purchase.

These classic hierarchy of effects models of advertising effectiveness fit
neatly into the central processing route proposed by Petty and Cacioppo.
also apparent that these advertising models closely follow many social
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It is

DISTRIBUTION

^

VEHICLE
EXPOSURE

AD
EXPOSURE

—

AD
AWARENESS

^

NON-PRODUCT
AWARENESS

ASSOCIATION _^ ASSOCIATION
AWARENESS
EVALUATION

„ PRODUCT
“awareness"

„ PRODUCT
PERCEPTION

\

PRODUCT
EVALUATION

INTEGRATED
PERCEPTION

PRIOR
PERCEPTION

Figure

2.4.

Preston's

PRODUCT
STIMULATION

\

INTEGRATED
STIMULATION

INTEGRATED
EVALUATION

/

PRIOR
EVALUATION

Association
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Model

•ACTION

PRIOR
STIMULATION

of

Advertising

Effects

psychological theories of attitude change and persuasion effects.
McGuire's

(1978)

persuasive

communication

persuasion

communication/persuasion matrix

(attention,

proceeding through

liking,

comprehension,

depicts the

stages

on the

learning,

For example,
receiver of a

road to

retrieving,

decision,

action, evaluation) that are similar to those found in hierarchy of effects
models.

Fishbein and Ajzen's (1975) Theory of Reasoned Action indicates that a

person’s behavior is preceded by intentions to behave, which are preceded by
cognitions,

liking,

and

preferences.

While the highly cognitive orientation of hierarchy of effects models has
been dominant, there has been an
effectiveness developing.

This

alternate paradigm

of advertising

line of advertising research, which began in

the mid 1960's, will be discussed in the next section.

Low Involvement. Attitude Toward the Ad and Peripheral Routes to
Information Processing. Not

advertising

research

interest

long after Lavidge and Steiner re-focused
on

hierarchy

of effects

began to examine alternative effects of advertising.

models,

researchers

In the mid 1960's,

Krugman (1965,

1968) wrote essays discussing the "low involvement effects" of

advertising

developed

and

his

"three-hit

theory"

of advertisement

and presentation (What is it?, What of it?. Where can I Find it?).
historical

perspective,

natural.

Lavidge

and

the

progression

to

Steiner had drawn

low

upon extensive

conducted during the first half of this century.
newspaper

and

magazine

available to marketers.

advertisements

involvement

were

scheduling

From a

research

was

advertising

research

During this time period,
the

primary

media

channels

It was not until the 1950's that television began to
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quite

really have an affect on American consumer lifestyles.

Thus, Krugman was

the first person to bring attention to the advertising effects that resulted from
a new communications medium.
advertising effectiveness
are most

appropriate

in

are

The issue in this case is not which theories of

better or worse than

specific

others,

but

which theories

instances.

Ray (1973) reviewed much of the literature on learning and proposed
alternative

learning

cognition,

behavior)

theorists

and

paradigms

(i.e.,

other than

hierarchy

the

of effects

behavior,

cognition,

predominant paradigm
advertising models

affect;
used

(cognition,

affect,
by

attitude

affect,

behavior).

Ray et al. (1973) investigated the effects of low involvement on

advertising

effectiveness;

specific

focus

on

affective response

advertisements and attitude toward the ad came later.

to

In experiments that

revealed classical conditioning effects, Mitchell and Olson (1981) and Gom
(1982) used pictures and music, respectively, to show that affective responses
to advertisements could have an impact on brand attitudes.
that

mediators

such

as

affect

work

through

an

It was suspected

unconscious,

low-involvement

type of process to influence brand attitudes (similar to that of Pavlov's
classical conditioning theory).

This early

work in affective response sparked

a flurry of research activity in the areas of involvement and affective
responses (to be reviewed below).

Batra and Ray (1983) proposed a model of

advertising processing that consisted of two different types of affect,
utilitarian and hedonic, and, made a distinction between product class
involvement

and

message

response

involvement.

The attitude toward the ad construct has received extensive examination
by many researchers since the Mitchell and Olson study (Allen and Madden
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1983; Lutz, McKenzie, and Belch 1983; McKenzie and Lutz 1983 ; Shimp 1981;
Gresham and Shimp 1985).

While most of these researchers have found that

attitude toward the ad does have an impact on attitude toward the brand (which
mediates purchase intent), it is not clear what is responsible for these effects.
Gresham and Shimp (1985) proposed four different theoretical models to
account for these relationships in their investigation of a classical
conditioning explanation for attitude toward the ad.
postulated are:

The other three models

1) attitude toward the ad affected brand attitude via brand

cognitions, 2) a reciprocal relationship between attitude toward the ad and
attitude toward the brand, and 3) no relationship between attitude toward the
ad and attitude toward the brand, each affect purchase intention
independently.

Due to study limitations, it was impossible for Gresham and

Shimp to fully discount any of the theories proposed for attitude toward the ad
effects; however, they still found that attitude toward the ad had effects on
purchase

intentions

and

brand

attitudes.

This low involvement area of research falls neatly into the peripheral
processing route to persuasion proposed by Petty and Cacioppo.
advertising research in this

area has relied upon various social

theories such as self-perception (Bern

Much of the
psychological

1972) and mere exposure (Zajonc

1968).

It also emphasizes the element of repetition (Ray and Sawyer 1971), necessary
for

effective

low

involvement

advertising

response.

As delineated above, the Elaboration Likelihood model provides an
excellent

paradigm

for

organizing

advertising

research

over the

last

century.

The effectiveness of the ELM has been demonstrated in repeated research
studies.

Next, the discussion will focus on the specific advertising research
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applications of the ELM, most of which have been conducted by Petty and
Cacioppo.

Advertising

Research

and

the

Elaboration

Likelihood

Model

The Elaboration Likelihood Model provides a paradigm that can be used to
guide research on various advertising effects.
investigation

in

the

persuasive

While it has received extensive

communication

literature

and

has

been

reviewed, at least in part, by advertising and marketing researchers, the ELM
has not received extensive testing in the advertising literature.

The few

studies that have been conducted by Petty and Cacioppo will be discussed next.
This will be followed by a discussion of the specific modifications to the ELM
for specific use in the advertising realm as presented by marketing
researchers.

Petty and Cacioppo developed and tested their elaboration likelihood
model

using

non-advertising

messages

(usually

essays

proposing

the

adoption

of various academic policies), a natural extension was to test their theory
using

advertising

stimuli.

The

first experiment investigated

the moderating

effects of involvement on attitudes towards advertised products (Petty and
Cacioppo, 1980, experiment 2).
previous

research,

using

This study was basically a replication of

different

stimuli,

manipulating

involvement

(high

or low), message quality (strong or weak), and source attractiveness (high or
low).

Gender was entered as a fourth factor, but had no significant effects in

the study.

Two hundred, forty undergraduate students were processed in this 2

x 2 x 2 x 2 design.

Product involvement was manipulated by telling the

subjects that the product advertised was either going to be or not going to be
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test marketed in their geographic region soon.

Source attractiveness was

manipulated by using pictures of people previously judged as attractiveness or
unattractive.

Argument quality

was manipulated by the inclusion of

arguments judged strong or weak in a pretest.

The experimental stimuli was

for a fictitious shampoo presented with five other advertisements.

The dependent variable was an attitude toward the product measure
consisting of four, nine point semantic differential scales.
study

indicated main

Strong

arguments

effects

and

more

attractive

attitudes toward the product.
argument

interaction.

As

for argument quality
sources

and

produced

The results of this
source
more

attractiveness.
favorable

Additionally, there was an involvement by
involvement

increased,

more

favorable

attitudes

were observed with strong arguments and less favorable attitudes with weak
arguments.

The

involvement by

source

attractiveness

interaction

was

insignificant; however, Petty and Cacioppo point out that the means were
directionally consistent.
important factor that

Thus, it was concluded that involvement is an
affects

whether or not

content-based

persuasion

will

occur.

A second study conducted by Petty, Cacioppo, and Schumann (1983; see
also Petty and Cacioppo, 1983) sought to more extensively test the ELM in an
advertising context.

The focus was to study the effects of involvement on

advertisement

and

manipulated:

recall

product

attitudes.

Three independent

involvement (high or low),

factors were

argument quality

(strong or

weak), and source status (celebrity or non-celebrity), yielding a 2 x 2 x 2
between subjects design.

Product involvement was manipulated by telling

subjects they would receive a free sample of either the target product
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(disposable razor) or some other product featured (toothpaste).

Argument

quality was manipulated similarly to the Petty and Cacioppo (1980) experiment.
Celebrity status was manipulated by picturing a well known tennis star in the
ad or an average citizen of Bakersfield, CA.

There were two research hypotheses of interest:
advertising

argument quality

would

1) it was expected that

have greater impact on

product

attitudes

under high rather than low involvement, and 2) that celebrity status of the
product endorser would have greater impact on product attitudes under low
rather than

high

involvement.

participated in the study.

One hundred,

sixty

undergraduate

The experimental stimulus was an advertisement for

a fictitious brand of disposable razor embedded among 11

other advertisements.

Multiple dependent variables were assessed after exposure to all
advertisements.
name).

These measures included:

Recognition

(brand

four point scale). Overall
differentials).

Thought

students

name),

Recall (product category and brand

Purchase

intent

product impression

listing

procedure,

12

for target product

(one,

(three, nine point semantic

Target

product

attribute

recall,

and

Free recall of expected gift.

The study results indicated that all three factors were successfully
manipulated.

There were three significant main effects for attitudes toward

the product:

1) involved subjects were more skeptical than less involved

subjects,
weak

2)

strong message

message

arguments,

arguments

and

3)

increased

celebrity

liking more than non-celebrity endorsement.
product, there were two

subject's

endorsement

liking more than
increased

subject

For attitude towards the

significant interactions:

1)

involvement by endorser

indicated that the impact of the celebrity on product attitudes was significant
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only under low involvement, not high

involvement, and 2) involvement by

argument quality indicated that the impact of argument quality was
significantly
intent

greater under high than

measure,

there

were

low

significant

involvement.

effects

for

For the purchase

argument

quality

(the

subject is more likely to purchase after hearing strong, rather than weak
arguments)

and

involvement

by

argument

quality

interaction

(argument

quality had a greater impact on purchase intent under high than low
involvement).

Results for the recall and recognition measures were as

follows:
•

Both

involvement and celebrity

product

category;

highly

lowly involved subjects,
than
•

subjects

Involvement
involved

•

An
with

No

involved

subjects

the

significantly

involvement
celebrity

by

affected

endorser

brand

interaction

recognition

for argument

name

than

decreasing

increasing

significant effects

recalled

free

recall of

products

better than

non-celebrity.

endorsement

and

affected

and subjects seeing the celebrity recalled more

subjects having better recall

involvement
•

seeing

endorsement

for

recall,

lowly

highly

involved

subjects.

name

recognition,

brand

recognition
under

with

under

high

low

involvement.

recall.

The results of this study indicated that differential involvement does have an
impact on advertising effectiveness, as well as the use of a celebrity
endorsement.

All three factors have an impact on a person's attitudes

developed from advertisement exposure.

Petty, Cacioppo,

and Schumann point

out, however, that the results of the recall and recognition measures in
relation to the product attitude

and purchase
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intent measures provide evidence

indicating that memory for information presented about an attitude object in a
communication is not predictive of attitude change.

As can be seen by the studies just reviewed, the ELM has received some
application to specific advertising situations.

However, it should be noted that

direct transfer of the ELM from the attitude change literature to the
advertising literature may not be appropriate.

Bitner and Obermiller (1985)

provide a concise review of the ELM and highlight several limitations that
may be apparent when applying the model to marketing situations.

The

limitations are briefly summarized as follows:
1) How does one determine which cues are which?

Marketers control

objective cues in advertisements, but the ELM is inconsistent in
determining a priori whether or not a cue will be processed centrally or
peripherally.
2) How

does peripheral processing

influence

affective

response?

It is

possible that two types of peripheral processing effects could be taking
place.

The first would be cognitive short-cuts due to lack of motivation or

cognitive miser operations; this would be a conscious and cognitive, not
affective response.

The second response would be a simple, unconscious

affective response.

ELM does not distinguish between the two.

3) Are

there

processed

differences

in

the

strengths of peripherally and centrally

attitudes?

The ELM outlines the effects of repetition with

respect to this issue, however, the confidence of attitudes could produce
the same results.

This is also in contradiction to Zajonc and Markus' (1982;

cited from Bitner and Obermiller,

1985) contention that attitudes based on
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directly
that

affective responses

result

4) Are

from

are more durable

thoughtful

and forceful than those

consideration.

central and peripheral processing interactive?

argument

for

interactive effects

between

possibly leading to central processing.

the two

The ELM makes the
routes,

with

peripheral

It is possible that peripheral

processing may have a main effect in addition to central processing.
5) Can the central processor make do with peripheral cues?

It is possible

that a person may process a message centrally even when there are no
central cues.

One may have different definitions of useful information,

or self-generate thoughts based on prior knowledge or past experience.
Thus, it is possible for a person to rely on peripheral cues, but not the
peripheral

process.

After highlighting the limitations of the ELM, Bitner and Obermiller then
propose

methods

context.

While

involvement on
are

other

the

the

the

primarily

These

browsing

decision,
need

ELM

has

usefulness

a person's motivation

variables

persuasion.
versus

for extending

that

include

behavior,

or

(such

as

cues,

knowledge,

may

personal

certain
time

or

ability

situational

pressure

individual

ignorance),

and

on

to

make

for

the
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the

to

decision,
decision),
in

marketing

of personal

a message,

(such

and
as

there

route

person

to

shopping

(ir)reversibility

sensitivity

category

the

impact

likelihood

variables

differences
product

ELM

to process

elaboration

accountability

for cognition,

focused

and

mediate

of the

of

variables

to peripheral

variables

(such

as

Figure

2.5.

Marketing

Mediators
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of

Elaboration

Likelihood

intangibility,

riskiness

of purchase,

expense,

shopping

versus

impulse

good,

or complexity) all of which have specific marketing related impact on the
ELM.

Bitner and Obermiller arrange these variables into an alternative model

showing the marketing

related mediators of elaboration

likelihood (see Figure

2.5).

It can be seen that the ELM has been applied to the marketing
communications context.

While there are few studies directly testing this

model

unpublished doctoral

(not counting any

dissertations), the

studies that

have been conducted found significant effects legitimizing the ELM.

In the

next section, a closer look will be taken at a variable integral to the ELM,
involvement.

Involvement

has

times

become

important construct

and

has

effectiveness.

an

seen

extensive

investigation
when

studying

during

recent

advertising

Given the importance to both the ELM and advertising

research, it is necessary to include a discussion of the involvement construct.

Advertising

Research_an_InYQlYCment

The concept of involvement has seen a great deal of research interest
over the last decade.
conceptualize
paradigm(Antil
Rothschild
Mitchell

the

There have been many papers that have sought to

involvement

dimension

and

define

a

research

1984; Bloch and Richins 1983; DeBruicker 1979; Houston and

1977, 1978a, 1978b; Kassarjian 1981; Lastovicka and Gardner 1978;

1981; Zaichowsky

1986a).

The involvement concept is quite complex

and has evolved from what was believed to be a one dimensional construct into
what is now considered at least a three dimensional construct (Zaichowsky
1986a).
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Not long after Lavidge and Steiner (1961) were delineating advertising
effectiveness in terms of the hierarchy of effects model, Krugman (1965, 1967)
was focusing attention on the concept of involvement in advertising and
marketing.

Krugman (1965) was the first to distinguish between two levels of

involvement (high and low), and defined the concept as "...the number of
connections,

conscious

bridging

experiences,

or

personal

references

per

minute, that the subject makes between the content of the persuasive stimulus
and the content of his own life."

The traditional hierarchy of effects was felt

to be indicative of high involvement types of learning.

Low involvement, on

the other hand, was felt to be indicative of passive learning.

Krugman held

that the act of watching television and commercials was basically done in a
passive state, therefore any learning would be done at the unconscious, rather
than the conscious, level.

These beliefs about involvement were founded upon

work initially done by Ebinghaus (1902) in the learning of nonsense material
and Hovland (1947) in the learning of the non-ego-involving or unimportant
material.

Krugman held that much of advertising content fell into the realm

of the meaningless or nonsensical.

This was further confirmed in Krugman's

work with advertising repetition and the inverted U-shaped results he
obtained for advertisement recall that was similar to those results obtained by
Ebinghaus.

Thus, according to Krugman (1965, 1967), low involvement

learning was achieved by gradual shifts in perceptual structure that was
facilitated by stimulus repetition; attitude change should follow behavior.
High involvement learning involved the conflict of ideas and was conducted at
the conscious level of opinion; attitude formation and change should precede
behavior.
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Hupfer and

Gardner (1971)

investigated the

involvement construct

and

conducted one of the earliest marketing research studies into this complex and
ill-defined area.

At that time, the concept of involvement referred to ego¬

involving attitudes.

Noting the confusion and somewhat loose treatment that

involvement was given by many researchers in a cross-section of disciplines,
Hupfer and Gardner sought to determine which type of involvement, issues or
products, was more important.

For the purposes of their study, the word

importance most closely defined ego-involvement; this was a "general level of
interest or concern about an issue or product class without reference to a
specific position

or brand."

Ray et al. (1973) elaborated upon Krugman's initial development of the
involvement concept
hierarchies.

and

expanded

it

to

include

three

different

learning

Drawing upon classic research (Lavidge and Steiner

1961,

McGuire 1968, Festinger 1964, Fishbein and Ajzen 1972, Robertson 1971, Bern
1972, Kelly 1973, Aronson 1969, Krugman 1965, and others) as well as recent
research (conducted by Sawyer, Rothschild, Heeler, Strong, Reed, and Ray),
Ray defined a "Three-Orders Hierarchy Model" of learning.
upon

various

learning processes,

advertising theory.

The

attitude

first hierarchy

formation
was dubbed

Hierarchy", which was similar to the traditional
developed by Lavidge and Steiner.
high

and change
the

hierarchy

was

labelled

and

"Learning

hierarchy of effects model

be used when clear differences

Attitudes affect behavior in the classic

Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) sense (Cognition, Affect, Conation).
learning

theories,

The learning hierarchy is reflective of

involvement learning and was thought to

between product alternatives existed.

This model relied

"Dissonance-Attribution."
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The second

This

paradigm

was

held to operate in the exact reverse of the learning hierarchy.
thought to occur sometime after the behavior.
media audiences

are still

Cognition).

Under this learning situation,

involved, but differences between product

alternatives are indistinguishable.
Bern’s (1972)

Learning was

This type of learning was indicative of

self-perception theory of attitude change (Conation, Affect,
Finally, there was the "low-involvement" hierarchy.

This

learning paradigm was the same as that delineated by Krugman (1965).
low-involvement

hierarchy

were not involved
alternatives.
(Cognition,

was

thought

to

operate

when

media

The

audiences

and there were minimal differences between product

Attitude change was thought to occur sometime after behavior
Conation,

Affect).

Ray (1973) was instrumental in distinguishing a new aspect of
involvement.

The concept had been expanded to not only include audience

involvement (as outlined by Krugman), but also brought in aspects of the
product

(product

features

were

either

distinguishable

or

indistinguishable).

It was not until the latter part of the 1970's that market researchers
began to have heightened

interest

in

the

involvement construct.

Kassarjian

(1978) applied his work in the area of personality to situation and product
involvement

and came up with six

Houston and Rothschild (1977,
which

defined

Situational
evoked

by

three

types

different classifications of involvement.

1978) wrote the classic involvement article

of involvement

(situational,

enduring,

response).

involvement was considered to be the degree of involvement
a particular situation;

enduring

involvement was

the

ongoing

concern with a product that the individual brings to the purchase situation;
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and,

response

involvement represents

responsibility

for,

Various
researchers.

consumer

other

the

decision

involvement

complexity

of,

or personal

making.

definitions

were

developed

by

marketing

Tyebjee (1974) defined involvement as "... the number of values

engaged by the product, the centrality of these values, and the product
relatedness to these values."
individual

level,

internal

Mitchell (1981) defined involvement as "...an

state

variable

whose

evoked by a particular stimulus or situation."

motivational

properties

were

Mitchell's definition of

involvement highlighted the characteristics of intensity

and direction.

Also,

model of the dimensions of advertising involvement was outlined (see Figure
2.6, Mitchell,

1981).

Mitchell's model presents the involvement construct as

having a controlling effect on the amount of attention and processing
capacity allocated to some stimulus (issue or product), as well as an impact on
the various parts of memory activated during the processing task.

It is posited

that a person's level of involvement is affected by not only the stimulus
presented to them, but also, the person's goals while exposed to the stimulus.

Mitchell
model.

(1981) developed three approaches to involvement from his

The first was a high involvement processing where information was

acquired via comprehension and evaluative processing of the
AIDA format.

stimulus in the

The second model was posited to account for the highly involved

individual that has little relevant knowledge about the product or issue.
Similar to Krugman's (1965) distinction, this was considered to be a state of
conscious

low

involvement;

where

the

individual

consciously

processes

the

stimulus information, but does "...not actively organize this information into a
conceptual understanding of the product."
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Finally, there was a second model

a

Figure

2.6.

Model

of

Advertising
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Involvement,

Mitchell

1981.

of low involvement that accounted for the totally uninvolved individual that
acquires

information

exposed.

from

repetitive

exposure

without

being

aware

they

were

Mitchell based this model on the "mere exposure effect" investigated

by Zajonc (1980).

Greenwald and Leavitt (1984; Greenwald, Leavitt and Obermiller 1980) take
the involvement construct to even finer distinction with the delineation of
four levels of involvement.

Involvement was closely aligned with a cognitive

capacity aspect of attention and was defined as, "...procedures that increase the
attentional capacity allocated to a message [to] make the message both more
memorable and potentially more persuasive."

The four levels of involvement

included the preattentive stage (which uses little or no cognitive capacity),
the focal attentive stage (which focuses on one message and encodes sensory
content),

the

propositional
message

comprehension
references),

content

with

stage

and

the

existing

(which

analyzes

elaboration

conceptual

stage

speech

or text

(which

through

integrates

knowledge).

During this time period, Petty and Cacioppo (1979, 1981, 1983, 1986a,
1986b) were developing the ELM and an integral part of this model was the
personal relevance of the issue or product for the receiver of the persuasive
message.

Thus, it can be seen that involvement is a multi-dimensional concept that
involves the person, object, or media.

Bloch and Richins (1983; Bloch 1981)

further extended the conceptualization of involvement in the area of product
importance.

While many did not initially relate product importance to

involvement,

it

is

really

an

integral

part of consumer information processing
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of marketing stimuli.

Houston and Rothschild (1978b) had already delineated

the concepts of situational and enduring involvement.

Bloch and Richins

linked both of these concepts to product importance and outlined the impact it
has on a consumer's overall level of involvement.

Product importance is

defined as (Bloch and Richins 1983), "...the extent to which a consumer links a
product to salient enduring or situational-specific goals."

Thus, it is possible

for consumers to reach high levels of involvement with a product class even
when they are not in a purchasing situation.

Finally, Zaichowsky (1986) conceptualized a model of involvement
drawing upon the previous two decades worth of research.

This model (see

Figure 2.7) states that involvement is a function of three antecedent factors
(person, object or stimulus, and situational), and can be focused on the
advertisement, product, or purchase decision.

Zaichowsky points out that

involvement includes not only product importance, but an emotional aspect as
well.

With differing levels of involvement, consumers react differently to the

same messages due to person characteristics, counter argue with messages as
involvement increases,

In
by

his

using

airline),

research,
different

and

Krugman
media

instructions

content of message).
of

it,

by

(1)

and use different message cues

the

(1967)

(T.V.

or

(focus

manipulated
print),

on

the

type

to form evaluations.

low
of

editorial

and

high

product
content

involvement

(margarine
or

or

advertising

Sawyer (1971) attempted to measure involvement, or lack
number

of

times

subjects

indicated

"don't

know"

when

evaluating several brands of a product, or (2) the extent to which subjects do
not use the entire range on a brand rating scale (cf. Ray et al. 1973).
Sawyer (1971)

varied

involvement

using
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different

types of products

Ray and
(shopping
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Figure

2.7.

Model

of

Involvement.
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Zaichowsky

1986.

or convenience goods).

Hupfer and Gardner (1971) conducted a survey in

which they investigated product/issue importance.

They varied the level of

involvement by the extent to which product importance varied for the
individual.

Wright (1973,

1974) manipulated involvement (high and low) by

having subjects believe they were going or not going to make some decision
about an advertised product.

Bowen and Chaffee (1974) manipulated

involvement by the number of brands used
(styling,

price,

performance);

and the brand characteristics

also, the importance of the purchase

and

suitability of the brand for the subject were used to vary involvement.

Houston and Rothschild (1977) investigated varying levels of political
involvement

using

state assembly).

different

levels

of election

campaigns

(presidential

vs.

Swinyard and Coney (1978) also manipulated involvement

through the use of different types of political races (U.S. Senate vs. country
treasurer).

A study conducted by Clarke and Belk (1978) manipulated two types

of involvement (situational

and product) by having

subjects indicate the

amount of time spent, stores shopped, and amount spent on the purchase of
bubble bath or blankets (low

involvement),

records or jeans

(high

involvement), and whether the purchase was for themselves or as a gift.
Lastovika (1979),

along with various other researchers (Lastovika and Gardner

1978), manipulated involvement by varying the product and situations used as
the experimental stimulus.

One study (Lastovika 1979) used products over

differing situations (i.e., wine for self/family or for gift, toothpaste for self,
auto for self, bread for self/family).

Traylor (1981) manipulated involvement

via the importance of the product to the purchaser (subject).
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Belk (1982)

manipulated
birthdays,

involvement
thank-you

via

the

situation

(gift

giving

situations,

weddings,

gifts).

Petty and Cacioppo (1979, 1981; Petty, Cacioppo, and Goldman 1981; Petty,
Cacioppo, and Schumann

1983) have manipulated involvement in terms of the

personal relevance of the issue or product.

They use manipulations that make

an issue of high or low relevance to a person in terms of personal
consequences.

Another manipulation attempts to use the availability of

products to vary high and low involvement.

Finally, several studies have sought to investigate the dimensionality of
the

involvement

construct

through

product

and/or

service

importance

(Bloch

1982; Lastovicka and Gardner 1978; Zaichowsky 1985).

It is apparent that involvement is a construct of tremendous importance
to the effectiveness of advertising, and one which deserves attention in any
advertising

research.

Involvement can

mean

something

individual and is influenced by at least three factors.

different to

each

There appears to be at

least two different levels of involvement (high and low) and could be as many
as four different levels.

Involvement has proven to be an elusive construct,

and a difficult one with which to work.
manipulate

involvement by

Most researchers have attempted to

varying the personal

relevance of an

product (or extent of personal consequence or responsibility

issue or

for a decision),

the situation in which the product is purchased, or the media in which an
advertising message

is

presented.

While

researchers

have developed multiple

dimensions of involvement, at the present time it seems as though the broad
manipulation of high versus low is used in empirical study.
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Quite possibly the

standard techniques used in research are not sensitive enough to fully
manipulate

This

the

involvement

discussion

construct.

of personal

relevance/involvement

has

sought to

the importance of this variable to the ELM and advertising research.

outline

It is

because of involvement's impact on information processing that it is being
manipulated in the research reported below.

Since this research is attempting

to examine the ELM specifically, the involvement construct will be referred to
as personal relevance during the rest of this discussion.

In the next section, the discussion turns to the second independent
variable of interest:

type of ad copy.

Advertising research that investigates

the effects of a variety of types of appeals will be reviewed.
concrete and abstract ad copy is presented.

Then, focus on

The possible differences in

processing ad copy across different age groups will be made more explicit
after

relevant

Advertising

gerontological

Message

Increased

interest

research

Appeal

in

the

has

been

reviewed.

and_Persuasion

involvement

construct

throughout

the

latter

half of the 1970's and first half of this decade stimulated interest in related
areas.

One of these new areas was the use of emotion in advertising.

investigation of emotion was not wholly new to consumer research.
the

1950's and

1960's (Martineau

keen interest in the subject.

Blackwell

1968)

During

1957) motivation researchers had exhibited

However, the rise of the comprehensive models

of consumer behavior and decision making (Howard and Sheth
Kollat, and

The

focused

information processing (Bettman

1969; Engel,

researcher interest on highly cognitive,

197 ) aspects of consumer behavior.
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The

work of Zajonc (1980) and Mitchell and Olson (1981) began to refocus
researcher attention on the use of emotion, feeling, and affect in consumer
behavior.

The discussion in this section will first look at the contrasting

rational versus emotional appeal viewpoint.

Then a closer examination

different aspects of emotional appeals will be presented.
have conducted
moved

into

research in the

emotion

into

Many of those who

area of involvement have quite

naturally

research.

Advertisers use a wide variety of appeals, rational, emotional, one- and
two-sided comparative,

fear,

discrepant and concrete/abstract to name a

few.

Persuasive messages contain appeals, or arguments, that are used to affect the
attitudes of the target audience.
focus upon

At a very basic level, these arguments can

logical, concrete statements aimed

at presenting a highly cognitive

argument ("strong" in the Petty and Cacioppo sense) or emotional, abstract
statements aimed at producing some overall feeling.

It is important in areas

such as involvement or emotion to work from a standard definition for the
terms being used.
of names

by

various

(Golden and Johnson
and

This emotional/rational dichotomy has been given a variety

feeling/thinking

researchers;

such

as

transformational/

1983), evaluative/factual (Holbrook
(Berger

1981;

Vaughn

1980,

1986).

informational

1978; Shimp

1981),

However researchers

have chosen to name these constructs, meanings for emotional

and

rational

dimensions of advertising are best reflected by Holbrook’s (1978) definitions.
Holbrook states that rational, or factual, advertising content "...might be
defined

as

features.'"

'logical, objectively

verifiable descriptions of tangible product

Emotional, or evaluative, advertising content ’’...might consist of

’emotional, subjective impressions of intangible aspects of the product.”’
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Now

it should be noted that almost every advertisement contains elements of each
dimension to differing degrees (Holbrook

1984).

Why have researchers focused on the impact of emotion used in
advertisements upon the consumer?

Much of this interest stems from the

developments of low involvement learning effects.

Rational appeals are

supposedly most effective when a person is highly involved in learning, and
semantically processing, stimulus material.
are several.

The effects of emotional appeals

Ray and Batra (1983) posit that emotion has at least four effects on

information processing, including:

1) people may pay greater attention to

affective advertising, 2) affect may enhance the degree of processing, 3)
affective executions my lead to more positive

judgements of the advertised

message, and 4) affective executions may be remembered better.

The use of

emotion in, and feelings generated by, ads is quite complex and involves not
only elements of the ad, but characteristics of the receiver as well.

The effects

of emotion on, and within, consumers in terms of persuasion and purchase
intent has primarily been investigated by Attitude toward the Ad {ATTa)
research.

The remainder of this discussion will be devoted to ATTA

and its

operationalization.

The focus of this review is to justify the importance of

examining

in advertising research, not to review the substantial amount

ATT^

of research that has been conducted in detail.

Before defining ATTA, it is useful to look at the developments in the area
of social cognition just prior to the intensive scrutiny given this construct by
advertising and marketing researchers.
introducing

feelings back

orientation

towards

human

Zajonc (1980) is credited with re¬

into what had become
decision

making.
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a highly cognitive

The

information

processing

approach

toward

decision-making

had

dominated

the

social

psychology

discipline for two decades with very little attention given to what impact
feelings and emotion have on a decision.
cognitive and

affective reactions.

Zajonc distinguished between

Cognitive reactions entail a degree of

effortful, mental processing of information; they reside in the world of
thoughts

and verbalizations.

Affective

reactions, however,

are

an expression

of liking, disliking, preference, or evaluation that involve an emotional
component.

Affect has been defined as "...the sorts of feelings toward a

stimulus that lead to relative preferences for that stimulus out of a class of
similar stimuli (Batra 1986)."
precedes affect.

Zajonc (1980) conceptualized that cognition

Work on mere exposure effects led Zajonc (1968) to link pure

affective reactions to a person's

familiarity

with an object;

repetition created

liking.

Mitchell and Olson (1981) and Shimp (1981) are credited with defining
and developing the ATTA
affective

construct

representing

favorability/unfavorability
1986).

construct; which has been characterized as "an

toward

consumers'
the

ad

feelings

of

itself,..."(McKenzie,

Lutz

and

Belch

This area of research has also been described as "...an attempt to

influence

consumer choice

advertisement that may

through

creating

a

favorable

transfer to the advertised brand

behavior (Gresham and Shimp 1985)."

attitude
and

toward

the

influence choice

Thus, the ATT^ construct involves some

type of affect transfer from the stimulus to the object, and is proposed to have
some affect on a related construct Attitude toward the Brand (ATTg )
and Shimp 1985; MacKenzie, Lutz, and Belch 1986; Shimp 1981).

(Gresham

As originally

conceptualized by Shimp (1981), ATTg is an approach to advertising that
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"...attempts

to

influence

attitudes toward the
consumers’

beliefs

choice

by

advertised brand...by

and

consuming the brand."

brand

evaluations

engendering
structuring

regarding

Both ATTA and ATTB

the

favorable

ads to

favorable

consumer

influence
consequences

of

concepts draw heavily upon the

Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) conceptualization of attitude formation and its
impact

on

behavioral

intention

in

that

advertisement

and

brand

are proposed to precede their respective attitude constructs.

cognitions

This formulation

is also in line with Zajonc's (1980) conceptualization of the relationship
between

affect

and

cognition.

Since its original conceptualization, ATTA and affect have been
investigated and proposed to work in a variety of ways.

Earlier research

results posited affect as working by some classical conditioning type of
mechanism (Mitchell and Olson 1981; Gom 1982).

Later researchers developed

three additional models of the effects responsible for ATTThese models show
the relationships between ad and brand cognitions (C^d and Cg), ad and brand
attitudes

(A^d and Ag), and purchase intention (Pig).

Gresham and Shimp

(1985) found no definitive evidence to rule out the classical conditioning
hypothesis in favor of one or the other hypotheses.
Belch

(1986)

hypothesis.

found empirical

evidence

favoring

the

MacKenzie, Lutz, and
reciprocal

causation

These models are outlined in Figure 2.8 (adapted from Gresham

and Shimp 1985; MacKenzie, Lutz and Belch 1986).

Recent

research on

affect

and

emotion

in

advertising conceptualizes

attitudes to have two affective components (Holbrook 1984; Batra and Ray 1985,
1986; Lutz 1988).

These components have been labeled as Hedonicand Utilitarian

affect (Holbrook 1984; Batra and Holbrook 1987; Batra and Ray 1985, 1986;
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Holbrook and Batra 1°$$).
surgency.

Hedonic atTcct is related to pure emotion* feelings ot

deactivation, or social

affection;

directed towards the pa>duct as a whole.

it

is

an

approaeh/avoidanec

feeling

This type of affect is said to be pure

and effortless, requiring little cognitive effort (Batra and Ray

1985).

Brand

familiarity, produced via repetition, is also thought to have an impact on this
type of affect.

Batra and Ray (1985) propose that hedonic affect is responsible

for, or has a direct effect on. "execution-sensitive" attitudes.

These attitudes

were traditionally considered to be the Attitude toward the Ad.

Utilitarian

affect is the direct result of processing product attribute related

information;

it is related to an evaluation of the ability of the product provide certain
physical attributes.

This type of affect is primarily cognitive, held to be

mediated by cognitive
sensitive" attitudes.

responses,

and has an effect on

"argumentation-

These attitudes were traditionally considered to be the

Attitude toward the Brand.

Drawing upon the work of a variety of researchers

in a number disciplines, Batra and Ray (1983, 1985, 1986; Batra, 198b)
integrated these attitudes and their effects on purchase intention into a model
that proposed how
(see Figure 2.9).

advertising works

in

high and

low

involvement

situations

As can be seen, this model draws upon the work of Betty and

Cacioppo in terms of message response involvement, and proposes that each
attitude will

have

involvement

levels.

a differential

effect on

purchase

intention

message

response

involvement,

have

greatest

Under high

argumentation-sensitive

attitudes

are held

to

the

under different

impact

on

behavioral intention (as indicated by the solid lines between parts of the
model).

Under low

involvement, execution-sensitive

attitudes supposedly

have

the most impact on behavioral intention, which in turn has a direct impact on
argumentation-sensitive

attitudes.
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Classical Conditioning

Cognitive Response

Reciprocal Causation

Figure 2.8.

Models of ATTa

No Relationship

Effects on
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ATTb

and

Purchase

Intent

The investigation of attitude toward the ad and affective responses has
been conducted under a variety of situations with varying results.

Mitchell

and Olson (1981) induced affective reactions to pictures supposedly used in
advertisements and compared these to ads with verbal content only.

Affective

response turned out to be a major determinant of purchase intention and had
an impact on brand attitudes.

Research by Shimp (1981) also found that

positive

advertisements had

affective reactions to

purchase intentions.
studies have

a significant effect on

The above studies used simulated print ads, more recent

examined emotional

television

advertisements

with

equal

success

(Batra and Holbrook 1987; Burke and Edell 1983; Edell and Burke 1987; Gresham
and Shimp 1985; MacKenzie, Lutz and Belch 1986).
(pleasant

and

irritating)

in his

Gom (1982) used music

investigation of a classical

conditioning

explanation for attitude toward the ad effects.

Holmes and Crocker (1987)

found similar results

Their investigation supported

for emotional appeals.

previous research (Petty,

Cacioppo,

and Schumann

1983) that rational appeals

were best suited for high involvement products, while emotional appeals were
best suited for low involvement products.

The impact of affective response

appears to be relatively strong given the number of studies that have found
positive affect to have a positive influence on purchase intent.

This section of the discussion has sought to provide evidence justifying
the measurement of ATT^ in the proposed study.
effectiveness

given

differing

Executions have differing

levels of involvement or target product class.

The evidence for affective reactions to advertisements, as well as many other
research

results,

has

been

developed

and validated
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primarily

on

college-age
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Figure 2.9. How Advertising Works, Holbrook and Batra 1986.

subjects.

It is quite possible that different results may be found when

different age subjects are used, especially those people age 65 and over.

In the

next section, support for this statement is presented by reviewing marketing
and
with

gerontological
advancing

research

into the

possible cognitive deficits that

age.

Age-Related_Research_and
Persuasion

appear

researchers

of recent

times

Information

have

presented

Processing

arguments

in

favor of a theory that does not include memory for relevant arguments as a
necessary element in the persuasion process.
question the

This viewpoint would call into

long standing advertising effectiveness

and recognition.

tests of day-after recall

If persuasion can be accomplished in a non-cognitive

manner, then the use of memory tests is inappropriate.

These cognitive tests

of advertising effectiveness are still commonly used, however.

Also, memory

is an important part of cognitive structure, which happens to hold an
important place in the ELM.
impact of memory

Therefore it seems appropriate to discuss the

on cognitive

information processing.

research has extensively investigated the

Gerontological

function of memory,

and its possible

decline, as people age.

This section will briefly discuss memory theory and the impact of a
person's age on memory.
specific

This will be followed by a discussion of several

information processing situations

the elderly adult.

that

appear to

be troublesome

for

Finally, a review of age-related marketing research will be

presented.
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Gfirfinlfllfl&ica]_Research
Learning and Memory. Levels of Processing, and Memory F>i coding

Deficits.
three

At a very basic level, the learning and memory process involves

functions:

(storage),

getting

information

in

(encoding),

keeping

and getting information out when needed (retrieval).

traditional view of human memory
term and long-term.
conceptualizations

conceptualized

information

in

The

stages consisting of short¬

This view has given way to more recent

that

rely

less

on

the

progression

through stages to one which is more holistic.

of information

processing

On this journey, the short¬

term/long-term belief gave way to one which viewed memory as four parts:
sensory,

primary,

secondary,

and

tertiary.

Sensory memory is believed to be pre- or non-cognitive, lasting only for
a few tenths of a second.
difficult to measure.
memory.

This part of memory is primarily visual and very

Researchers have rarely worked with this aspect of

Primary memory is the very beginning stages of cognition.

It is

temporary (usually lasting for just a few seconds), holding thoughts of what
has just occurred, and processes the physical aspects of stimuli, not
relationships between or among stimuli.

This type of memory is usually

activated when someone is trying to remember a telephone number from the
phone book while dialing the number on the telephone.

Once the task of

making the phone call is completed, memory for the phone number
disappears.

Some organizational processing does take place in primary

memory, but only on information that is to be transferred to secondary
memory.
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Researchers

agree

that

the

distinction

between

primary

and

secondary

memory is blurred, and in some instances both may be simultaneously
processing information.

Secondary memory is unlimited in the amount of

information it can store.

It is longer term than primary memory and can last

from several minutes to years.

This part of memory is thought to be very

durable if the person uses quality cognitive processing on the stimulus.
Finally, tertiary memory is considered very long term; those memories that
adults keep of their childhood.
research

because every

This part of memory is very difficult to

person's

long-term

age cohorts have better memory

memory

is

different.

Different

for facts occurring during their prime years

of life (teens through early 30's), and researchers have no way of determining
how well people encode long-term memories; this would affect memories
during

the

retrieval

process.

Given the measurement
and

tertiary

memory,

and control difficulties in

researchers

primary and secondary memory.

have

concentrated

working with sensory

on

investigating

While this conceptualization of memory was

not completely abandoned, a new view of memory developed during the early
1970's when Craik and Lockhart (1972) posited the Levels of Processing theory
of information processing and memory.

This theory received much praise for

shedding new light on how people process information and criticism for the
circularity of its logic.

Levels of processing places most emphasis for memory on the encoding
stage of information processing.

If information is not adequately encoded into

memory, then it would be impossible to recall that information at a later point
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in time.

The levels of processing theory, as modified by Craik and Simon

(1980), consists of four aspects.

The first and most crucial revolves around the

depth with which information is processed.
shallow or deep manner.

Information can be processed in a

This is a qualitative view of information processing

and both of these processes can occur simultaneously.
analysis

Shallow levels of

are less demanding on the cognitive resources available for

information

processing,

aspects of a stimulus.
cognitive

resources

and

concentrate

on

the

sensory

and/or

physical

Deep levels of analysis are more demanding on the

available

for information

processing

and

are

concentrate on abstract, semantic, and associative processes.
newer conceptualization

into the former view of memory,

thought to

Fitting this
primary memory

can be associated with shallow processing and secondary memory can be
associated

with

deep

processing.

The second aspect of this theory involves elaboration.
to the quality with which a stimulus is processed.

Elaboration refers

It is the extensiveness, or

richness, of the processing that is carried out on a stimulus at any level or
depth.

The combination of elaboration and depth impacts on the durability of

the memory trace.

In secondary memory, the more extensive and deeper a

stimulus is processed, the more long lasting the memory trace.
can occur at any level of processing.

Elaboration

Examples of extensive processing at

shallow levels are proofreading or color matching; at deep levels, reading for
meaning.

The third aspect of the levels of processing theory involves the

distinctiveness of information.
that information

is

identified

The more distinctive information is, the easier
from other, competing information.

tiveness makes information easier to process and retain.
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Distinc¬

Also, it is held that

information that is more deeply and elaborately processed is made more
distinctive in memory and thus easier to recall.
involves both encoding and retrieval.

The last aspect of this theory

It is thought that memory traces are

easier to retrieve when the type of processing used during retrieval matches
the type of processing used during encoding.

This compatibility of encoding

and retrieval implies that if information was encoded into memory
semantically, then the use of semantic retrieval cues should facilitate recall.

The memory processes just presented are important to the study of the
aging adult.

Gerontological research has found that elderly adults appear to

have deficiencies in their secondary memory processes,
processing

information

strategies.

more

deeply

or

use

and have difficulty

appropriate

in

organizationally

Smith (1980) points out that "processing differences

[encoding

differences with age] exist, storage deficits do not exist, and retrieval deficits
may exist but are difficult to measure because of encoding differences between
age groups."

Research has resulted in two theories of encoding deficiencies

for the elderly adult, production and processing.

These two theories are

related to Craik and Simon's (1980) explanation for memory failure, "...because
the event was not processed sufficiently deeply or elaboratively in the first
place to form a distinctive encoding, or because retrieval operations failed to
match

encoding

operations."

The processing
spontaneously

employ

older adults do not.

deficiency
deeper levels

hypothesis

holds

of of information

that

young

processing,

adults
whereas

Thus implying that older adults do not have the ability to

process information at deep levels.

The justification for this theory lies in

several areas of research one of which has shown elderly adults to have more
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difficulty than young adults in using effortful cognitive processes.
production

deficiency

"spontaneously"

hypothesis holds that elderly

The

adults do not

use deeper levels of processing when encoding stimuli; they

are nevertheless capable of using deeper levels of processing when so
instructed.

This implies that elderly adults have the capability to use deeper

levels of processing, but prefer to use less cognitively demanding processes.
If provided with an organizational
elderly's

memory

abilities

would

strategy

for processing stimuli, the

improve.

The next several sections of this discussion will present research
investigating

various

information

processing

and

stimulus

characteristics

that inhibit or enhance the memory abilities of the elderly adult.

Automatic versus Effortful Information Processing.
area of encoding processes have distinguished two
and effortful,
1979).

to

Researchers in the

anchors,

an information processing continuum

labeled automatic

(Hasher and Zacks,

According to Hasher and Zacks (1979), automatic processes "...drain

minimal

energy

occurrence

does

from
not

Effortful

processes,

capacity

and

capacity."

so

our

limited-capacity

interfere
on

the

with

attentional

other ongoing

other hand,

"...require

interfere with other cognitive

Effortful

processes

are

intentionally

mechanism...;

cognitive

activity."

considerable

activities

also

undertaken,

their

[attentional]

requiring
such

as

rehearsal,

jingle uses, or method of loci memory elaboration, and can be improved with
practice.

Automatic processes are not intentional and operate at a non-

cognitive level, are used continuously, and do not benefit from additional
practice.

Along with an extensive literature review, Hasher and Zacks (1979)

conducted a series of experiments testing their thesis that age-related declines
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in memory are due to a decline in the use of effortful information processes by
elderly

adults.

These encoding deficiencies arise due to a decline in the amount of
attentional capacity available for processing information.

Tasks that require

divided attention place the elderly adult at a disadvantage (Craik 1977).

Elderly

adults tend to use organizational strategies (i.e., semantic) less frequently and
efficiently than young adults (Craik and Mansani 1967; Denney 1974; Hultsch
1971, 1974).

Also, the use of imagery (Hulicka and Grossman 1967) and

rehearsal (Kausler 1970) strategies as mnemonic devices are not commonly
employed by elderly adults.

Drawing upon this research. Hasher and Zacks

(1979) concluded that automatic encoding processes should exhibit no agerelated declines, while effortful processing should.

Three specific types of

information were identified that should be automatically processed, these are
frequency of occurrence, spatial location, and temporal information.
processes
devices,

investigated
organization

included,
usage,

Effortful

imagery usage, mnemonic or elaborative

and

rehearsal.

The investigation of automatic processes revealed that frequency of
occurrence information is not sensitive to the aging process (Hasher and
Zacks 1979, experiments 1 and 2; Attig and Hasher 1980, Kausler and Puckett
1980).

While Hasher and Zacks did not investigate the processing of spatial

information,

other

researchers

(Perlmutter,

Metzger,

Nezworski,

and

Miller

1981; Park, Puglisi, and Lutz 1982; and McCormack 1981) obtained experimental
results

showing age-related declines;

thus

processing may be an effortful process.

implying that spatial

information

Temporal information was shown to

not be affected by the aging process in a study by McCormack (1981), thus
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supporting Hasher and Zacks' contention.

In terms of effortful processes,

Hasher and Zacks (1979, experiment 4) examined the use of rehearsal and
elaboration by depressed and nondepressed college students and showed that
depression

affected

recognition

information was required.

performance

when

effortful

processing

of

While not examining elderly adults. Hasher and

Zacks contended that different age groups would generate similar results, with
elderly adults performing at a lower level than younger adults.

Relating the use of automatic and effortful processing to the previous
discussion on levels of processing and memory, it can be seen that automatic
processing would be related to more shallow, less elaborative information
processing while effortful processes would relate to deeper, more elaborative
information

processing.

Expl icit versus Implicit Information Processing.

Another stream of

research has sought to document whether or not elderly adults have more
difficulty encoding explicit as opposed to implicit information.

The

differences between these two types of information are best explained in
terms of the retrieval of factual versus inferential information.
gerontological

research

inferential

information

would

logical conclusions based on the main points of a story.

include

In
statements

of

Research in this area

is not clear as to which type of information is better recalled.

Cohen (1979) examined this issue by having young and old adults read
short stories and then participate in a recall task.

The short stories were con¬

structed so as to have a specific number of factual and summary statements.
After analyzing the recall protocols, Cohen discovered that young adults
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recalled more of both types of information than elderly adults, but the amount
of inferential

information

recalled

was

significantly

more.

Another study

using newspaper articles supported Cohen's results (Dixon, Simon, Nowak, and
Hultsch 1982).
memory

Thus, an argument could be made for the elderly having better

for simple meaning (fact retrieval) as opposed to inference

comprehension.

Belmore (1981) examined the issue of recall for simple meaning as
opposed to inferences.

After exposing young and old adults to short

paragraphs, she measured immediate and delayed recall.

Young and old adults

had similar levels of recall for both types of information immediately after the
experimental task.

In delayed recall, however, old adults had poorer memory

performance than young adults for both types of information.

This led

Belmore to conclude that type of information had no differential affect on
recall for elderly adults.
inferential

processing

in

Camp (1981) investigated fact retrieval versus
young and elderly adults.

for a recognition of fact or inferential
sentences.

Camp found that elderly

Measuring response times

statements for previously presented

adults had better memory for inferential

than factual information.

Also, elderly adults tended to engage in inferential

processing

more

There

of information

than

young

are other areas of gerontological

supposed age-related memory

adults.

research

that have documented

and information processing deficits.

In the next

section two specific areas of limited research will be presented that potentially
relate to the study at hand.
contextual

versus

semantic

These areas relate to potential deficits in the
processing

of information,
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concrete

versus

abstract information processing, and the impact of emotion and affect on the
elderly

adult.

Related Areas of Research to Information Processing. Prohlem-solvin
and Affect.

A comprehensive review of gerontological memory research was

conducted by Burke and Light (1981) in an attempt to show that production
deficiency explanations do not fully

account for age-related memory decline.

It has been thought that elderly adults have better recognition than recall
memory

because

recognition

circumvents

required in the recall of information.

the

effortful

search

process

It was also thought that instructing

elderly adults in the use of specific organizational strategies would enhance
recall performance.

Burke and Light contended that free recall supported the

processing deficit hypothesis, and that retrieval cues, such as those used in
aided recall, may not allow access to target items in memory.
even

when freeing up cognitive capacity by

It is possible that

eliminating the search process,

memory deficits may still exist.

Noting the research results on memory for

inferential

cues

information,

retrieval

related

to

information

inferentially

would be especially unhelpful to the elderly adult.

Burke and Light (1981) argued that poor memory performance on the
part of the elderly adult may not be solely attributable to encoding deficits.
These memory deficits may be related to the notion that elderly adults may not
process information as deeply as young adults, and the possibility of retrieval
process malfunctions.

A distinction has been made between contextual and

semantic information processing (Burke and Light,

1981).

The formal

definition of context is, "...the circumstances in which a particular event
occurs; situation...".

Contextual

information is the backdrop against which
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people live their lives.
information

gathering,

It provides a unique surrounding to our experiences,
and everyday

living.

If contextual

information did not

exist, then one would be quite repetitive in relaying a contextually interesting
story to friends and colleagues.

Thus the circumstances surrounding

information acquisition can be an important
determine

one

memory

from

another.

retrieval

Semantic

cue and help people

information

processing

relates to the encoding and storage of the meaning of words and verbal
information.

Burke and Light (1981) contend that both of these processes

involve automatic and effortful processing.

Contrary to Hasher and Zacks

(1979), Burke and Light advocate an age-related decline in some automatic
information processes.
research

has

found

If this were true then it would explain why some
age-related

decline

recognition

memory.

To support their argument, Burke and Light state that having "...more
experiences of a certain kind might increase the number of contextual
associations that are similar to each other and thus hard to distinguish,
making recall less likely and recognition less efficient."

By virtue of the fact

that elderly adults have more lifelong experiences than do young adults, the
possibility
greater.

of having more similar contextual

information in memory

is

Another aspect of this argument pertains to the diminished

processing capacity of the elderly adult.

Because there is less processing

capacity for allocation to incoming stimuli, elderly adults may concentrate on
the

semantic

attentional

characteristics of the stimuli

capacity

on

encoding contextual

rather than use precious
information.

The

research

results

lead Burke and Light to conclude, that "...it appears that older adults are less
able

to

retain

information

about contextual
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information

than

younger adults

and that it is more effortful for them to remember nonsemantic contextual
elements."
person's

In support of semantic processing, it has been found that a
verbal

(Botwinick

ability

1984).

remains

relatively

stable

throughout

adulthood

Semantic information processing is not exactly free of age-

related problems, however.

Burke and Light point out that elderly adults take

longer to recall semantic information than do younger adults.

However, if

given an adequate amount of response time, recall and recognition abilities
are similar between young and elderly adults.

In a related area to this discussion, researchers have found differences
between young and elderly

adults on

abstract thought processes (Bromley

1956; Arenberg 1968; Hay slip and Stems 1979).
contrasted with concrete thinking, can be

Abstract thinking, as

regarded as the "...mechanism by

which general, as opposed to specific, knowledge is acquired" (Salthouse
Concrete thinking refers to specific knowledge.

1982).

Abstract thinking allows a

person to transfer the general principles they derive from life experiences to
new

and

different contexts.

This

research employs

problem-solving using

either concrete or abstract thinking (i.e. poisoned or unpoisoned food as
opposed to shapes or colors; proverbs) and has found that elderly adults prefer
concrete to abstract thinking.

In a related research study, Denney (1974)

found that elderly adults and young children prefer to classify objects on the
basis of complementary criteria, while young and middle age adults classify
objects on the basis of similarity criteria.

Complementary criteria are based

on some relationship with the person's past; such as ^rouping a triangle and a
square together to make a house, or grouping words of different parts of
speech that could fit into a sentence together (i.e., deep-hole).
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Similarity

criteria group

stimuli that are perceptually

or functionally similar;

such as

grouping objects on the basis of a superordinate category, or grouping words
that could be used in place of each other in a sentence (deep-shallow).
(1974)

likened

similarity

complimentary

classification

to

classification

abstract

to

concrete

thinking,

Denney

and

thinking.

Finally, one last area of related research is that of the influence of affect
on the elderly adult.
research.

This is an area that has seen very little empirical

The discussion related to emotion and aging draws upon four aspects

of emotion:

physiological, adaption, instigators, and motivation (Schultz

1985).

Emotion is assumed to have some physiological component, such that when
activated it involves much of a person's central nervous system.

Adaption is

an aspect of emotion that is considered to play an important role in emotional
responses.

The concept of adaption level defines some neutral background

against which any variation must manifest itself.

This adaption level is

largely a function of the amount and level of prior experience or input.
Instigators are events that stimulate some emotional

response from a person.

This aspect of emotion involves perception of both the physical and social
environment.

Finally, emotion is considered to have some type of motivational

component; some emotional experiences we seek out, while others we avoid
(Lazarus

1975).

How

might

age-related changes

in

emotional reactions of the elderly adult?
central

nervous

Whitboume

system

1986).

exhibits

cognitive processing

affect the

First, it has been suggested that the

age-related

slowing (Botwinick

1984;

If the physiological aspects of the central nervous system

slow, it may be quite possible that it will take longer and/or stronger stimuli to
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generate an emotional response in the elderly adult.

Second, it is well known

that one accumulates a very large number of emotional experiences as one
ages.

These experiences provide a background or context against which all

incoming stimuli can be evaluated.

Because elderly adults have lived a long

time, they have a larger store of emotional experiences thus giving them a
higher

adaption

(Tomkins 1962).

level

against

which

compare

similar emotional

experiences

This implies that new emotional experiences will have a

decreased impact on the person.
elicited

to

predominantly

It has been suggested that "...events that

positive emotions

in the past

acquire negative

loadings

over time and events that elicited predominantly negative emotions in the past
acquire positive loadings over time (Shultz 1985)."

Also, it should be noted that

as one grows older there are increasingly more negative emotional events and
decreasingly fewer positive emotional events experienced.

This is evident by

virtue of the fact that people experience the loss of a spouse or friends, serious
health crises, or decreased physical activity.

Shultz (1985) points out that the

adaption level of familiar positive events should be higher than the level for
unfamiliar negative events.

This would tend to give more weight to negative

events in the elderly person's life.

What is known about aging and emotions is (Schultz 1985): 1) elderly
adults experience emotional experiences at least as strong as young adults, 2)
for the elderly adult once a strong emotion is instigated, in terms of physical
arousal, it may require a longer period of time for the person's arousal level to
return to normal, 3) elderly

adults may experience reduced variability in

emotional states in the short run, 4) there are increased novel and negative
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experiences, 5) emotions become less unidimensional

and more complex, and

6) events that elicit emotional responses change over time.

It is difficult to relate some of the gerontological research just reviewed
directly to a marketing/advertising situation.
involving

memory,

attention

by

research

into

and

marketing
the

be discussed.

Some areas, such as those

inferential/factual
researchers.

impact

In

processing,

the next

have

section,

received

relevant marketing

of age-related cognitive processing deficiencies

will

There is very little research in this area, therefore some general

marketing research observations will be reviewed as well.

After review of the

relevant marketing literature, the effects of age in relation to the other
independent

variables

Marketing

will

be

explicated.

Research

Only in the last decade or so has there been a real interest in the elderly
consumer by marketing researchers.

The research conducted falls into one of

three areas, literature reviews (Meadow et al

1981, Phillips and Stemthal

1977,

Roedder-John and Cole 1986; Ross 1982), surveys (Beardon and Mason 1982;
Bernhardt and Kinnear

1975;

Deshpande and Krishnan

1979; French and Crask

1977; Mason and Beardon 1978; Schiffman 1971, 1972, 1974; Smith et al 1985;
Waddell 1975, 1976), and experimental (Barak and Gould 1985; Barak and
Schiffman 1981; Cole and Houston 1987; Geath and Heath 1987; Goldberg et al.
1985; Stephens 1982; Stephens and Warrens 1983).
provided

some

patterns,

media habits,

extensive

interesting

empirical

findings

complaint

research

is

about

the

behavior and
lacking.
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While research has

elderly
attitude

consumer's
towards

consumption
advertising,

There are certain characteristics of elderly adults, as a whole, that make
them worthy of specific attention by marketing researchers.
are heavy

Elderly adults

users of mass communications, especially newspapers

and television

(Comstock et al. 1978; Dawson and Spangenberg 1987; French and Crask 1977;
Ross 1982; Samli and Palunbiskas 1972; Smith et al. 1985; Stephens 1982).
Bernhardt and Kinnear (1975) found that elderly adults are more likely to shop
at downtown department stores and are less likely to use consumer credit in
preference to cash.

Also, the elderly segments of this country are becoming

the most financially well off, with higher levels of disposable income than
any

other age segment.

There are many interesting results, however, the focus of this study was
on research related to cognitive processes, persuasion, and the elderly adult.
This discussion will now turn to specific experimental findings and
propositions in the area of memory processes and ad copy.

Memory and Ayiny.

In their seminal review, Phillips and Stemthal

(1977) examined the gerontological literature for the impact the aging process
has information processing.

While not specifically focusing on memory, the

impact on learning was discussed with the conclusion that learning and
problem-solving did suffer age-related declines.
conducted

an

extensive

review

of the

information

similarities between children and elderly adults.
processing

deficits

(memory

the impact of certain task
organization,

order,

capacity

Roedder-John and Cole (1986)

and

processing

differences

and

This review discussed

encoding-retrieval

processes)

and

factors (information quantity, mode of presentation,

instruction

sets,

and
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response

formats).

Recommendations

for special

communication

elderly adult were suggested.

strategies to the young child and

Those pertaining to the elderly were:

care

should be taken in media selection, with preference given to print advertising
formats since it is self-paced; avoid overloading commercials with message
information and make information as simple as possible; do not talk about too
many product attributes and do not add additional information when using
visuals;
used

in the area of advertising effectiveness, recall measures should be

with caution, preference

given to

recognition

measures;

and point-of-

purchase displays should be used to provide extra opportunities for
information

acquisition

and

as

possible

retrieval

cues.

The Roedder-John and Cole review was broad based covering a variety of
information processing related issues.

Cole and Houston (1987) conducted an

empirical study to examine the issue of memory deficits in the elderly.
Specifically, this study sought to determine the source of encoding deficits in
the elderly consumer; was it a production deficiency or a processing
deficiency?

Using a 3 x 2 x 2 design, 267 young and elderly subjects were

processed

in

an

experiment

(shallow),

semantic

Level-of-processing
the subjects.

that

manipulated

(deep), normal),

levels-of-processing

(sensory

and media condition (television or print).

was manipulated to control

the encoding strategy used by

If the elderly subject was instructed to encode semantically (a

deep encoding process)

and still

exhibited deficits in recognition memory,

then evidence would be given that elderly adults suffer from a processing
deficiency in memory.
between young and

If no differences in recognition or recall resulted

elderly

adults under semantic

a production deficiency would be present.
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processing, then

support

It was found that age had a

for

significant

effect on

recognition

measures

reflecting

a

learning

deficit

for

the elderly adult; evidence for a processing deficiency was found in the print
advertising condition.
elderly

subjects

subjects.

experienced

inferior memory

in

comparison to

young

In all three conditions, semantic processing improved memory

performance
for

For aided and unaided recall, it was found that the

for young

subjects in the print advertisement condition, but not

television.

Based on their results. Cole and Houston (1983) concluded the following:
•

Elderly

consumers

•

The source of this learning deficit is associated with the encoding stage of
information

•

have

a

general

learning

deficit.

processing.

The elderly consistently learn less than younger adults and the size of the
learning

decrement

increases

semantic

processing

under

under

print

certain

conditions

conditions,
increases

specifically

learning

for

young

adults.
•

Television media increases the

learning decrement in elderly

increasing the learning performance in young
on elderly

adults;

adults,

adults by

but has no effect

and sensory processing increased memory more for

young adults than did semantic processing in the television condition.

Geath and Heath (1987) investigated memory differences in the context of
misleading advertising.
found in

advertising,

They distinguished two types of statements typically
pragmatic

inferences

and direct assertions.

A pragmatic

inference results in a person drawing a conclusion from two adjoining
statements, and young adults have been found to be mislead by these types of
advertising executions.

Direct assertions on the other hand leave no room for
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inferences on the part of the receiver of the message.

In the following

example:
"Royalguard tires are safe tires on which to drive,"

"Have a safe winter.

Drive on new Royalguard tires,"

the first statement would be a direct

statement if included in the copy of an

advertisement for Royalguard tires.
pragmatic

The first statement, however, would be a

inference if the advertisement viewer came to this conclusion after

reading the second statement in an

advertisement.

This research draws upon

that of Cohen (1979, 1981) and Belmore (1981) in explicit and inferential
information

processing.

Geath and Heath hypothesized that elderly adults would be more mislead
by advertising than young adults (1987, experiment

1).

Young and elderly

adults were exposed to fourteen ads for fictitious products containing verbal
and visual copy along with an audio track.
completed a recognition memory test.
retained
adults.

significantly

more

After exposure to the ads, subjects

Results indicated that young adults

information

from

advertisement

than

There was no difference in misleadingness between age groups.

further experiments, Geath
advertisement

while

dependent

find age differences in

improving

their

elderly
In

and Heath examined the effects of studying the
measures

were

realize when pragmatic inferences were made.
did

the

taken

and

training

subjects

to

Results of these latter studies

memory, with young adults significantly

performance

Advertising Message Appeal.

Research in the area of types of appeal that

are most effective for elderly adults is almost nonexistent.
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While a significant

amount of effort has been put into what is most effective in young adults
populations (especially with the recent interest in emotion and affect), no
focus has been placed upon the elderly consumer.

Based on survey and pre-

experimental research an argument can be made in favor of different
executions

being

better

Drawing upon

for elderly

surveys

consumers.

investigating media habits

and

preferences,

been found that the elderly are heavy consumers of mass media.

it has

Whether this

is due to psychological or sociological reasons is not of specific interest here.
Due to potential isolation which occurs as one ages, mass media may become an
important source of consumer product information.

Smith et al. (1985) found

that the elderly do rely on mass media more than social sources for product
information.

Also, given the increased amount of time spent shopping for

various reasons (Mason and Beardon 1978), it may well be that elderly adults
focus more on the economic aspects of purchasing and less on the social
aspects.

Ross (1982) presents results of a Needham, Harper, and Steers study

showing the elderly consumer less likely to purchase on impulse and more apt
to check prices before buying.
be more critical

It has also been found that the elderly tend to

in their evaluations of television advertising than young

adults, and the elderly use television as a source of product information more
than young adults (Dawson and Spangenberg 1987).

Other research has

revealed that elderly adults prefer to watch news, public affairs, talk shows
and other nonfictional types of programs (Davis 1971; Rubin 1982).

Also,

elderly adults appear to be more interested in informational, and concrete,
content than emotional,

and

abstract, content in

1969).
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television

shows

(Schramm

Finally, one pilot study has investigated the use of informational as
opposed to emotional appeals for elderly adults.

Goldberg et al. (1985)

presented the results of focus groups and a pilot study that assessed elderly
adult reactions to informational and emotional television ads for apple juice.
The informational ads used in this pilot study stated specific product claims as
pictures of apple juice being poured into a glass were shown.

An announcer

voiceover presented each claim as it was displayed in the video portion of the
ad.

The emotional ad had the same pictorial content as the informational ad,

but presented no product claims and just played pleasant music in the audio
track.

Focus group results indicated that the informational ad was much

preferred to the emotional ad.

Implications
of
Aye-Related
Research
on
Persuasion
and
Advertising

Having just reviewed a wealth of literature, it may be helpful to tie each
area of literature to each of the independent variables manipulated in this
experiment.
relevance

Each of the independent variables are summarized in terms of its
and

Personal
manipulation.

operationalization.

relevance,
This

or

variable

issue/situational
provided

the

involvement,
necessary

was

a

conditions

logical
for generating

central and peripheral processes as outlined by Petty and Cacioppo.

This study

focused on persuasion, and personal relevance does have an impact on the
persuasiveness of a message.

Involvement, in general, has been shown to be

an important mediator of advertising effectiveness and therefore
should be

accounted

for in any

advertising experiment.
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in some way

The use of age as a specific blocking factor is unique to advertising
research.

Little research has focused on the aging process and its potential

impact on advertising, if any.
given the experimental

Justification for focusing on age was apparent

results reviewed earlier in this discussion.

Elderly

adults process information differently than young adults, at least in
experimental conditions using artificially simple stimuli.
with

previous

advertising

and

gerontological

research,

Keeping in step
age

was

operationalized by gathering data from subjects in two age groups (25 to 40
and over 65).

The selection of two distinctly separate age groups was made to

demonstrate that differences do exist.

The focus on age at this point in the

development of a future research stream was not on cognitive processing
trends with age.
longitudinal

To accomplish this task would take a much more complex,

research

study tracking different

age cohorts over time.

Where

this study differed from previous research is in the investigation of an
additional age measurement, adult cognitive age, in both age groups, not just
the elderly (to be discussed in Chapter 3).

Finally, the use of different types of ad copy (specifically abstract versus
concrete) was somewhat less direct and more difficult to justify, but was quite
relevant.

In order to see how this variable relates to the experiment, it was

necessary to link together the various areas of learning, memory, and
problem-solving research
concrete ad copy.

and examine them

in the context of abstract and

It appears that elderly adults prefer certain types of

information (informational, explicit, etc.).

This preference could be due to

sociological, economic, and psychological reasons.
the

elderly

adult's

abstract/concrete

Given what is known about

problem-solving
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and

factual/inferential

information processing abilities may

shed light on which type of information

is most effective in advertising.

Johnson and Kiselius (1985) review the concept of concreteness/
abstractness in psychology and marketing,
dimensions of a product.

and relate it to the features/

The abstract is related to superordinate categories

and terminal values (values of being, Rokeach, 1973).

The concrete is related

to subordinate categories and instrumental values (values of doing).
of

advertising

effectiveness,

highly

concrete

ads

presenting

In terms

superlative

and

explicit product claims are more effective than ads which are superlative and
vague in product claims (Rossiter and Percy, 1978).

Johnson and Kiselius posit

that product dimensions are "...continuous attributes on which objects differ as
a matter of degree," while features are "...dichotomous attributes that an object
either has or does not have.

Dimensions theoretically subsume a number of

features and may be more difficult to represent in memory.

The more

concrete an advertising claim is, the more likely consumers will use product
features

in

memory

encoding to

reduce

associated with concrete information.

cognitive

resource

limitations

The more abstract an advertising claim

is, the more likely consumers will use product dimensions in memory
encoding.
simple

Johnson and Kiselius argue that concrete product attributes are

to

process,

more

relevant

attributes

than

abstract

representations,

and

more likely to be available than abstract attributes due to greater cognitive
elaboration.

Concrete ad copy should be more memorable and useful than abstract ad
copy to the elderly adult.
presents

explicit

arguments

In this study, concrete ad copy was developed that
using

verifiable
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product

information;

abstract

ad

copy was developed presenting abstract and vague qualities of the product.
Both

representations of ad copy

presented the

same

information linguistically.

Summary

The discussion presented
empirical

support

in this chapter provided theoretical

for hypotheses

related to

elderly

adult

and

information

processing, persuasion, and advertising outlined in the next chapter.

Based on

the literature reviewed, it was expected that, in general, elderly adults will
process

advertising

information

differently

than

will

young

adults.

Additionally, the type of ad copy used should have a significant impact on
elderly
types

adult

information

processing

abilities

and

preferences

for specific

of information.

The research methodology used in this research is presented in the next
chapter.

This discussion

independent variable.
employed

is

includes the operationalizations for each

Also, justification for each of the dependent measures

presented.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research focused on the learning and memory abilities of younger
and older consumers for specific ad copy executions, and the impact of these
abilities on persuasion.
•

personal

In addition to age, other factors of interest were:

relevance,

and,

• type of advertisement copy.
While learning and memory of advertising copy claims was examined, the
persuasive effects of ads and potential differences between young and elderly
adults was of primary importance.

This chapter will discuss the methodology

employed to test the hypotheses presented next.
discussion

focuses on

the overall

Following the hypotheses, the

research design.

Hypotheses

In Chapter 2, theory was presented to provide a background for the
experimental hypotheses.

This theory came from the diverse areas of

advertising, social psychology and gerontology.
derived

from

Hypothesis

the

literature

Below, five hypotheses are

review.

1:

HI a: For elderly

adults

in

the high personal

relevance condition, concrete

ad copy will be more persuasive and easier to remember than abstract
ad copy.
differences

Under low personal relevance there should be no significant
in

persuasion

Hlb: For young adults

in

and

memory.

the high personal

relevance condition, concrete

ad copy should be more persuasive than abstract ad copy, and, both
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types of ad copy should be equally memorable.

Under low personal

relevance, abstract ad copy should be more memorable than concrete,
but they should be equally persuasive.
Hlc:

In the high personal relevance condition young adults

should have

similar memory and persuasion to that of elderly adults for concrete
ad copy.

Under low personal relevance, young adults should show

better memory for both ad copy formats overall, than elderly adults,
and

This

specifically

hypothesis

for abstract copy.

sought to

investigate

the

three-way

interaction

among the

experimental variables. Drawing upon the research of Petty and Cacioppo, the
ELM makes

predictions

about varying circumstances

when the

different

routes to persuasion will be used and the associated impact on attitude
structure.

Combining this with the gerontological

research results,

a picture

begins to unfold that indicates differential use of central and peripheral
processes
of

across

advertisement

age groups,

and

differential

effectiveness

for different

types

copy.

Basically, the semantic nature of concrete ad copy should make it more
memorable

under conditions

of high

relevance for both age groups.

personal

relevance

than

low

personal

However, under low personal relevance the

elderly adult should not have the attentional capacity to benefit from concrete
ad copy any more than abstract ad copy.

Young adults on the other hand,

should find that abstract ad copy is more easily remembered and more
persuasive than concrete ad copy under low personal

relevance since they are

not expending the cognitive effort to fully process the concrete ad claims.
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Hypothesis

H2a:

2:

Elderly
than

adults use peripheral

central

routes,

routes to

information processing more

and,

H2b: Elderly adults are more likely to use peripheral routes to information
processing

than

young

adults.

The second hypothesis specifically examined the route to persuasion issue
across age group.

It attempted to add a developmental perspective to the ELM

in predicting that elderly adults would tend to use peripheral routes to
persuasion more than central routes, and, more than young adults.

Drawing

upon the research of Hasher and Zacks (1979), it makes sense that elderly
adults would avoid situations in which they had to expend a lot of effort.

If this

was the case, then it would be expected that attitude change would be relatively
short-lived, and that elderly adults would be expected to rely on repetition
before any positive purchase intention would appear.

Thus, in this research it

would be expected that elderly adults, overall, would have exhibited lower
levels of purchase

intention

than young

adults.

This hypothesis was important for a number of reasons.

It was noted in

Chapter 2 that children process information differently than adults.
quite
adults.

plausible

that

elderly

adults

process

information

differently

Thus, it is
than

young

This presumption gains credence in light of the research findings in

gerontology.

Significant effects associated with this hypothesis would have a

tremendous impact on the ELM.
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Hypothesis

3:

H3a: Elderly adults given concrete ad copy should have more positive
ATT AD and ATTb and higher levels of purchase intent than elderly
adults given abstract ad copy.

Also, memorability of concrete ad copy

should be better than for abstract ad copy.

H3b: For young adults, there should be no difference in ATTad and ATTb for
the two types of ad copy.

However, memory for concrete ad copy

should be better than for abstract ad copy.

H3c: Finally, under high personal

relevance

no

difference

in memory

should exist for young and elderly adults given concrete ad copy.
However, young adults should have better memory for abstract ad
copy than elderly

adults.

In examining the relationship between age group and type of ad copy, it
became apparent that young adults greatly benefited from the use of concrete
ad copy.

In studies by Percy and Rossiter (1978), and Johnson and Kiselius

(1985), the use of concrete ad copy and features enhanced advertisement
memorability.

It was logical then that elderly adults should also benefit from

the use of concrete ad copy.

Elderly adults show poorer memory performance

than young adults in general, thus it was expected that concrete ad copy
should improve elderly adult memory performance to levels similar to those of
young adults.

Abstract copy, however, should put the elderly adults at a

decided disadvantage.

Thus, it was expected that memory of abstract copy

would have been much worse for elderW than young adults.

Concrete ad copy was also expected to be more persuasive because it
presented

factual

information

necessary

to make
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an

informed decision.

Elderly adults rely on advertisements as a source of product information, thus
concrete ad copy should be more persuasive than abstract ad copy

Hypothesis

4:

H4a: Under conditions of high personal relevance, concrete ad copy will be
more persuasive and memorable than abstract ad copy,

H4b: A reverse relationship should exist for concrete and abstract ad copy
in the low personal

This

hypothesis

type of ad copy.

relevance condition.

examined

the

interaction

between

relevance

and

Again, justification lies in the ELM and research conducted by

Percy and Rossiter into abstract and concrete ad copy.
the

personal

rational/emotional

dichotomy

of appeals

was

Also, the research on

tangentially

related.

Basically, if people were willing to expend the effort to process information,
then under conditions of high personal
information

in

an

advertisement

and

relevance they would want more

find that

information easier to integrate

into memory.

On the other hand, low personal relevance presents a cognitive

miser situation

whereby

processing.

the person does not engage

in extensive

information

Under these conditions, there should be little difference between

concrete and abstract ad copy.

Hypothesis

5:

H5a: Evidence for a production deficiency will be found if, under
conditions of high personal
similar recall

and

under low personal
elderly adults.

relevance, young and elderly adults had

recognition

for breakfast cereal

ad

statements and

relevance young adults had better memory

than

If young adults have better recall and recognition
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across

all conditions, then a processing deficiency may be responsible

for the memory deficits.

H5b: Evidence for a production deficiency will be found if young and
elderly adults have similar recall for concrete ad copy, but young
adults are superior to elderly adults for abstract ad copy.

The last set of hypotheses focused on the source of memory deficits in the
elderly adult.

It was pointed out in the last chapter that memory deficits are

thought to be due to one of two competing explanations, either processing or
production deficiencies.

Processing deficiencies are due to an inability on the

part of the elderly adult to effectively encode information into memory.

Thus,

when the time comes for recall or recognition, no memory trace exists and
poor memory is the result.
to a recall failure.

Production deficiencies, on the other hand, are due

Elderly adults have the ability to encode information into

memory, but have problems retrieving that information.

If this is the case,

then elderly adults should be able to benefit from aided recall and recognition
procedures to facilitate memory.
trouble

reproducing

The memory traces exist, but people have

them.

Knowing which deficiency

is responsible for poor memory

is important

because it has implications for how marketers deal with consumer memory
loss.

If production deficiencies exist, then recall cues (i.e., coupons, reminder

advertising, etc.)
However,

would help

if processing

elderly

deficiencies

adults
are

recall

favorable product

responsible,

then

purchase advertising would be effective for elderly adults.

only

attributes.

point-of-

This is logical

since previous advertising would not have been encoded into memory and is
not present for recall at time of purchase.
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This set of hypotheses also has an implication for the ELM.

Ability is an

integral part in determining what route to persuasion was used.

Ability

problems in the elderly adult give further justification for increased use of
peripheral routes to persuasion.
affect

memory

performance

in

If different levels of personal
the elderly

are probably responsible for poor recall.
levels

of personal

relevance,

then,

the

adult,

then

relevance

production deficiencies

However, if memory is poor at both
processing deficiency

hypothesis has

an impact on how elderly people respond to persuasion attempts and form
attitudes.

Examining memory performance across types of ad copy is justified

by similar logic to that just presented.

Research_Design

The research design consisted of three between subjects factors assembled
in a 2 x 2 x 2 design (see Figure 3.1).
operationalization

Independent
Age.

is

presented

Each independent factor and its

below.

Factors

Chronological age was assessed by asking subjects how old he/she is.

Subjects were initially stratified by chronological age into two groups, adults
age 25 to 40 and over age 65.

An alternative age assessment was made in order

to determine whether or not a non-chronological

age measure was more

effective in distinguishing between people who did and did not have memory
deficits.

An age measure that attempts to tap into the cognitive perception of a

person's own age level, termed cognitive age, was applied in this research.
Cognitive age was a perceived age measure which assessed four different
dimensions of personal age; these are feel age, look age, do age and interests
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age and has been expressed in terms of an age decade (i.e., 20's, 30's, 40’s, 50's,
etc.).

This measure was modified in this study to assess age in terms of years

instead of age decade (Cole, 1987).

This alternative age measure has seen little

application in research settings outside of its development.

Cognitive age was

assessed via a paper and pencil measure asking the subject the four agerelated questions on how old they feel, act, etc. (see Appendix I).

Personal Relevance. To investigate the hypothesized use of different
routes to persuasion by young and elderly adults it was necessary to
manipulate different levels of personal relevance, high and low.

Personal

relevance, or involvement, has been a topic of interest to many researchers in
marketing and social psychology.
information,
involvement.

including

It is common knowledge that people process

advertisements,

differently

under varying

levels

of

While involvement has been manipulated in a variety of ways,

in this study it was manipulated by inducing subjects to become highly
involved with the product associated with the target ad, or, with some other
product associated with a filler ad.

This manipulation was similar to that used

in studies conducted by Petty and Cacioppo (1986a, 1986b) in which they
successfully controlled route to persuasion.

The exact operationalization

entailed informing subjects that they would be able to choose a brand of
breakfast cereal (target ad) or canned fruit (filler ad) for their own use from a
variety of brands within each product class (see cover page of stimulus
instrument in Appendix A) .
with

By associating the product, or brand, selection

the target advertisement, a high personally relevant condition should

have been achieved.

Association of the brand selection with some other
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HIGH
INVOLVEMENT
YOUNG
ADULTS
LOW
INVOLVEMENT

HIGH
INVOLVEMENT
ELDERLY

ABSTRACT
AD COPY

CELL 1

CONCRETE
AD COPY

CELL 2

ABSTRACT
AD COPY

CELL 3

CONCRETE
AD COPY

CELL 4

ABSTRACT
AD COPY

CELL 5

CONCRETE
AD COPY

CELL 6

ABSTRACT
AD COPY

CELL 7

CONCRETE
AD COPY

CELL 8

ADULTS
LOW
INVOLVEMENT

Figure

3.1.

Experimental
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Design

product, such as the one represented in a filler advertisement, should have
produced

a

low

personally

relevant condition.

Type of Advertisement Gbpv.

Two types of advertisement copy were used

in this study, abstract and concrete.

Abstract ad copy is highly subjective

impressions of intangible aspects of the product, described in vague terms, and
evaluative in nature.

Concrete ad copy, on the other hand, presented

objectively

descriptions

verifiable

of tangible

product

around the presentation of a unique selling argument;
substantiated ad claims.

features,
it

and

revolved

presented

Examples of the type of ad copy used can be found in

Appendix C.

Methodology

Subject Selection. Subjects

were

selected

from

non-student

populations.

The over age 65 subjects were drawn from a variety of sources including
senior citizen centers and local civic groups.

The 25 to 40 age group was

selected from the staff positions at two large universities.

The number of subjects needed, per cell, to obtain an adequate sample size
for statistical estimation is an important and crucial issue.

Normally, the

researcher would set about estimating the variance of the population of
interest and the expected effect sizes to be detected.

In this situation the effect

sizes were unknown, therefore rendering the use of normal sample size
estimation procedures inadequate.

Thus, cell sample sizes were estimated

heuristically based upon previous studies related to this area of research
obtaining

significant

results.

In

gerontology
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and

cognitive

psychology

experiments, researchers have used relatively low cell sample sizes of between
10 and 15 subjects.

In the few significant marketing studies (Cole and Houston,

1987; Geath and Heath, 1987), cell sample sizes employed were in the range of
20 to 23 subjects.

Given the added security of larger cell sample sizes, the

desired number of subjects per cell was between 25 and 30.

Approximately

one-half of the subjects were represented by each age group.

All subjects were given a response incentive to participate in the study.
For the young adults, each participant was entered into a raffle to win one of
three prizes ($50 cash, $40 gift certificate to a department store, and a $35 gift
certificate to a popular restaurant) and they received a breakfast cereal or
canned fruit product sample.
ways.

Elderly adults were compensated in one of two

Initially, respondents were given a lottery ticket for their participation;

given low response rates, this was changed to a two dollar donation to the
participants senior citizen group.

Elderly adults also received a breakfast

cereal or canned fruit sample (see Appendix A).

Experimental Procedure. As stated earlier, the subjects were processed in
small groups at locations convenient for the participants.

They were

presented with a cover story to disguise the true intent of the study, and began
the session by examining a sample magazine (see Appendix A for cover story
and Appendix B for sample magazine).
minutes to examine the

Subjects were given approximately 10

magazine.

The magazine was comprised of a table of contents, three feature articles
and two advertisements.
following order;

Subjects were exposed to the magazine contents in the

1) feature article A, 2) filler advertisement, 3) feature article
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B, 4) target advertisement, and 5) feature article C.

Feature articles were taken

from magazines published six months to one year prior to administration in
the study.

The filler ad was black and white reproduction of a print ad for

Delmonte Light Fruit (see Appendix

B).

The target ad was modified from

existing advertising (see Appendix C) and will be explained in more detail
below.

After exposure to the sample magazine, the booklets were collected and a
questionnaire

containing

the

Appendices D through M).

dependent

measures

was

distributed

(see

Maintaining the cover story, subjects were first

asked a number of questions about the sample magazine.
advertisement dependent measures were assessed.
dependent measures were taken is as follows:

Then the

The order in which the

two minutes was given for

recording cognitive responses; then attitude toward the ad, attitude toward the
brand and involvement measures were completed; and, finally, a measure
purchase

of

intention.

Upon completion of the dependent measures for the target
completed the need for cognition scale.

ad, subjects

This was followed by the cognitive age

scale and a number of demographic questions.

Aided recall and recognition

measures were taken to assess the subject's learning and memory for the
advertisement

brand

name

and

message

arguments.

Stimulus Materials. The target stimulus used in this study consisted of an
advertisement

for a breakfast cereal,

a product frequently purchased by

both

age groups (based on 1985 Simmon's penetration (column c) data, products that
met this criterion include natural cereals, juices, vitamins, dry soups, and
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burglar alarms).

The experimental design required the selection of one

product for exposure to each subject.

It was necessary to construct two mock

print advertisements in order to satisfy the two levels
and

of ad copy (concrete

abstract).

The target advertisement was constructed using a camera ready picture of
C.W. Post cereal from a supermarket promotional directory.

This picture was

digitized into a computer file and modified using a Macintosh computer.
resulting cereal was named C.W. Oats.

This provided a fictitious product that

was in a somewhat professional format.
by capitalizing on the oat bran craze.

The

Product believability was enhanced

Ad copy was then attached to the cereal

box picture (see Appendix C).

Dependent

Measures

Recall Measures. Both

gerontological

and

advertising

research

measures to assess memory abilities and advertisement effectiveness.

use

recall

In

gerontological research, a subject is briefly exposed to a group of stimuli
(words, symbols, etc.).

Then, he or she is asked to free recall as many of the

target stimuli as possible.

Following the free recall task, the subject goes

through a task where a cue associated with each stimulus is presented to aid
the subject's recall of target stimuli.

These measures are used because they

supposedly measure the extent to which people encode stimuli into memory.

Advertising
effectiveness

research has also relied on recall scores

of advertisements.

for determining the

Simmon's market research

uses

various

forms of aided recall and recognition (discussed below) to assess magazine
vehicle exposure for numerous consumer magazines.
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There are also day-after

aided recall measures taken by Starch and Burke to assess ad effectiveness.
The aided recall measure to be used the present study was fashioned after that
used by Cole and Houston (1987) and Thorson and Page (1988) (see Appendix K).

Controversy
and
been

surrounds the validity

gerontological
shown

that

research.
recall

commercials (Honomichl

In

measures

of recall

measures

in both

advertising

advertising effectiveness

research

it has

are

biased

1981, Berger

1981).

against emotion-oriented
In gerontological research recall

measures do not assess whether or not a person may have a memory retrieval
deficit.

While stimuli may have been encoded into memory, for some reason it

may not be retrievable at a later point in time for the elderly adult.

For these

reasons, the use of recognition measures has gained extensive use.

Recognition Measures. Recognition

measures

used

in

advertising

research attempt to more accurately assess what ads a person has been exposed
to.

The use of recognition does not require retrieval processes and usually

people can identify many more ads to which they are exposed than they can
actually

remember.

In

advertising

research,

recognition

measurement

entails

exposing people to the unbranded aspects of the ad (pictures and ad copy with
brand names deleted) to determine whether or not the ad was memorable.
Recognition can also take the form of giving a person a list of brand names
comprised of products used, as well as not used, in an advertising experiment.

In gerontological

research, recognition

assesses the extent to

person may suffer from memory retrieval deficits.

which a

It may be that a person has

no problem encoding information into memory, however, he or she may have
a problem recalling the information without the aid of a retrieval cue.
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Recognition supposedly

circumvents

the memory

demands of free

recall

allowing a less effortful matching process to be used by the person.

See

Appendix L and M for the recognition measures used in the present study.

With the use of recall and recognition measures in research, there is a
certain amount of guessing that occurs on the part of the respondent.

This

guessing potentially biases any results in either a positive or negative
direction.

Signal Detection Theory (SDT) accounts for this guessing effect.

SDT

provides a formula that adjusts a person’s recognition scores for guessing.
This adjusted score provides a more accurate picture of recognition memory
performance.

Only recently has the use of SDT been advocated by market

researchers (Singh and Churchill
and Cole, 1987).
chapter,

which

1986,

1987; Leigh and Menon

1986, Singh

The actual SDT adjustments made are discussed in the next
presents

research

results.

A number of dependent measures were used to assess the persuasiveness of
the target advertisements.

These

included cognitive responses,

attitude toward

the ad, attitude toward the brand, and purchase intention assessment.

fhgnitive Responses. Cognitive

responses

are

verbal

protocols, or

thoughts, and were collected from subjects after exposure to the target
stimulus.

The function of this measure was to provide an indicator of the

cognitive

activity

that the target

stimulus

generated

within

the

how this activity affected the subject's attitude change process.

subject

and

Petty and

Cacioppo have used cognitive responses to determine which route to
information processing is being used by people in reaction to various
persuasive messages.

These responses can be either negative or positive in
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relation to the object of the message and can originate from factors external or
internal to the recipient.
identifies

The nature of cognitive responses just described

three distinct dimensions,

Harkins, and Petty 1981).

polarity, target,

and origin

Polarity indicates the extent to which a cognitive

response is in favor of or opposed to the stimulus object.
object at which the cognitive responses are directed.
primary

source

of information

experimenter or stimulus
Central

routes

to

(Cacioppo,

contained

generated

information

in

Origin reflects the

the cognitive

or recipient

processing

Target refers to the

(of the

response,

message)

are characterized

by

either

generated.

many cognitive

responses directed at the stimulus (target) and may be externally originated.
The

peripheral

route

to

few cognitive responses,

information

processing

is

characterized

and those generated may be neutral

by

relatively

and/or

irrelevant (idiosyncratic)

in their relation to the object of the persuasive

message.

cognitive

Idiosyncratic

responses

have no

apparent relationship to

the message content of the advertisement (Kiselius and Stemthal,

1984).

The most difficult part of this type of analysis is the coding and
interpretation of the responses.
responses

after they

have

Subjects can code their own cognitive

completed

the

thought-listing procedure,

or

independent judges can code subject responses after completion of the
experimental

sessions.

In the present study, the cognitive responses were collected in a standard
manner providing the subject with a sheet of paper that has eight six inch
wide by one inch high boxes (see Appendix E).

Each subject was instructed to

list the thoughts that were going through their minds during exposure to the
target stimulus, and list one thought per box.
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Cognitive responses were coded

by two independent judges according to the following scheme:
thoughts,

execution-related

thoughts,

thoughts, positive, negative,

message-related

and neutral

thoughts,

thoughts,

product-related
irrelevant

and total number of

thoughts listed (see Table 3.1).

The use of product-related thoughts will be important in helping to
determine which persuasion route was used by the subject.
centrally

processed

Peripherally

messages

processed

will

messages

generate

are

related and/or idiosyncratic thoughts.

expected

more

It is expected that

product-related

to generate more

thoughts.
execution-

The use of valence will be important in

determining the directionality of the subjects attitude toward the product,
advertising execution, etc.

Total number of thoughts is important in

determining an overall level of cognitive activity for each subject.

Attitude Toward the Ad (Att^pl, Attitude toward the ad was assessed using
four likert scale items (Holbrook and Batra 1987) (see Appendix F).

It was

necessary to assess the subjects beliefs about the advertisement in addition to
tapping their pure affective response.

It has been found that attitude toward

the ad precedes a person's attitude toward the brand (Mitchell and Olson 1981;
Gresham and Shimp 1985; Gom 1982).

Attitude Toward the Brand (AttfiL

Attitude toward the product advertised

was assessed during the experimental session.

A series of semantic differential

scale items, similar to those in the product category ratings, were used
(Holbrook and Batra 1987).

These measures attempted to assess brand attitudes

after exposure to the target advertisement (see Appendix G).
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Table

3.1.

Cognitive

Response

Coding

Scheme

Target;
Product-Related Thoughts:

Execution-Related

Thoughts directed at the product being advertised.

Thoughts:

Thoughts

executions, such

at

specific

advertising

as the picture used in the ad.

Message-Related Thoughts:

Thoughts directed at the message
presented

Irrelevant Thoughts:

directed

in

the

arguments being

advertisement.

Thoughts that are not related to the message object.

Polarity;
Positive Thoughts:

Favorable or supportive

thoughts

directed

at

the message

object.

Negative
message

Neutral
message

Thoughts:

Thoughts

that

are

unfavorable

of,

or

opposed

to,

the

toward

the

object.

Thoughts:

Thoughts

that

are

object.
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favorable

or

unfavorable

Behavioral Intent Measure.

A seven point, bipolar scale was be used to

assess a subject’s purchase intention for the product featured in the target
advertisement (Debevec and Iyer 1986)(see Appendix G).

This measure was

employed to determine whether or not the person will buy the product.

The

product featured in the target ad that has been processed via central routes to
persuasion was expected to have higher levels of purchase intention than the
product of target

ad

processed

peripherally.

Moderating_Y.a£iaill£_and_Manipulation

Demographics. Each subject completed
to

the

demographic

characteristics

of

age,

Check

Measures.

a variety of questions pertaining
occupation/former

level of education, and gender (see Appendix I).

occupation,

Demographics were used to

match, as closely as possible, the two different age samples.

Age was assessed

in years and recorded as a continuous variable ranging from 20 to 90.

Highest

level of education were also assessed in years.

Need for fhgnition. As reviewed earlier, Petty and Cacioppo highlight the
importance of need for cognition in the determination of a person's preferred
route to persuasion.

This variable was assessed using a subset of items from

the need for cognition scale developed by Cacioppo and Petty (1982; Cacioppo,
Petty and Morris, 1983; Cacioppo, Petty, Kao and Rodriguez, 1987) (see Appendix
H).

Involvement Measure. The

manipulation

of personal

relevance

in

the

study was an attempt to manipulate the subject's level of involvement when
processing the advertising message.

Given this objective, it was desirable to
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have some type of measure to see if, in fact, the involvement manipulation was
successful.

The involvement scale used is a variation by Bloch (1981) (see

Appendix F and G).

While the original scale developed had 3 items, the scale

used here has four items.

This scale was selected since it was successfully used

by Bloch (198 ), and, given the large number of measures already taken, its
brevity demanded less time to complete.

The involvement measure was

completed twice; once in relation to the advertisement and once in relation to
the

brand.

Data

Analysis

Method

Tests of the hypotheses were conducted using univariate analyses of
variance

appropriate

Hvnothesis

1

for experimental

-

Aye

hv

designs

Personal

(Kirk

Relevance

1982;

hv

Pedhauzer

1982).

Advertisement

Cn n v

Interaction:
Hla: For elderly

adults

in

the high personal

relevance condition, concrete

ad copy will be more persuasive and easier to remember than abstract
ad copy.
differences

Under low personal relevance there should be no significant
in

persuasion

Hlb: For young adults

in

and

memory.

the high personal

relevance condition, concrete

ad copy should be more persuasive than abstract ad copy, and, both
types of ad copy should be equally memorable.
relevance,

abstract ad copy should be more memorable than concrete,

but they should be equally
Hlc:

Under low personal

persuasive.

In the high personal relevance condition young adults

should have

similar memory and persuasion to that of elderly adults for concrete
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ad copy.

Under low personal relevance, young adults should show

better memory for both ad copy formats overall, and specifically for
abstract.

This set of hypotheses examined the three-way

interaction

factors of age group, personal relevance, and type of ad copy.

among the
It was expected,

overall, that concrete ad copy would be more effective for elderly adults than
for young adults, and, abstract ad copy would be more effective for young
adults than
levels

for elderly adults; this may have varied, however,

of personal

with differing

relevance.

The first hypothesis predicted that for elderly adults concrete ad copy
should be more memorable and persuasive than abstract ad copy
copy
and

in

high

personal

memorable than

have

been

no

relevance

in

conditions

low personal

significant

difference

should

have

been

relevance conditions,
in

the

more

while

persuasiveness

of abstract ad copy regardless of personal relevance.

Concrete ad

and

persuasive

there should
memorability

Memory was assessed and

analyzed as the mean number of copy claims correctly recalled and
recognized.

Persuasion

was assessed

product-related, execution-related,
cognitive
toward

responses.

the

ad/brand

Additional
and

through

cognitive responses, such

number of positive
persuasion

purchase

and

measures used

negative,

as

and

were mean

total

attitude

intentions.

For young adults, the hypothesis predicted that concrete ad copy would be
more

persuasive

than

abstract

ad

copy

under high

personal

relevance.

Abstract ad copy would be more persuasive than concrete ad copy under low
personal

relevance.

Across conditions of personal
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relevance,

the

dependent

measures of memory and persuasion should have revealed that concrete ad
copy was more effective under high personal
relevance.

relevance than low personal

The opposite should have existed for abstract ad copy.

Finally, this hypothesis examined the effects of personal
type of ad copy across age groups.

relevance and

It was expected that there should have been

no significant differences, in terms of memory and persuasion, between age
groups for concrete ad copy under high personal relevance.

Abstract ad copy

should have been more effective for young adults than for elderly adults
under conditions of high personal relevance.

This same effect should also

have held for concrete and abstract ad copy under conditions of low personal
relevance.

Hvpoth esis 2 - Ape hv Person a 1 Relev an ee In ter action :

H2a:

Elderly
than

H2b:

adults use peripheral

central

routes,

to

information processing more

and,

Elderly adults are more likely to use peripheral routes to information
processing

This

than

hypothesis

information

young

adults.

investigated the two-way

processing

processing

cannot

be

processing

routes

must

route

(personal

directly

interaction

relevance).

manipulated

be manipulated

route to information processing.
examined

routes

by

the

between

Central
researcher,

and

age

and

peripheral

rather these

through variables known

to

affect

Certain dependent variables must be

for patterns of response to determine which processing route was

used by specific subjects.

In this study, processing route used was to be
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determined by

the pattern of cognitive responses

and other persuasion

measures under the conditions of high and low personal relevance.

The manipulation of personal relevance has a direct impact on the
information processing route used as outlined in the ELM.
represented
related

in

no

thoughts

significant difference

generated

by

and low personal relevance.
execution

related

thoughts

elderly

between
subjects

This was to be

the mean number of product
under high

personal

relevance

It was to be expected that the mean number of
would

be

significantly

number of product related thoughts in both cells.

higher than the mean
Thus, message appeal was

used as a peripheral cues in which to judge the effectiveness of the
advertisement.
should

have

For younger adults, mean number of product related thoughts
been

under low personal

significantly
relevance.

greater

under high

Execution

exhibited the opposite pattern from

personal

significant

difference

than

related thoughts should have

product related thoughts for young adults.

Thus, under conditions of high personal relevance elderly
shown no

relevance

in brand

attitudes

adults should have

and purchase

intention

for

the target products than elderly adults in low personal relevance conditions.
For young adults, brand attitudes and purchase intentions should have been
greater under

high

personal

relevance

than

under

low

personal

relevance.

In regards to hypothesis H2b» it was expected that young adults should
have had, on average, a higher mean number of total cognitive responses.
Additionally, younger adults were expected to have more message related
cognitive

responses

advertisement.

Both

evaluating
age

the

groups

message
should
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arguments

have

presented

in

exhibited peripheral

the
processing

under low personal relevance as evidenced by similar levels of cognitive
response.

The additional measure of need for cognition should have impacted these
effects somewhat.

It was expected that young adults would have a higher mean

level of need for cognition than elderly adults, thus impacting route to
persuasion.
cognition.

Within each age group there was likely to be a range of need for
It was expected that the ratio of elderly adults high in need for

cognition to low in need for cognition would be significantly lower than the
same ratio of young adults.

Hvpoth esis

3 - Age bY Advertisement Cnnv Interaction:

H3a: Given concrete ad copy, elderly adults should have more positive

ATT AD and ATTg and higher levels of purchase intent than elderly
adults given abstract ad copy.

Also, memorability of concrete ad copy

should be better than for abstract ad copy.
H3b: For young adults, there should be no difference in ATTad and ATTb for

the two types of ad copy.

However, memory for concrete ad copy

should be better than for abstract ad copy.
H3c: Finally,

under high personal

relevance no difference in memory

should exist for young and elderly adults given concrete ad copy.
However, young adults should have better memory for abstract ad
copy than elderly adults.

The third set of hypotheses predicted an interaction between age group
and type of ad copy.

It was expected that ads using concrete ad copy would be

more effective for elderly adults than abstract ad copy.
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For the young adult

population, this set of hypotheses represented a replication of the research
findings on attitude toward the ad and its impact on persuasion.

To examine the first hypothesis in this set, it was necessary to look at the
mean responses on the dependent measures of attitude toward the ad and
brand,

affective

response,

behavioral

intention

and

cognitive

responses.

Elderly adults should have exhibited a significantly higher mean number of
product related cognitive responses for concrete ad copy than for abstract ad
copy,

while exhibiting

a significantly

higher mean number of execution

related cues for abstract ad copy than for concrete ad copy.

It was also

expected that elderly adults would exhibit higher mean levels of attitude
toward the brand and purchase intention for concrete ad copy than for
abstract ad copy.

Finally, it was expected that the mean number of positive

cognitive responses should have been greater for concrete ad copy than for
abstract ad copy, and, the mean number of negative cognitive responses
greater for abstract ad copy than for concrete ad copy.

For young adults, the results were expected to be in the opposite direction
to those of elderly adults.

It was expected that the young adult's affective

reaction to the ad would have a larger impact on their attitude toward the ad
and brand, and purchase intention.

Thus, the mean score for attitude toward

the ad and brand should have been significantly greater for abstract ad copy
than for concrete ad copy.

Additionally, purchase intention should have been

higher for abstract ad copy than for concrete ad copy.
patterns should have exhibited more positive thoughts
concrete ad copy,

Cognitive response
for abstract than

for

and more negative thoughts for concrete than for abstract

ad copy.
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An additional aspect of this set of hypotheses implies that abstract ad copy
should have been more persuasive for young adults than for elderly adults and
concrete ad copy should have been more persuasive for elderly adults than for
young adults.
purchase

Thus, it follows that means for attitude toward the ad/brand, and

intentions

should have been greater for elderly

young adults after exposure to a concrete ad copy.

adults than

for

For abstract ad copy, means

on the dependent measures just mentioned should have been greater for
young adults than for elderly adults.

Abstract ad copy should have been liked

better by young adults than by elderly adults, while concrete ad copy should
have had the opposite effect.

This effect should have resulted in more positive

thoughts to concrete ad copy by elderly adults than by young adults, and, more
negative thoughts toward abstract ad copy by elderly adults than by young
adults.

Hvpoth esis 4 - Person al Relevance hv Ad Chn v In ter action :

H4a: Under conditions of high personal relevance, concrete ad copy will be
more persuasive and memorable than abstract ad copy,
H4b: A reverse relationship should exist for concrete and abstract ad copy
in

This

the low personal

hypothesis

relevance

represented

relevance and type of ad copy.

the

condition.

two-way

interaction

between

personal

It basically tested the objective information

content of the concrete appeal against the subjectiveness of abstract ad copy.
If objective information was more highly

regarded as a strong message

argument, then it was expected that concrete ad copy would have been more
persuasive

under conditions

of high

personal
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relevance

than

low

personal

relevance.

Thus,

attitude toward the ad/brand and purchase intention should

all have had higher mean values with concrete ad copy under high personal
relevance than under low personal relevance.
personal relevance,

Under conditions of low

abstract ad copy should have been more persuasive than

concrete ad copy as measured on the dependent variables just mentioned.

The

impact of concrete ad copy as opposed to abstract ad copy, solely under high
personal relevance conditions, should have been the exact opposite.

Finally,

abstract ad copy should have been more persuasive under conditions of low
personal

relevance than high personal relevance.

because

high

personal

relevance

than low personal relevance.
objective,
have

non-factual

been

should

This should have held

stimulate

greater

argument

scrutiny

Since abstract ad copy should contain less

information,

generated under high

more
personal

negative
relevance

cognitive

responses

should

than under low personal

relevance.

Hypothesis

5:

H5a: Evidence for a production deficiency will be found if, under
conditions of high personal relevance, young and elderly adults had
similar recall

and recognition for breakfast cereal

ad statements and

if under low personal relevance young adults had better memory than
elderly adults.

If young adults had better recall and recognition

across all conditions, then a processing deficiency may be responsible
for the memory deficits.
H5b: Evidence for a production deficiency will be found if young and
elderly adults have similar recall for concrete ad copy, but young
adults are superior to elderly adults for abstract ad copy.
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This hypothesis is basically an examination of recall

and recognition

scores in order to determine if age-related decrements in memory are due to a
production or a processing deficiency.

In this analysis recall and recognition

scores for both advertisements, distractor and target ads, will be examined
across all levels of the independent factors.

It was expected that differential

memory performance, on the elderly adult’s part, between low and high
personal relevance conditions for abstract and concrete ad copy was to provide
some indication of which explanation for memory deficiencies was most
accurate.

Specifically, if processing deficiencies exist, then there should not

have been any difference in elderly
recognition tasks.

adult memory performance on recall and

Additionally, concrete ad copy should have been semantic in

nature and therefore easier to encode into memory; thus, if there was no
difference in memory for concrete over abstract ad copy, then evidence for a
processing deficiency would have been found.

Finally, one method of

improving memory performance is to focus a person’s attention on the object
to be remembered.
personal

relevance

Thus, no differences in memory performance across
conditions

would,

again,

point

to

processing

deficiencies.

Additional analyses. In addition to the analyses for the hypotheses
outlined above, investigation into the impact of other measures was included.
First, the cognitive age variable was examined in the context of the main
hypotheses of interest. Cognitive age was used as a covariate in the ANCOVA's.
It was expected that there would have been individual differences within each
age group that will not be taken into account by the chronological age factor
alone.

It may have been quite possible for a person's self-perception of age to

have an impact on their information processing abilities.
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Not all elderly

adults

show information processing deficits with

advancing

age, the cognitive

age analysis could have shed important light on this aspect of the study of
aging.

Another variable, need for cognition,

was assessed during the experiment.

This measure was analyzed in a similar manner to that of cognitive age.

Given

the importance of need for cognition in the ELM, this analysis was to provide
additional

information on the persuasion process from

individual

difference perspective.

In

important

to

variables

examine

moderating

a developmental and

conducting aging research it is
of potentially

significant

findings.

All of the analysis just mentioned were conducted in relation to both the
memory

and

persuasion

measures.

Supporting analyses examined the reliability of the scales used within the
study.

This was done by subjecting all scales to reliability tests.

Specifically,

the need for cognition scale, attitude toward the ad/brand, and cognitive age
measures were used in this analysis.

Since these scales tended to be summated

or average ratings, it was necessary to determine the reliability of each scale;
this was important to this study since the scales were being applied in two,
potentially,

cognitively

different

age

groups.

The demographic measures of occupation, education, and gender were used
as blocking variables in the analyses.
whether or not

any

This was necessary to determine

of these variables

significantly contributed to variations

in persuasion, memory, or learning effects between the two age groups.
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Summary

The discussion in this chapter has presented an indepth delineation and
explanation of specific

research hypotheses

questions outlined in Chapter 1.

as they pertain to the research

Complex interactions were expected to exist

among the three factors of interest (age, personal relevance, and type of ad
copy)

that indicated young and elderly

processing

abilities

and

adults

have

differential

advertisement

preferences.

In addition to the discussion of theoretical hypotheses, the
operationalization of each manipulated factor was presented.
manipulations

were

and gerontology.

from

classic

research

in

advertising,

persuasion,

Modifications were made, however, to increase validity in an

advertising context.
order in which

taken

These

The experimental session was also outlined providing the

stimuli

was presented and dependent measures taken.

A detailed discussion of the various dependent and moderating variable
measures
persuasion

followed
measures

the

independent

were

adopted

factor manipulations.
from

previous

research

The dependent
in

advertising

and

persuasion; these include, cognitive responses, attitude toward the ad, attitude
toward the brand, and purchase intention.

Memory measures used in this

study were also discussed and included aided recall and recognition.
important

aspect of assessing recognition

effects of guessing.
correcting

for

memory pertains

An

to the biasing

Signal Detection Theory was suggested as a method for

guessing

effects.
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When conducting research across age groups, it was important to also
examine

certain

findings.

moderating variables

that may

have

affected

any

significant

These variables included the need for cognition scale, a cognitive

age measure, and some demographic information.

Need for Cognition is an

integral part of the ELM and had potential for uncovering some age-related
effects
age,

in

information

processing.

occupation/former occupation,

their potential

moderating

effects

Demographic
education,
on

variables

and

persuasion

gender were
and

Finally, a detailed analysis plan was presented.
effects were outlined.
moderating

variables

of chronological
selected

for

learning

The specific experimental

Also, supporting analysis for both the pretests and the
was

discussed.

While this research was cross-sectional, it attempted to uncover some
important differences between the young and elderly adult in terms of
information processing and persuasion.

It attempted to add a developmental

dimension to the Elaboration Likelihood Model that has not been previously
examined.
advertising

This study also examined the impact of ad copy on the processing of
information.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

This research investigated the effects of human age on the processing
and

comprehension

of

persuasive

communications,

specifically

advertisements, in the context of the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM).

An

additional issue considered in this research included the effect of copy
structure (abstract versus concrete ad copy) on the memorability of
advertising claims for different age groups.
the personal

relevance and copy

It has been acknowledged that

structure of a persuasive communication has

an impact on message cognitive processing.

Given the documented effects of

human aging on cognitive processing, it is plausible that human age will also
affect one's processing of a persuasive communications.
attempted

to

systematically

manipulate

personal

This research

relevance

for an

advertisement and ad copy structure while examining the effects of
chronological age.

The subjects in this study were given one of two cover

stories designed to vary their level of personal relevance for an experimental
ad

stimulus.

First, a general description of the subjects participating in the study is
presented.

The discussion then

focuses on evaluating manipulation checks.

Next, relevant recognition and recall scores are developed.
variable
discussed.

development,

potential

covariates

and

several

relevant

Finally, the tests of hypotheses are presented.
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After dependent
constructs

are

General_Results
The subject sample comprising this data set participated in the study
between February and July of 1989.
eight cell design.

Table 4.1 presents the sample sizes for the

Data were collected from young adult subjects (so classified

by being between 23 and 49 years of age) in administrative and staff positions
at Northeastern
and

University,

Boston,

and

University

of Massachusetts/Amherst,

elderly adult subjects (so classified by being between the ages of 56 and

87) in senior citizen groups located in the following Massachusetts
communities:

East Dennis, Fitchburg, Leominster, and Templeton.

A variety of occupations were represented in the sample from factory
workers to secretaries and middle managers to counselors and librarians.
Those occupations with the highest overall frequency were factory work (25),
secretarial (21), homemaker (13), counseling (9), nursing (9), library staff (8),
and middle management (8).

The most frequently occurring occupations for

young adults were secretarial, library staff, and counseling;
factory

work,

secretarial,

homemaker

and

for elderly adults,

nursing.

Education, as measured in years, ranged from a low of fifth grade to a
high of doctoral course work.

The mean years of education completed for

young adults was 15.4 (junior in college) while for elderly adults it was 11.6
years (junior in high school).

As indicated earlier, a wide range of ages are represented in the sample
(from 23 to 87).

The overall mean age of the sample was 54.5.

the mean age was 33.4, while for elderly adults it was 70.6.
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For young adults

TABLE 4.1.

Sample Cell Sizes

ABSTRACT CONCRETE
AD COPY
AD COPY

TOTAL

LOW
PERSONAL
RELEVANCE

28

23

5 1

HIGH
PERSONAL
RELEVANCE

26

24

50

LOW
PERSONAL
RELEVANCE

3 1

30

6 1

HIGH
PERSONAL
RELEVANCE

40

36

76

TOTAL

125

113

238

YOUNG
ADULTS

ELDERLY
ADULTS
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The sample was weighted more toward female than male subjects (174 to
59 respectively).

The ratio was consistent across young adults (F-73; M-28) and

elderly adults (F-101; M-31).

Since the subject matter of the target advertisement involved breakfast
cereal, an assessment was made of cereal usage for each subject.

The overall

median bowls of cereal consumed per week by the sample was 1 to 3.

Young

adults consumed breakfast cereal at the same level as the overall sample, 1 to 3
bowls per week.

For elderly adults, however, the median bowls of cereal

consumed per week was 4 to 6, thus indicating a higher level of cereal
consumption as compared to young adults.

Manipulation_Checks

In

experimental

research

independent

factor

manipulation

checks

are

necessary to tell whether or not the manipulation did, in fact, work as
designed.
check,

the

Two of the factors used in this study did not require a manipulation
age and copy manipulations.

Age and Copy Manipulations.

The age factor was based on chronological

age and subjects were selected so as to meet specified criteria.

While a small

number of cases in each age group fell outside of the desired age ranges (over
40 for young adults and under 65 for elderly adults), an overall division of
under 50 for young adults and over 55 for elderly adults was maintained.
are natural groupings accepted in our society.

Many organizations, such as

the American Association for Retired Persons (AARP), allow people to join
upon reaching the age of 50.
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These

The ad copy factor involved the use of abstract and concrete advertising
claims in the stimulus advertisement.

The two copy structures were created in

accordance with research by Rossiter and Percy (1978).

Additionally, the

structure of the ad claims was finalized after being judged equivalent in
content by a Professor of English at Northeastern University trained in
linguistics.

Personal Relevance Manipulation.

This factor, important in the study of

persuasive communication, was designed to vary the importance of the target
stimulus to the person reading the ad.
levels of cognitive processing;
the high personal

relevance

Its purpose was to stimulate different

greater cognitive processing was expected

condition.

The

manipulation

was

in

implemented

through the use of a cover story consistent with that of ELM research (see
Appendix A).

Subjects in the low personal relevance condition were told that

the fictitious cereal product advertised in the magazine was available only on
the West Coast of the United States.

In the high personal relevance condition,

subjects were told the fictitious cereal would appear on grocery shelves in
their immediate area within two months.

To produce a stronger manipulation,

subjects in the low personal relevance condition were told they would be able
to take home one of several different brands of canned fruit (pictured in a
distractor ad).

In the high personal relevance condition, subjects were told

that they would be able to take home one of several different brands of
breakfast cereal.

This instruction was included in written form within the

cover story and verbally emphasized to subjects in the high personal
relevance conditions; it was simply read by subjects in the low personal
relevance

condition

with

no

verbal

emphasis
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given.

The manipulation check for personal relevance was examined in two
ways.

First, advertisement and brand personal relevance were investigated to

see if subject self-reports of personal relevance would coincide with the
respective low and high personal relevance conditions.

It was assumed that

the more personally relevant a person felt the advertisement was the more
they would be involved with and concentrate cognitive processing on that
advertisement.

Advertisement- and Brand-Relevance. Study
sets of

participants

completed

two

scales designed to measure stimulus advertisement and brand personal

relevance.

The advertisement-relevance scale consisted of four items

and

asked the respondent to "indicate the extent to which the breakfast cereal
advertisement was:".
to me,

3)

The four items were:

Important to me, and 4)

1)

Of concern to me, 2)

Relevant to me.

Of interest

Responses to each item

were measured on a five point scale anchored at each end by '"not at all" and
extremely".

Anchors for every other scale were reversed to decrease

acquiescence response bias.

The brand relevance scale was identical, except

the respondents were asked to "indicate the extent to which the breakfast
cereal

brand

was:".

A t-test was initially conducted between low and high relevance groups
for each of the four items for both the advertisement and the brand.

The

means for the overall sample are in the desired direction with the high
personal

relevance

group

having

higher

relevance group as noted in Table 4.2.

mean

values

than

the

low

personal

However, none of the items between the

two groups were significantly different.
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A principal components analysis of

TABLE 4.2. Manipulation Check of Personal Relevance:
Advertisement and Brand Personal Relevance
Scale Item T-Tests - Overall Sample

ADVERTISEMENT
Of Concern to me
Of Interest to me
Important to me
Relevant to me

Low Personal
Relevance
Std.
Mean
Dev.
2.41
(1.42)
2.83
(1.48)
2.39
(1.50)
2.63
(1.49)

High Personal
Relevance
Std.
Mean
Dev.
2.61
(1.62)
2.99
(1.57)
2.61
(1.66)
2.84
(1.58)

2.81
2.88
2.64
2.70

2.73
2.91
2.84
2.78

BRAND
Of Concern to me
Of Interest to me
Important to me
Relevant to me

(1.46)
(1.44)
(1.42)
(1.41)

No means significantly different at p < .05
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(1.49)
(1.45)
(1.53)
(1.45)

each scale produced all scale items loading highly (.80 or higher) on a single
factor.

For the advertising-relevance scale, this factor explained 72.1

of the variance among the four items;
explained was 77.1 percent.

percent

for the brand-relevance scale, variance

Reliability analysis of the advertisement- and

brand-relevance scales produced Cronbach's Alphas of .8707 and .9008,
respectively.

Thus, it appears that these scales are internally consistent in

construct measurement, however,
relevance

manipulation

These

was

it does not appear that the personal

sufficient.

product-relevance,

or

involvement

scales

by Bloch, 1981), consisted of only three items.

(as

originally

developed

The fourth scale item listed

above ("Relevant to me") was not part of the original scale.

While it correlated

with the other scale items at .49 or higher, it appeared to affect the results of
the factor and reliability

analysis.

For the advertisement-relevance scale, the

first three items loaded at .74 or higher on a single factor and had a variance
explained of 76.5 percent.

For the brand-relevance scale, the three items

loaded on a single factor at .79 or higher and had a variance explained of 80.4
percent.
and

Cronbach’s

alpha

.8759 (brand-relevance).

for each

scale

was

.8418

(advertisement-relevance)

Since variance explained in the

factor analysis

increased and the reliability of the scales did not drastically decrease, the
"Relevant to me" item was dropped from both composite scales.

The composite

scale was produced by summing the first three items and dividing by three.

The mean scores for the two composite scales were analyzed with t-tests.
For

the

advertisement-relevance

scale,

no

statistically

significant

differences

were found between the low (2.52) and high (2.72) personal relevance
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conditions.

As before, the means were in the appropriate direction.

The same

result held for the brand-relevance scale (low = 2.76; high = 2.80).

Gbgnitive Response. The

second

manipulation

check

involved

the

analysis of cognitive responses given by subjects in each of the personal
relevance conditions.

Research in attitudes and persuasion found that level of

cognitive processing has an impact on the number of cognitive responses a
person will have to a persuasive communication.

The more personally

relevant, or involving, a message is, the more consciously a person will
process that message and consequently generate a higher level of cognitive
response than if the message is less personally relevant.

Thus, the mean level

of three cognitive response measures was examined with t-test analyses
between the low and high personal relevance conditions (see Table 4.3 for
means).
cognitive

No statistically significant differences were found for any of the
response

measures.

Given the convergent result of the two methods, the personal relevance
manipulation may not have worked.

However, personal relevance was still

included in the hypothesis tests as a precaution against any lack of sensitivity
in the manipulation checks.
relevance

scales

may

have

Based on this analysis, advertisement- and brandmeasured

some

personal

relevance

construct,

perhaps a level of personal relevance that exists naturally, independent of the
manipulation attempts.

This result, combined with the results of past research

on product involvement, prompted the inclusion of the brandadvertisement-relevance scales

as potential
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covariates

(to

be

and

discussed

below).

TABLE 4.3. Manipulation Check of Personal Relevance:
Cognitive Response T-Tests - Overall Sample

LOW
PERSONAL
RELEVANCE
Mean
std. dev.

HIGH
PERSONAL
RELEVANCE
Mean
std. dev.

TOTAL
COGNITIVE
RESPONSE

1.90

(1.65)

1.92

(1.69)

PRODUCT
COGNITIVE
RESPONSE

1.16

(1.49)

1.09

(1.32)

ADVERTISEMENT
COGNITIVE
RESPONSE

0.4375 (0.918)

0.5873 (1.08)

* no means statistically different
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Dependent

Variable

Construct

Development

Several of the hypotheses tested below require the use of composite scales
representing

relevant constructs

of interest.

These

include

the

dependent

variables of Attitude toward the Ad (ATTad) and Attitude toward the Brand
(ATTB).

Attitude toward the Ad (ATT^p}.

ATTad was measured on a four item,

seven point semantic differential scale (Batra and Holbrook 1987).
included:

The items

I dislike/like the ad, I react favorably/unfavorably toward the ad, I

feel positive/negative toward the ad, and the ad is good/bad.

The four items

were subjected to principal components analysis, which yielded a single factor
(variance explained = 75.6%).
.831 to .897.

Factor loadings for the scale items ranged from

Reliability analysis produced a Cronbach’s alpha = .8907.

Given

these results the four items were summed to create a single, composite measure
representing
matrix.

ATTad-

Table 4.4 presents the item-to-composite correlation

Also included was a single item measure used to assess the participant's

overall attitude toward the advertisement ("My overall attitude toward this
breakfast cereal advertisement is:").
.001).

All correlations were significant (p <

It can be seen that all the scale items moderately to strongly correlate

with each other (r's from .5739 to .7329.

As expected, scale items strongly

correlate with the composite measure (.8385 to .8907).

Finally, all individual

scale items (r’s from .6555 to .7416) and the composite measure (.8009) correlate
with the single item measure of ATTad-

Attitude toward the Brand (ATTjj).

ATTB was measured on a four item,

seven point semantic differential scale (Batra and Holbrook 1987).
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were asked to rate the breakfast cereal on the following four items:
Dislike/Like,

Favorable/Unfavorable,

Negative/Positive,

and

Good/Bad.

The

four items were subjected to principal components analysis, which yielded a
single factor (variance explained = 81.4%).
ranged from .845 to .935.
.9320.

Factor loadings for the scale items

Reliability analysis produced a Cronbach's alpha =

Given these results the four items were summed to create a single,

composite

measure

representing

composite correlation matrix.

ATTg.

Table 4.5 presents the item-to-

Also included was a single item measure used to

assess the participant's overall attitude toward the brand ("My overall
toward this breakfast cereal brand is:").

attitude

All correlations were significant (p <

.001). All scale items strongly correlate with each other (r's from .630 to .842).
As expected, scale items strongly correlate with the composite measure (.853 to
.932).

Finally, all individual scale items (r's from .437 to .675) and the

composite measure (.655) correlate with the single item measure of ATTg.

Cognitive Responses. The first measure after exposure to the sample
magazine and cover magazine questions was cognitive responses.

Subjects

were

and

given

an

orienting

statement

(target

advertisement headline)

two

minutes to write down all thoughts they may have had while viewing the
breakfast

cereal

advertisement.

Cognitive

and coded by two judges independently.
dimensions.
Product

responses

The First dimension was orientation of the response and included:

cognitive

and

analyzed

Subject thoughts were coded on two

response

(PRODCR),

Advertisement

(ADCR), Respondent cognitive response (RESPCR).
polarity

were content

included the following categories:
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cognitive

response

The second dimension was
Positive cognitive response

Attitude Toward the Brand Item to Composite Correlation Matrix
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(POSCR), Negative cognitive response (NEGCR), and Neutral cognitive response
(NEUTCR).

Two additional cognitive response variables were developed from

the initial six for use in later analyses.

These were Total cognitive response

(TOTCR - simple summation of cognitive responses) and Valence of the
cognitive responses (VALENCE = POSCR - NEGCR).

Recall and Recognition Measure Development.

A number of adjustments

to the raw recall and recognition measures had to be made before use in later
analyses.

The next section discusses recall measures, followed by recognition

measures.

Recall.

Respondent aided recall was measured for both the distractor ad

(canned fruit) and the target ad (breakfast cereal).

Two separate questions,

one for each product category, asked respondents to recall the brand name and
as many ad claims as possible.

Recall of brand name was content analyzed and

coded as correct or incorrect (included wrong and no responses).
measure was used as a categorical variable in later analyses.

This

Ad claim recall

responses were content analyzed and coded as either correct or incorrect.
There was a total of four claims which could be recalled, and these four dummy
variables were summed to produce a ratio scaled variable for later analyses.

Recognition.

Since recognition measures provide a number of

alternatives from which respondents can choose, it was necessary to adjust
respondent

recognition

assessed with two

for guessing effects.

Brand

name

recognition

was

separate questions presenting the distractor and stimulus

brand names along with three bogus brand names for each product category.
Respondents were asked to indicate the brand name just advertised (checked or
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circled answers were acceptable).

Brand name recognition was adjusted for

subsequent analyses as per Link (1982) (cf. Singh and Cole 1985, Cole and
Houston 1987), and is as follows:

p = PC - kP£

Where, p = estimator of the probability the stimulus brand name is
recognized

without

guessing,

Pc = probability of correct brand name recognition,

PE = (1 - PC) probability of incorrect brand name recognition,
k= ^

^

* where b = probability of correctly guessing the stimulus
brand

name

when

distractors

are

present.

Recognition for ad claims was assessed by presenting the respondent with
two questions (one for each product category), each containing six ad claim
statements.

Three of the statements were from the advertisement presented in

the sample magazine and three of the statements were bogus.

Respondents

were asked to indicate which of the statements appeared in the ads they just
viewed.

For each question, the ad claim statements were coded as 0/1 variables,

either not checked or checked.
combined

in

ways

congruent

This coding enabled the statements to be
with

the

appropriate

adjustment

procedures.

Initially, it was necessary to calculate four separate values from these
numbers.

These included:

Hits (H) = sum of the three correct ad claims, which measured correct ad
claims

recognized.
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Misses (M) = 3 - H, which measured the number of correct ad claims not
recognized.

False Alarms (FA) = sum of the three bogus ad claims, which measured the
number

incorrect

ad

claims

recognized.

Correct Rejections (CJ) = 3 - FA, which measured the number of incorrect
ad claims not recognized,

These four values were then used in the following equations which
provided

adjusted

recognition

Individual-based

measures

for later analysis:

(d'i) = z(H) - z(FA), computed over ad content areas

Sensitivity
Group-based

(d'o) = z(H) - z(FA), computed over subjects or subgroups

Sensitivity

This completes the dependent variable development.
a number of independent variable constructs

In the next section,

are developed.

These variables

will be used as covariates in the test of hypotheses.

Independent

Variable

Construct

Development

After examining research on aging, it became apparent that a number of
variables
results.

may

have

an

intervening

effect

The variables examined were:

education,

gender,

breakfast

cereal

on

any

significant

age-related

need for cognition, cognitive age,

usage,

brand-

relevance (as developed in the previous section).
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and

advertisement-

Need for Gbgnition.

This scale consisted of 18 items designed to assess how

much a person enjoys thinking.
determine

construct

Analysis began with principal components to

dimensionality.

Previous

research

indicated

(Cacioppo,

Petty and Morris 1983) that all eighteen Need for Cognition scale (NCS) items
loaded on a single factor.

After varimax rotation, the analysis revealed four

factors with eigenvalues greater than one explaining 57 percent of the
variance

among the eighteen

items.

Following previous

research procedures,

a scree test was used to keep two of the four factors for further analysis.

Table

4.6 contains the factor loadings for each scale item and percent of variance
explained.

The eighteen items comprising the NCS all measure a person's interest in
expending effort to think.

Since the measures are quite similar and a two

factor solution was obtained, a logical conclusion would be that the two factors
were related in some way.

Thus, a common factor analysis (CFA) with oblique

rotation was conducted to ascertain the correlation between the factors.
factor correlation was .05221.
weakly correlated and

The

It was concluded that the two factors were

the principal components solution was

used

in

further

analysis.

In an effort to determine factor representation,

an examination of the

individual items comprising each factor was undertaken.

As can be seen, NCS

3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 16, and 17 load on the first factor; NCS 1, 2, 6, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15,
and 18 on the second factor.

The common theme for the two factors appeared
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to rest on whether or not the NCS item was reverse coded.

To cut down on

response bias, some items were phrased so that agreement would yield a low
score when the statement actually reflected a high need for cognition.
NCS items reverse coded were 1, 6, 10, 11, 13, 15, and 18.

The

Given the peculiar

nature of the factor results, t-tests for each item were conducted to examine
significant differences in response between the two age groups (see Table 4.7
for means and significance).

The t-test results indicate significant

differences between the two age groups on all NCS items that were not reverse
coded.

These results may indicate a response bias.

Reliability analyses of factors one and two generated Cronbach's alphas
of .8725 and .8947, respectively.
to measure similar constructs.

Thus, items comprising each factor appeared
However, given the doubtful nature of the

results for factor two, it was dropped from further analysis.

Gignitive Aye.

A four item age measure developed by Barak and

Schiffman (1981) was completed by subjects as an alternative to chronological
age.

Gerontological research has often found chronological age to be a poor

indicator of physiological and psychological performance.
scale was designed to assess what people "think" is their age.

The Cognitive Age
The scale items

asked subjects to indicate, in years, the age they "feel they are", "look as
though", "do most things as though", and "have interests of'.

See Table 4.8 for

mean ages on each scale item, the composite measure, and chronological age
for the overall sample of young and elderly adults.

Principal components analysis was conducted on the four scale items and,
as expected, revealed a single factor.

Factor loadings ranged from .91 to .95 and
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* This question reverse coded.
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TABLE 4.8.

Mean Age Measurements

OVERALL
SAMPLE

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE
FEEL AGE
LOOK AGE
DO AGE
INTERESTS AGE
COGNITIVE AGE

mean(std.dev.l
54.5 (19.55)
43.0
47.4
41.9
42.9
43.8 (15.131
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YOUNG
ADULTS
mean(std.dev.l
33.4 (7.011
29.3
30.0
28.5
30.3
29.5 (5.391

ELDERLY
ADULTS
mean(std.dev.l
70.6 (5.791
54.5
62.2
53.2
53.5
55.8 (8.921

percent variance explained was 86.3.
Cronbach's alpha of .9453.

Reliability analysis produced a

These results indicate that the scale measures a

single construct, so the four items were summed and an average was taken to
be used in later analysis.

Correlation analysis, as expected, produced

convergent results (see Table 4.9 for scale item, composite and chronological
age

measure

correlations).

Education.

Differences exist in the level of education a person has today

and that which a person had fifty years ago.

In the early to mid periods of this

century a high school education was not the norm.

Education in this study was

measured in years by asking each participant, "What is the highest level of
education (in years) you have completed."
ranged from five to twenty-three.

Years of education responses

This was recoded into six levels as follows:

1) Up to and including Jr. High, 2) Some High School, 3) High School Graduate,
4) Some College, 5) College Graduate, and 6) Graduate School.
analysis was conducted on age group by education.

A chi-square

The resulting 2 by 6 table

(see Table 4.10) revealed a significant relationship (chi-square = 113.26, 5 df,
p<.001).

The Cramer's V statistic of .711 indicates a strong relationship between

age group and education.

Examination of the cell percentages revealed that

98.9 percent of the young adults, versus only 65.6 percent of elderly adults, had
graduated from high school.

Few young adults (1.0 percent) did not graduate

from high school, while 20.8 percent of elderly adults did not graduate from
high school and another 13.6 percent did not make it past junior high school.
Based on these results, education was considered a significant covariate to be
included

in

later analysis.
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TABLE 4.9. Cognitive Age Items, Composite Scale and Chronological Age Correlation Matrix
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TABLE 4.10.

Education by Age Group Chi-Square

gb

5 P
o Q
>H <

13.6%
n= 17

0.00%
n=0

20.8%
n=26

25.3%
n=25

45.5%
n=45

19.2%
n=24

6.0%
n=6

41.6%
n=52

2.4%
n=3

COLLEGE
GRADUATE

SOME
COLLEGE

JUNIOR
SOME
HIGH SCHOOL
HIGH SCHOOL HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE
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c
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2.4%
n=3

22.2%
n=22

GRADUATE
SCHOOL

55.8%
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44.2%
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The effect of education on the other independent factors was investigated.
Education

and

the

personal

related (chi-square=5.4259, 5
copy

manipulation

relevance

manipulation

df, p=.3661).

(concrete vs.

abstract)

were

not

significantly

An analysis of the education by ad
yielded

no

significant

results

(chi-

square = 3.171, 5 df, p = .6736).

Gender,

It was noted earlier that females out numbered males in the

sample by a 3:1 margin.
females

revealed

no

Chi-square analysis of the distribution of males and

significant

age

group

(yate's corrected) = .3424, 1 df, p = .5584).

by

gender

relationship

(chi-square

The ratio of males to females for both

age groups was similar to that of the overall sample (young adults M = 27.7%, F
= 72.3%; elderly adults M = 23.5%, F = 76.5%).

Gender effects on the other two factors were assessed.
relevance,

there

corrected)=.0336,

was
1

no

significant

relationship

For personal

(chi-square

(yate's

df, p=.8547). Analysis of a gender by ad copy manipulation

yielded no significant results (chi-square (yate's corrected) = 0.000, 1 df, p =

1.00).
Qreal TIsaye.

Cereal usage was measured by asking participants "how

many bowls of cold breakfast cereal do you eat per week?".

Responses were

recorded on a four point ordinal scale (less than 1, 1 to 3, 4 to 6, and 7 or more).
Analysis of age group by cereal usage revealed a significant relationship (chisquare = 22.965, 3 df, pc.OOl).
strong relationship.

A Cramer's V of .3146 indicates a moderately

Elderly adults in the sample appear to eat more cold

breakfast cereal than young adults (51 percent of elderly adults eat 4 or more
bowls of cereal per week as compared to 28% of young adults).
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Thirty-five

percent of young adults ate less than one bowl of cereal per week, as compared
to 13 percent of elderly adults.

Based on these results, cereal usage was

included in later analysis as a potential covariate.

Investigation of the other two factors revealed no significant personal
relevance by cereal usage interaction (chi-square=4.2047, 3 df, p=.2402).
Analysis of a cereal usage by ad copy manipulation revealed no significant
findings (chi-square = 2.998, 3 df, p = .3918).
Brand-Relevance.

Given the increased usage of breakfast cereal by

elderly adults in the sample, this group may have had a higher level of brandrelevance than young adults.

If this is the case, then brand-relevance could

be significant as a covariate in later analyses.

While brand-relevance is

interval-scaled, a median split was done producing low and high brandrelevance groups.

A 2 by 2 chi-square analysis of age group by brand-

relevance

a significant

reveals

14.3235, 1 df, p < .0002).
(phi statistic = .27114).

relationship

(chi-square (yate's corrected) =

However, the strength of the relationship is moderate

The advertised breakfast cereal was of lower

importance/ relevance to young adults (78.2%) than elderly adults (52.3%).

A

higher percentage of elderly adults (47.7%) than young adults (21.8%)
considered

the

advertised

cereal

important/relevant.

An analysis of the brand-relevance by cereal usage revealed a
significant relationship (chi-square = 18.557, 3 df, p < .0003).

As would be

expected, those subjects classified as high in brand-relevance consumed more
bowls of breakfast cereal than those classified as low in brand relevance
(56.2% of high brand-relevance subjects consumed 4 or more bowls of cereal
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per week as compared to 30.6% of low brand-relevance subjects.)

A Cramer's V

statistic of .2994 indicates a moderate relationship.

For the other two
not

factors,

significant

a personal
(chi-square

relevance by
(yate's

brand-relevance

interaction

was

corrected)=.00574,

p=.9396).

An analysis of the brand-relevance by ad copy manipulation

revealed no significant relationship (chi-square (yate's corrected) =

ldf,

.9901,

1

df, p = .3197).

Advertise men t-relev an ce. The

previous

may also hold for advertisement-relevance.
higher level

of personal

relevance has

logic

used

An advertisement that has a

a greater chance of penetrating one’s

selective perception filter and receive greater attention.
then

advertisement-relevance

analyses.

While

could

be

for brand-relevance

a

advertisement-relevance

significant

If this is the case

covariate

is interval-scaled,

analysis

of age

group

by

advertisement-relevance

was

A 2 by 2 chi-

revealed

significant relationship (chi-square (yate's corrected) = 15.09605,
.0001).

later

a median split

done producing low and high advertisement-relevance groups.
square

in

a

1 df, p <

Again, the strength of this relationship is moderate (phi statistic =

.27514).

The breakfast cereal

advertisement was of lower importance/

relevance to young adults (54.5%) than elderly adults (27.4%).

A higher

percentage of elderly adults (72.6%) as compared to young adults (45.5%)
considered

An

the

cereal

analysis of the

advertisement

important/relevant.

advertisement-relevance by cereal

significant relationship (chi-square = 22.0379, 3 df, p < .001).
expected,

those

subjects

classified

as

high
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in

usage revealed
As would be

advertisement-relevance

a

consumed more bowls of breakfast cereal than those classified as low in
advertisement-relevance

(50%

of

high

advertisement-relevance

subjects

consumed 4 or more bowls of cereal per week as compared to 25% of low
advertisement-relevance subjects.)
moderately

A

strong

personal

A Cramer's V statistic of .3239 indicates a

relationship.

relevance

by

advertisement-relevance

relationship

significant (chi-square (yate's corrected)=.1347, 1 df, p=.7137).
the

advertisement-relevance

by

ad

copy

manipulation

was

not

An analysis of

revealed

no

significant

relationship (chi-square (yate's corrected) = ..22382, 1 df, p = .6361).

Summary

A number of potential covariate factors were discussed.
cognition had two weakly correlated factors.

Need for

Due to possible measurement

problems, factor two was eliminated from further analysis.

The cognitive age

scale had high reliability and correlated with chronological age.
groups differed in terms of years of education.
from high school than elderly adults.
gender.

More young adults graduated

There were no significant effects for

Elderly adults consumed more bowls of breakfast cereal per week than

young adults.
and

The two age

Finally, elderly adults appeared to have higher levels of brand-

advertisement-relevance

than

young

adults.

Brand-

relevance were strongly correlated with cereal usage.

and

advertisement-

The analysis indicated

need for cognition, cognitive age, education, cereal usage, and brand- and
advertisement-relevance

This

completes

the

as

potential

dependent

covariates.

and

independent

variable

development.

Three specific types of variables used in the next section for the tests of

159

hypotheses were discussed:
memory

measurements.

attitudes and behavior, cognitive responses, and

Several

independent covariates

well (see Table 4.11 for summary).
results

for the

five

experimental

Tests

The

research objective

of

were developed

as

The next section presents the analytical
hypotheses.

Experimental

was to

Hypotheses

investigate the

interactive and

singular

effects of chronological age, personal relevance and ad copy format on
persuasion

and memory.

Hypotheses one through

four specifically

address

both of these issues; hypothesis five addresses age-related changes in memory.
Analysis of the hypotheses involved a series of univariate Analysis of
Covariance (ANCOVA) and the type I error rate adjustments according to a
priori, Bonferroni procedures.

This process was used instead of Multivariate

Analysis of Covariance because the hypotheses focused on specific dependent
variable effects, not the effects of linear combinations of dependent variables.

Hvpoth esis 1 - Aye hv Person al Relev an ce hv Arivertisemen t Chp v In ter action :

This

hypothesis

independent factors.
sub-hypotheses

Hla:

are

For elderly

investigated

the

three-way

interaction

among

the

Given the number of cells in the design, the following
stated:

adults in the high personal

relevance condition, concrete ad

copy will be more persuasive and easier to remember than abstract ad
copy.

Under low personal relevance there should

differences in persuasion and memory

160

be no significant

for abstract and concrete ad copy.
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Hlb:

For young adults in the high personal relevance condition, concrete ad
copy should be more persuasive than abstract ad copy, and, both types of
ad copy should be equally memorable.

Under low personal relevance,

abstract ad copy should be more memorable than concrete, but they
should

Hlc:

be

equally

persuasive.

In the high personal relevance condition young adults

should have

similar memory and persuasion to that of elderly adults for concrete ad
copy.

Under low personal relevance, young adults should show better

memory for both ad copy formats overall, and specifically for abstract.

ATTai> ATTfc. and Purchase Intent.

Certain variables were expected to

mediate factor effects on the dependent variables, thus ANCOVA was used in this
analysis.

The ANCOVA for ATTad revealed no significant results for the

manipulated factors (see Table 4.12).

There was, however, a relationship

between three of the covariates and ATTadadvertisement-relevance
.017).

all

had

statistically

Education, brand- and
significant

relationship
Subjects

<

between

with

more than

high

advertisementadvertisement-

subjects with low

and

There was a positive

brand-relevance

or brand-relevance

and

scores

ATTadliked

the

advertisement- or brand-relevance

three-

or two-way
relationship

interactions or main
between

education,

effects

were

advertisement-

purchase intent was statistically significant.

163

statistically
and

cereal

scores.

The same effects for ATTad were found for ATTg (see Table 4.13).

The

(alpha

The relationship between education and ATTad was negative, the higher

the educational level, the more negative the ATTad*

ad

relationships

No

significant.

brand-relevance

and

The higher the level of education,

164

Advertisement-relevance
Brand-relevance
Years of Education
Need for Cognition
Cognitive Age

.658
.982
-.150
-0.004
-0.003

TABLE 4.12.

Attitude Toward the Advertisement ANOVA
(n = 176)

165

Advertlaoment-relovanci
Brand-relevance
Years of Education
Need for Cognition
Cognitive Ago

.7 I 5
1.165
-,0H4
().()()()
-0.009

TABLE 4.13.

Attitude Toward the Brand ANOVA
(n - 176)

the more negative the ATTb ; and, the higher the advertisement- or brandrelevance, the more positive the ATTb.

The same effects for ATTb
4.14).

were again found for purchase intent (see Table

No three-way or two-way interactions or main effects were statistically

significant.
relevance

The
and

relationship

purchase

intent

between
was

education,

statistically

advertisement-

significant.

and

Again,

brand-

the

higher

the level of education, the less likely subjects were to purchase the breakfast
cereal;
subjects

and,
were

the
to

higher the

advertisement-

or brand-relevance,

the

more

likely

purchase.

Initially, there appears to be little support for the first set of hypotheses
in relation to persuasion.

While not significant, an examination of the means

reveals that the means are in the appropriate direction for Hla (see Table 4.15).
For elderly adults, concrete ad claims were more persuasive under high
personal relevance, but were also somewhat more persuasive under low
personal relevance.

For Hlb, the young adult means are in the opposite

direction, as expected, for high personal relevance for both ATTad and ATTb.
ATTb

means under low personal relevance were in the appropriate direction.

Elderly adult means on persuasion variables

are,

overall higher than the

means for young adults, a pattern different than expected in Hlc.

However, it

has been revealed that education has a negative impact on the persuasion
variables, as well as, a positive impact for advertisement- and brand-relevance.
It appears that the level of personal relevance for the brand and advertisement
had an impact on all three persuasion variables.

If the elderly felt that cereal

was more personally relevant to them than young adults, then it should follow
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•M

cn

O
Lh

cd

<D

cd

c3
>
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o

167
1.246
1.424
-.168
0.007
-0.002

o
U
co

Advertisement-relevance
Brand-relevance
Years of Education
Need for Cognition
Cognitive Age

TABLE 4.14.

a
<v

Wh

<U

<D

Purchase Intent ANOVA
(n = 176)

168

TABLE 4.15.

Threee-Way Interaction Cell Means

that their persuasion scores should be higher.
impact of this
effects

were

personal

relevance is since the manipulated personal

however,

relevance

insignificant.

Cbgnitive Response.
variables.

It is unclear what exactly the

ANCOVAs were conducted on each of the dependent

Analysis of TOTCR revealed no statistically significant interactions,
effects

see Table 4.16).

for education

and

advertisement-relevance (alphas <

.0125,

Examination of the means for TOTCR reveals that young adults

generated the most TOTCR in the high personal relevance, abstract ad copy
condition (3.32, not as hypothesized), while for elderly adults this occurred in
the low personal relevance, abstract ad copy condition (1.59).
overall, generated more cognitive responses than elderly

Young adults,

adults.

In the high

personal relevance condition, elderly adult TOTCR was as expected in Hla
(abstract = 1.28, concrete = 1.48), but the pattern did not hold for low personal
relevance (abstract = 1.59, concrete = 1.26).

The ANCOVA for product cognitive responses (PRODCR), again, revealed
not significant three-way or two-way interactions or main effects (p > .30 for
all interactions).

The number of PRODCRs generated was dependent on

advertisement-relevance
discussed above).

and

the

reduced need

for cognition

scale

(factor

1

Both of these relationships were positive; the higher the

advertisement-relevance or need

for cognition,

the

more PRODCRs

generated.

For advertisement cognitive responses (ADCR), the ANCOVA revealed no
significant interactions (p > .07 for all interactions) only a significant effect
for education (p < .001).
generated.

Finally,

there

Again, the higher the education, the more ADCRs
were

no

statistically

169

significant

interactions

0/3
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0)u,

&
£
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>

U
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.630
.222
.180
0.020
-0.017

a>
o
U
co

Advertisement-relevance
Brand-relevance
Years of Education
Need for Cognition
Cognitive Age

TABLE 4.16.

c<u

oo

<D

Total Cognitive Response ANOVA
(n = 181)

(p > .132) for valence of the cognitive responses (VALENCE).
advertisement(p < .001).
cognitive

and

brand-relevance

all

had

statistically

Education,

significant

effects

The more education a subject had, the more negative were the

responses,

while,

the

higher

the

advertisement-

or

brand-relevance

score for a subject, the more positive were the cognitive responses.

It again appears that the first set of hypotheses are not supported in
relation to persuasion (ATTad, ATTb and purchase intent) or the cognitive
response

results.

Recall and Recognition.

Ad claim recall was examined in a three-way

ANCOVA using education, brand-,

and

advertisement-relevance.

Analysis

revealed education as a significant covariate, age and ad copy main effects as
significant and

a personal

relevance by

significance (see Table 4.17).
(p = .498).

Analysis

ad copy

interaction that

approached

The three-way interaction was not significant

The effect of education on the analysis was minimal.

of brand

name

recognition

(P)

revealed no

significant three-way

interactions (p = .673), an age by personal relevance interaction (p = .062) and
an age main effect (p = .038) that approached significance.
measure

The sensitivity

(d'l) yielded a different picture of recognition, however, there was no

significant three-way interaction (p = .30).

There was a statistically significant

effect for ad copy (see Table 4.18).

Additional Results. For ATTB, the age group by ad copy interaction
approached significance (p = .031).

An examination of the means revealed that

elderly adults had more positive cereal brand evaluations for the concrete ad
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-.091
.101
.201

U
co
’«

Brand-Relevance
Years of education
Advertisement-Relevance

TABLE 4.17.

•

Advertisement Claim Recall ANOVA
(n = 173)

a

0>
o
£

o

<u

tl

00
<D

P<

Recognition Sensitivity (d’l) ANOVA
(n=193)

c
'o

TABLE 4.18.
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copy than for the abstract ad copy (5.16 vs 4.88).

Young adults were equal in

their brand evaluations for both abstract and concrete copy (3.92 vs. 3.95).

For

advertisement

cognitive

response,

the

personal

relevance

main

effect

approached statistical significance (p = .044), subjects in the high personal
relevance condition generated more ADCRs than subjects in the low personal
relevance (.662 vs. .465).

There were statistically significant age and ad copy main effects on aided
recall; young adults recalled ad claims better than elderly (.82 vs. .23).

And,

concrete copy was recalled better than abstract copy (.76 vs. .37).

The main effect of age on brand name recognition (P) approached
significance, young

adults had

elderly adults (.89 vs. .72).

slightly

better

brand name

recognition

than

For ad claim recognition (d'l), there was a

significant main effect for ad copy.

The main effect for ad copy revealed that

concrete ad copy is recognized better than abstract ad copy (.45 vs. -.27).

Summary of Results.
fully supported.

It appears that none of the stated hypotheses were

For Hla the means for the persuasion and memory measures,

while not significant,

were in the appropriate direction;

high personal relevance, elderly
higher purchase
ad copy.

intent

and

adults given concrete ad copy did have

better memory

Hlb was not supported.

under conditions of

than

elderly

adults

Hlc was partially supported.

given

abstract

Overall, age and

ad copy main effects for each grouping of dependent variables were either
statistically

significant

or approached

significance.

Young

adults

less persuasion and better recall and recognition than elderly adults.

174

exhibited
Concrete

ad copy appears to be more memorable than abstract ad copy.
indicated

that

further investigation

of the

two-way

These results

interactions

was

warranted.

While manipulated personal relevance did not produce any major effects, it did
appear that brand and
on

the

persuasion

advertisement personal relevance did have

some impact

measures.

Hypothesis—2

A&e

hx Personal

Relevance

interaction:

This hypothesis sought to investigate the effects of age on information
processing route in the context of the ELM.

A two way interaction between age

group and personal relevance would be expected.

H2a:

Elderly
than

H2b:

adults use peripheral

central

routes,

The hypothesis states:

routes to information processing more

and,

Elderly adults are more likely to use peripheral routes to information
processing

than

Respondent cognitive

young

adults.

responses

were examined

to test these hypotheses.

According to the ELM, the more personally relevant a persuasive message is,
the greater the likelihood that message will be processed centrally.
assumption, cognitive response

activity

route to information processing.

should be

a surrogate

Under high personal

Given this

indicator for

relevance, young adults

are expected to generate more TOTCR and PRODCR than elderly adults, because
elderly adults are expected to process information peripherally.

Also, TOTCR for

elderly adults should not be significantly different between high and low
personal

relevance

conditions

since

they
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should

use

peripheral

processing

in

both personal relevance conditions.

However, ADCR should be greater than

PRODCR for elderly adults across both personal relevance conditions.

Cbgnitive Responses.

Since several hypothesized covariates should have

an effect on cognitive response, ANCOVA was conducted.
advertisement-relevance

and

education

response (p < .011, see Table 4.19).

had

a

positive

For TOTCR,
affect

on

cognitive

No two-way interactions or main effects

were statistically significant (p > .297).

For PRODCR, advertisement-relevance

and need for cognition both had positive

relationships with cognitive response

(p < .01), no other interaction effects were significant.

For ADCR, there was a

positive relationship between education and cognitive response (p , .001), and
the personal relevance main effect approached statistical significance (p < .05).
Finally,

education,

advertisement-

and

brand-relevance

all

had

statistically

significant relationships (p < .01) with VALENCE of the cognitive response.
more

relevant

the

advertisement

and/or brand,

the

positive

The

the cognitive

response, while the more education a person had, the more negative the
cognitive

response.

Given these results, support for the second set of hypotheses appears
bleak.

The second set of hypotheses speculated that more elderly adults will use

peripheral

rather than central

routes to information processing.

Thus, it is

logical to look at the distribution of the number of elderly adults generating
high and low levels of cognitive response in each personal
condition.

Given the strong effects due to age on the mean level of cognitive

response, analysis of high
group

and

relevance

personal

and low cognitive response distributions across age

relevance

condition

was
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conducted.

Total Cognitive Response ANOVA
(n = 181)
TABLE 4.19.
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The sample was divided into low and high TOTCR and PRODCR (based on a
median split) to test whether or not more elderly adults use peripheral than
central

routes;

adults.

and, more elderly adults use peripheral routes than young

These variables were then entered into a chi-square analysis with age

group and personal relevance.
Tables 4.20).
relevance

A relationship existed in both the low and high personal

groups

elderly adults.

For TOTCR significant results were found (see

for the

cognitive

response

patterns

between

young

and

While the personal relevance manipulation appeared to be

suspect, this analysis revealed that more elderly adults were classified as low in
TOTCR than high in TOTCR in the low involvement condition , which was
expected.

This same effect held for the young adults, only to a greater degree.

Also, more elderly adults were classified as low in TOTCR than young adults, and
significantly fewer elderly adults were classified as high in TOTCR than young
adults.

The phi coefficient indicated a moderate relationship.

This result

provided support for the ELM, in that, more elderly adults appear to be using
peripheral routes to persuasion more than central routes.

Also, in support of

H2b, more elderly adults are using peripheral routes than young adults.

The pattern of TOTCR under high personal relevance was as expected.

A

larger number of young adults were classified as high in TOTCR as opposed to
low in TOTCR.
as low in TOTCR.

However, an even larger number of elderly adults were classified
Thus, it appears that the elderly did have lower overall levels

of cognitive response.

Results for PRODCR and ADCR were insignificant.

Summary. Partial support for these hypotheses appeared.

The elderly do

show similar levels of cognitive response across conditions of personal
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relevance.

Young adults, however, exhibited differential

levels of cognitive

response across personal relevance conditions in the expected directions.
chi-square

analysis revealed that similar numbers of elderly

adults

The

were

classified as low in TOTCR regardless of the personal relevance condition, while
the numbers of young adults classified as low and high in TOTCR varied in the
expected

directions.

Hypothesis

3

-

Age

hv

Advertisement

Copy

Interaction:

This hypothesis investigated the age group by ad copy interaction.
Specifically,

H3a:

Given concrete ad copy, elderly adults should have more positive ATTa D
and

ATTb

and higher levels of purchase intent than elderly adults given

abstract ad copy.

Also, memorability of concrete ad copy should be better

than for abstract ad copy.

H3b:

For young adults, there should be no difference in ATTaD and ATTb for
the two types of ad copy.

However, memory for concrete ad copy should

be better than for abstract ad copy.

H3c:

Finally, no difference in memory should exist between young and
elderly adults given concrete ad copy.

However, young adults should

have better memory for abstract ad copy than elderly adults.

atTA3>
effects

of

attJL‘ and Purch ase Intent.
advertisement-relevance,

cognition and cognitive age.

ANCOVA investigated the covariate

brand-relevance,

Analysis of ATTaD

180

education,

need

revealed statistically

for

significant

relationships

relevance (p < .006).

between

education,

effects were not significant.
with

brand-

The two-way interaction and main

For ATTb , there was a statistically significant

advertisement-

and brand-relevance

(p <

interaction and main effects were, again, not significant.
overall higher ATTg

and

Advertisement- and brand-relevance had a positive effect

on ATTad* education had a negative effect.

relationship

advertisement-

responses than young adults.

.001);

the

Elderly adults had

The elderly adult response to

concrete ad copy was higher than to abstract ad copy (5.26 vs. 4.74).

While for

young adults, response was higher for abstract than concrete ad copy (4.53 vs.
4.16).

For purchase intent, there was a statistically significant relationship

with education, advertisement- and brand-relevance (p < .001).

These

relationships were in the same direction as those previously discussed.

While the results are insignificant, an examination of the means reveals
the expected direction for Hypotheses 3a and 3b.

For ATTad, ATTg and purchase

intent it appears that elderly adults had higher mean scores for concrete as
opposed to abstract ad copy [ATTad means for concrete and abstract ad copy,
respectively, = 5.16 and 4.76; ATTg means for concrete and abstract ad copy,
respectively, = 5.31

and 4.67; and purchase intent means for concrete and

abstract ad copy, respectively, = 5.14 and 4.83].

An examination the means for

ATTad, ATTg and purchase intent for young adults showed that there was little
difference between the means, as predicted [ATTad means for concrete and
abstract ad copy, respectively, = 3.89 and 3.85; ATTg means for concrete and
abstract ad copy, respectively, = 4.21 and 4.49; and purchase intent means for
concrete and abstract ad copy, respectively, = 3.72 and 3.62].

181

Cbgnitive Responses.

The ANCOVA of TOTCR revealed statistically

significant effects for age group (p < .001) and a positive relationship with
education

(p < .001), but the expected two-way interaction was

insignificant.

For PRODCR, there were statistically significant effects for age

group (p < .001) and positive relationship with education (p < .005)
expected two-way interaction was not statistically significant.

Again, the

The analysis of

ADCR revealed a statistically significant positive effect for education (p < .001),
and the two-way interaction approached significance (p = .069, see Table 4.21).
Young adults, overall, produced more ADCRs than elderly adults.

Those young

adults exposed to the abstract ad copy had more ADCRs than those exposed to
concrete ad copy (1.02 vs. .67).

While for elderly adults, ADCRs to abstract and

concrete ad copy was about the same (.22 vs. .28).
response

valence

there

were

statistically

Finally, for cognitive

significant

relationships

with

education, advertisement- and brand-relevance (p < .007); the expected two-way
interaction was not statistically significant.

There was a negative relationship

with education and a positive relationship with advertisement- and brandrelevance.
Recall and Recognition.
the persuasion measures.

Memory measures show a different story than

First, recall of the brand name showed differential

effects for abstract and concrete ad copy (see Table 4.22).

More young adults

(55.6% and 61.7%) were able to recall the brand name than elderly adults
(31.0% and 31.8%); and, more young adults given the concrete ad copy recalled
the brand name better (61.7%) than those young adults given the abstract ad
copy (55.6%).

Elderly adults appear to have the same level of brand name recall

regardless of ad copy.
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Analysis of ad claim recall with potential covariates revealed no
significant influence on the results.

ANOVA for ad claim recall showed

significant age and ad copy main effects (p < .001, see Table 4.23).

Based on

these results, young adults had better mean recall than elderly adults (.80 vs.
.20 respectively), and, subjects given concrete ad copy had higher mean recall
than subjects given abstract ad copy (.69 vs. .33 respectively).

While the age by

ad copy interaction was not significant, an examination of the means reflects
the expected pattern.

Young adults given abstract ad copy had the highest

level of recall (1.05), followed by young adults given abstract ad copy (.60) and
elderly adults given concrete ad copy (.36).

Elderly adults given abstract ad

copy had the poorest ad claim recall (.07).

For ad

claim

recognition,

there

were marginally

significant effects

for

age and significant effects for the ad copy and age by ad copy interaction (see
Table 4.24).

Examination of the means revealed that young adults in the

concrete ad copy condition had better recognition of true ad copy claims than
young adults in the abstract ad copy condition (.87 vs. -.30).
holds for elderly adults.

This same result

The means also show that young adults exhibited better

recognition (.87) than elderly adults (.05) in the concrete ad copy condition,
but perform about the same in the abstract ad copy condition (-.30 vs. -.25).

Addition al Results.

ANCOVA for TOTCR results indicated significant

education and age main effects.
does TOTCR.

Thus it appears that as education increases, so

The adjusted means for the age main effect reveal that young

adults generate more TOTCR than elderly adults (2.51 and 1.63 respectively).
PRODCR,

significant

effects

for education,

185

advertisement-relevance

and

age

For

186

TABLE 4.23. Age Group X Ad Copy Format ANOVA: Ad Claim Recall ANOVA (N=238)

187

TABLE 4.24.

Age Group X Ad Copy Format ANOVA: d'l (N=193)

were found.

Thus, the more education one has and the more relevant an

advertisement is, the more PRODCR will be generated.

The age main effect is

similar to that of TOTCR with mean PRODCR for young and elderly adult 1.63 and
.80

respectively.

Summary.

Hypotheses 3a and 3b had partial support.

First, the means

were directionally consistent for elderly adults in hypothesis 3a.

Persuasion

and memory was higher in concrete than abstract ad copy conditions.
expected

in

hypothesis

H3b,

the differences

thus generating partial support.

in persuasion

were

As

insignificant,

Significant age effects showed that elderly

adults had higher ATTad> ATTg, and purchase intent than young adults.

Also,

while young adults had more cognitive responses, elderly adults exhibited more
positive than negative cognitive responses.

Hypothesis 3c was supported in

terms of memory for ad copy; young and elderly adults given concrete ad copy
had better recall and recognition than those adults given abstract ad copy.
However, young adults had better recall and recognition of concrete ad copy
than

elderly

adults.

Hvpoth esis 4 - Person al Relev an ce hv Advertise men t fhp v In ter action :

This
ad copy.

H4a:

hypothesis

examined

the

interaction

between

personal

relevance

and

The following was expected:

Under conditions of high personal relevance, concrete ad copy will be
more persuasive and memorable than abstract ad copv,

H4b:

A reverse relationship should exist for concrete and abstract ad copy in
the

low

personal

relevance

condition.
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ATTaD- ATTB. and Purchase Intent.
statistically

significant

advertisement-

and

relationship

brand-relevance

Analysis of covariance revealed a

between
(p <

ATTad

.011).

and education,

The personal

relevance

copy interaction approached significance (p = .064, see Table 4.25).
relationship

with

education

relevance it was positive.

was

negative,

For ATTb

for

(p < .003).

No other interaction or main effects were significant.

(p < .002).

was

advertisement-

related

to

and

education,

The relationship of ATTb

and

brand-

there was a statistically significant

with

intent

ad

The

advertisement-

relationship

purchase

education,

while

by

brand-relevance,

advertisement-

and

again
Finally,

brand-relevance

and purchase intent with the three

covariates was the same as that for ATTaD-

Overall,

no

interaction

or

variables; however, the means
are

in

the

expected

effects

for ATTb

were

significant

and purchase intent (see Table 4.26)

were

and purchase intent.

found;

however,

the

impact on cognitive responding (p < .012).

No significant main or

covariates

had,

the

more

cognitive

responses

did

have

a

they

The more education a

generated.

Advertisement-

relevance had a significant effect on TOTCR, PRODCR and VALENCE.
relevant

the

advertisement,

the

more

total

189

significant

Education had a significant impact

on all of the dependent variables, except for PRODCR.
person

for these

Results of this analysis were similar to those just

for ATTad> ATTb

interaction

effects

directions.

Cognitive Responses.
presented

main

and

product

thoughts

The more

were

ATTad (N=177)
Copy Format ANCOVA:
Personal Relevance X Ad
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TABLE 4.26.

Personal Relevance by Ad Copy Cell Means

generated,

and

positive

effect on VALENCE.
the cognitive

were

responses.

Brand-relevance

only

had

an

The more relevant the brand advertised, the more positive

response.

effect on PRODCR.

the

Finally, need

for cognition

had

a slightly positive

The higher the need for cognition, the more PRODCRs

generated.

Recall and Recognition.
name

recall

copy.

revealed

no

ANOVA results

Chi-square

significant

effects

analysis

of breakfast cereal

between

personal

relevance

had

an

effect

would

be

expected,

on

recall

there

significant

effect

interaction between personal

on

None of the

performance.

was

no

significant interaction

relevance and ad copy on brand name recognition.
statistically

ad

A higher mean number of concrete ad

claims, as opposed to abstract ad claims, were recalled (.61 vs. .30).

As

and

for breakfast cereal ad claim recall revealed significant

effects for ad copy (see Table 4.27).

covariates

brand

ad

claim

relevance

and

for personal

Ad copy did have a

recognition,

but

there

was

no

ad copy (see Table 4.28).

Concrete

ad claims were better remembered than abstract ad claims (.45 vs. -.27).

Summary.

Hypotheses relating to the personal

interaction were not supported.

analysis
relevance

also
had

abstract ad copy
reinforces
on

a

the

person's

ad copy

However, it did appear that type of ad copy did

have an effect on memorability.
remember than

relevance by

Concrete ad copy
and

pattern

is

potentially

of effects

attitudes,

purchase

that

appears much easier to
more persuasive.
advertisement-

intent,

and

This
and

cognitive

brandresponse.

It would follow that the more relevant something is, the more a person will
attend to it.

192
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TABLE 4.27. Personal Relevance X Ad Copy Format ANOVA:

Ad Claim Recall (N=238)

194

TABLE 4.28.

Personal Relevance X Ad Copy Format ANOVA:

Ad Claim Recognition (d’I)(N=l93)

Hypothesis

This

5

Age-related

hypothesis

is

Memory

basically

a

Deficits:

re-examination

of recall

and

recognition

scores in order to determine if age-related decrements in memory are due to a
production

H5a:

or

a

processing

deficiency.

Evidence for a production deficiency
of high
and

personal

recognition

relevance,

relevance,

young

for breakfast

young adults

and

will be

and

cereal
elderly

elderly

ad

H5b:

advertisement.

recognition

across

responsible

for the memory

Evidence

all

adults

superior recall

this

deficits

target

recall
ad,

and

were

a

had
ad,

under

similar recall
low

personal

better memory

for the

and better memory

adults

have

processing

of elderly

will be

had

for the

better recall

deficiency

may

and
be

adults.

found if young and elderly

for concrete ad copy, but young adults have

for abstract

analysis

distractor and

then

for a production deficiency

adults have similar recall

In

If young

conditions,

adults

statements,

canned fruit ad than the breakfast cereal
breakfast cereal

found if, under conditions

ad

copy.

recognition

examined.

scores

The

for

both

production

advertisements,

deficiency

hypothesis

predicts that memory deficits are solely due to an inability to recall
information

from

memory.

The

processing

deficiency

hypothesis,

on

the

other

hand, predicts that memory deficits with age are solely due to an inability to
encode

information

into

memory.

Brand Name Recall. For both
breakfast cereal

(target

ad),

subjects

the canned
were

195

asked

fruit
to

(distractor ad)
recall

the

brand

and
name.

Recall was either correct or incorrect.
recall

responses

was conducted.
Table 4.29).

across

A three way crosstabulation examining

age groups controlling for level

of personal

relevance

For the canned fruit, a significant chi-square was found (see
Across both low and high personal relevance, more young adults

(78.4% and 76.0% respectively) correctly recalled the brand name than did
elderly adults (49.2% and 46.5% respectively).

For elderly adults in the low

personal relevance condition, the split was about 50/50 for in
correct/incorrect

recall.

Under

high

personal

relevance,

percent

incorrect

increases for both young and elderly adults (24.0% and 56.6% vs. 21.6% and
50.8% for high and low personal relevance respectively).

This was expected

since the subjects were to have been focused on the breakfast cereal ad.

For the breakfast

cereal,

chi-square

results

adults

indicated

no

significant

relationship

between young and elderly

in the low personal

condition.

However, there was a significant relationship between age groups

in the high personal relevance conditions (see Table 4.30).

relevance

More young adults

(54.9% and 62%) than elderly adults (37.7% and 26.3%) correctly recalled the
brand name, but this was lower than correct recall for the fruit brand name.
Familiarity effects

for the distractor brand may have be responsible here.

Ad Claim Recall.

ANCOVA was conducted to examine recall of ad claims for

the canned fruit and cereal.

For the canned fruit, there were significant

education (p < .001) and age group (p < .024) effects.
interactions were not significant (p > .107).

The two- and three-way

Education had a positive effect on

recall with the higher the education level the better the ad claim recall.
partialling out educational

influence, young adults still

196

recall

Thus,

fruit ad claims
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better than elderly adults (mean claims recalled .54 and .26 for young and
elderly

adults

respectively).

For the breakfast cereal, there were significant education (p < .001), age
group (p < .015) and ad copy (p < .005) effects.
interactions were not significant (p > .223).

Again, the two- and three-way

The effect of education appears to

be positive; but, young adults had better recall than elderly adults (.71 vs. .33).
Abstract ad copy is not recalled as well as concrete ad copy (.35 vs. .70).

Bran d Name Recogn ition.
(P)

combines

the

advertisements.

subject's

The adjusted recognition score for brand name

recognition

performance

across

both

The ANCOVA reveals a significant education effect (p < .011) as

well as a significant age by personal relevance interaction (p < .04, see Table
4.31).

Education had a positive impact on brand name recognition.

Contrary to

what was expected, elderly adults in the high personal relevance condition did
more poorly on recall than did young adults in high and low personal
relevance conditions (.62 vs. .92 and .88 respectively).
adults

in the high

personal

Unexpectedly, elderly

relevance condition performed

worse

than

elderly

adults in the low personal relevance condition (.62 vs. .81 respectively).

This

effect is not as expected and may be confounded due to the combining of recall
scores for both advertisements.

Chi-square results revealed that 80 to 90

percent of young and elderly adults were able to correctly recognize the
breakfast

cereal

brand

name.

Ad Haim Recognition.

Examination of recognition was conducted using

three different dependent variables.
two

First, ANCOVA's will be presented for the

advertisements using d'l as the dependent variable; which were adjusted
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Covariate
Raw Regression Coefficient
Brand-relevance
0.041
Years of education
0.022
Advertisement-relevance
-0.070

recognition scores for each advertisement calculated for each subject.
other dependent variable, d'G

The

(discussed above), was calculated across groups

of subjects.

The ANCOVA for fruit d'l revealed no significant interaction effects;
however,

the

age

group

significance (p = .076).

by

personal

relevance

interaction

approached

It appears that young adults in the high personal

relevance condition have the best fruit ad claim

recognition (.42), while

elderly adults in the same personal relevance condition had the worst
recognition (-.23).

Both age groups exhibit similar levels of fruit recognition

under low personal relevance.

For the breakfast cereal d'l, the ANCOVA

revealed a significant copy effect only (p < .001).
recognition performance.

No covariates influenced

An examination of the d'l scores revealed that

recognition for concrete ad copy (.49) was much better than for abstract ad
copy (-.33).

Table 4.32 presents the breakfast cereal d'G scores for each cell of the
experimental design.
groups,

The pattern of recognition is the same for the two age

with those in the high personal

exhibiting the best recognition scores.
relevance/concrete
high personal

ad

copy,

low

relevance/concrete ad copy cell

This is followed by low personal

personal

relevance/abstract

relevance/abstract ad copy, respectively.

ad

copy,

and

The negative d'G

scores for elderly adults indicate poor recognition levels, however, the use of
concrete copy helped elderly adults make fewer false alarms.
definitely helped young adults' recognition performance.
t-tests

revealed

statistically

significant

differences
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Concrete ad copy

A number of a priori

between

certain

cells

TABLE 4.32. Recognition Sensitivity Scores (d'G)
For Breakfast Cereal: Age Group by
Personal Relevance by Ad Copy
CEREAL RECOGNITION
SENSITIVITY
YOUNG ADULT
LOW PERSONAL RELEVANCE
ABSTRACT AD COPY

-0.1570

YOUNG ADULT
LOW PERSONAL RELEVANCE
CONCRETEADCOPY

0.3240

(a)

YOUNG ADULT
HIGH PERSONAL RELEVANCE
ABSTRACT AD COPY

-0.4000

(b)

YOUNG ADULT
HIGH PERSONAL RELEVANCE
CONCRETEADCOPY

1.2790

ELDERLY ADULT
LOW PERSONAL RELEVANCE
ABSTRACT AD COPY

(a.b.c.d)

0.21 10

-

ELDERLY ADULT
LOW PERSONAL RELEVANCE
CONCRETEADCOPY

-0.0680

ELDERLY ADULT
HIGH PERSONAL RELEVANCE
ABSTRACT AD COPY

-0.3830

ELDERLY ADULT
HIGH PERSONAL RELEVANCE
CONCRETEADCOPY

0.0100

-

a,b,c,d - p<.001
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(c)

(d)

(p < .001)

Young adults in the high personal relevance/concrete ad copy

condition had better recognition than young adults in the low personal
relevance/concrete

ad

conditions, elderly

adults

condition,

copy

and elderly

conditions.

and

high

personal

in the low personal

adults

relevance/abstract
relevance/concrete

in the high personal

ad
ad

copy
copy

relevance/concrete

ad

copy

No other cells were significantly different from each other.

Examining an age by personal relevance breakdown of the d'G (see Table
4.33) scores indicated that young adults under high personal relevance have
better recognition
condition.

for both advertisements than elderly

adults in the same

Recognition performance of young adults in the low personal

relevance condition did not have better recognition than elderly adults.

The

same analysis for age group by ad copy (see Table 4.34) revealed effects similar
to those just presented.

Young adults exposed to concrete ad copy have better

recognition than elderly adults exposed to concrete ad copy; and, young adults
exposed to concrete ad copy do better than those exposed to abstract.
Recognition scores of abstract ad copy are similar for both age groups; and,
recognition performance of the elderly adults was the same for both concrete
and abstract ad copy.

Summary.

This analysis found that young adults had better recall and

recognition than elderly adults.

The evidence for a production deficiency was

not supported by the analysis of d'Gvary based on personal

relevance.

Elderly adult recognition did not appear to
These results become confounded when

examining the effect of type of ad copy on recognition performance.
of concrete

ad

copy

was

important

in

improving recognition
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TABLE 4.34. Recognition Sensitivity Scores (d'G) by Cell
For Breakfast Cereal: Age Group by Ad Copy

CEREAL RECOGNITION
SENSITIVITY
YOUNG ADULT
ABSTRACT AD COPY

-0.2740

YOUNG ADULT
CONCRETE AD COPY

0.8110

ELDERLY ADULT
ABSTRACT AD COPY

-0.2940

ELDERLY ADULT
CONCRETE AD COPY

-0.0360

a - pc.001
b - pc.001
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(a)

(a,b)

(b)

both young adults, but not elderly adults.

This would indicate that the

decrement in recognition could be due to a processing deficiency and that
concrete forms of language and personal relevance do not reduce the impact of
aging

on

recognition

performance.

Summary

of

Results

This chapter presented the analysis of the data.
and a number of dependent variables

The sample was described

and covariate constructs were developed.

Partial support was found for Hypotheses lc, 2a and 2b, and 3a and 3b;
hypotheses lb, 4 and 5 were not supported (see Table 4.35).

While the personal

relevance effects were minimal, type of ad copy did appear to have a
significant effect on a subject's
Analysis
and

also

highlighted

brand-relevance

had

the
on

attitudes, cognitive response and memory.

potential
attitudes,

impact
cognitive

that

education,

response

and

advertisementmemory.

Attitudes of elderly adults tended to be more positive and they exhibited
higher levels of purchase intent than young adults.

Personal

relevance and

type of ad copy appeared to have an impact on the recognition memory
performance of the young adult.
were not able to improve memory.

However, for the elderly adults these factors
In the next chapter, discussion will focus

on these results in light of the theoretical background presented in chapter 2.
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Table

4.35.

Hypothesis

Results

Hypothesis:
Hypothesis
a.

Result

1:

For elderly adults in the high personal relevance condition,
concrete ad copy will be more persuasive and easier to remember
than abstract ad copy.

Not
Supported

Under low personal relevance there

should be no significant difference in persuasion and memory.
b.

For young adults in the high personal relevance condition,
concrete ad copy should be more persuasive and memorable than
abstract ad copy, and, both types of ad copy should be equally
memorable.

Not
Supported

Under low personal relevance abstract ad copy shoulc

be more memorable than concrete, but types of ad copy should be
equally
c.

persuasive.

In the high personal relevance condition, young adults should
have similar memory and persuasion to that of elderly adults for

Partial

concrete ad copy.

Support

Under low personal relevance, young adults

should show better memory for both ad copy formats overall, and
specifically

for

abstract.

Hypothesis 2:
a.

b.

Elderly adults use peripheral routes to information processing

Partial

more than central routes, and,

Support
Partial

Elderly adults are more likely to use peripheral routes to

Support

information processing than young adults.

Hypothesis
a.

3:

Given concrete ad copy, elderly adults should have more positive
ATT ad and ATTB and higher levels of purchase intent than

Partial

elderly given abstract ad copy.

Support

Also, memorability of concrete ad

copy should be better than for abstract ad copy.
(continued. page 208)
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TABLE

4.35. Hypothesis
(continued)

Results

Hypothesis:
b.

Result

For young adults, there should be no difference in ATTad and
ATTg for the two types of ad copy.

However, memory for concrete

Support

ad copy should be better than for abstract ad copy.

c.

Partial

Finally, no difference in memory should exist for young and
elderly adults given concrete ad copy.

However, young adults

should have better memory for abstract ad copy than elderly

Supported

adults.

Hvoothesis 4:
a.

b.

Under conditions of high personal relevance, concrete ad copy

Not

will be more persuasive and memorable than abstract ad copy.

Supported

A reverse relationship should exist for concrete and abstract ad

Not
Supported

copy in the low personal relevance condition.

HvDothesis 5:
a.

Evidence for a production deficiency will be found if, under
conditions of high personal relevance, young and elderly adults
had similar recall and recognition for breakfast cereal
advertisements.

Under low personal relevance, young adults are

expected to have better memory than elderly adults.

Not
Supported

If young

adults have better recall and recognition across all conditions.
then a processing deficiency may be responsible for memory
deficits.

b.

Evidence for a production deficiency will be found if young and
elderly adults have similar recall for concrete ad copy, but young
adults have superior recall to that of elderly adults for abstract
ad copy.
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Not
Supported

CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

In troriiiction

The theoretical

areas of persuasion,

major focus in this research.

advertising and gerontology were of

The documented physiological and psychological

deficiencies that arise with the aging process should affect the persuasion
process as outlined in the literature.
perception,

cognitive processing,and

The persuasion process relies heavily on
memory

structures.

A

decrement

in

any

one of these areas should lead to less effective persuasion (attention,
comprehension,

yielding,

retention,

etc.).

This study was to investigated the differential effects of chronological age
(the aging process) on route to persuasion as outlined by the Elaboration
Likelihood Model (ELM).

The extension abstract and concrete ad copy effects to

different population age groups, specifically elderly adults, was also of
interest.

The discussion begins with the five specific hypotheses tested in the
previous chapter.

The impact of the results on the ELM is presented first,

followed by type of ad copy.

Then the impact of age on memory processes are

discussed.

Study limitations are presented next, followed by a discussion of the

managerial

and

are

conceptual

implications.

discussed.
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Finally,

future

research

directions

Discussion

Impact

of

research

on

the

ELM

of

Results

(hypotheses

1_and

2)

This study was expected to illuminate the differential processing of
persuasive communications by young and elderly adults.

However, the

personal relevance construct did not work as manipulated.
behave

in

complete

accordance

them in the cover story.

instructions

First, three personal relevance scale items were

analyzed as a manipulation check.

These scale items did not vary in the

There were no significant differences between the low

and high personal relevance groups on any of the scale items.
total cognitive responses for each subject were examined.
results in the expected direction were not found.
was analyzed as an experimental factor.
personal relevance were found.
for these effects:
hypothesized, or 2)

Previous

given to

Three basic procedures were used to examine the

effects of this manipulation.

expected directions.

with the orientation

Subjects did not

Second, mean

Again, conclusive

Finally, personal relevance

Few, if any, significant effects due to

One of two explanations may be responsible

1) personal relevance has no theoretical impact as
the personal relevance manipulation did not work.

research

has

demonstrated

the

influence

of personal

relevance

on the persuasion process, thus it is probable that the personal relevance
manipulation did not work.

Therefore, any conclusions emanating from this

study should not call into question the validity of the personal relevance
construct.

It is clear that the results of this study may not have a major impact

on the theoretical basis of the ELM.

However, based on earlier gerontological

research results, it is still logical that elderly adults should differ from young
adults in their processing of information.
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It is also apparent that personal

relevance/involvement
responding.

does

have

an

impact

on

persuasion

and

cognitive

Personal relevance was clearly present in this study, though the

attempt to manipulate the construct apparently failed.

This naturally

occuring personal relevance was manifest in the form of product
involvement, as opposed to situational involvement.
advertisement-relevance
responding,

had

a

definite

impact

on

Brand- and
persuasion

and

cognitive

and will be discussed further below.

Significant effects related to the first two hypotheses were driven by the
age group and ad copy factors.
brand-relevance)
responses.

had

an

The covariates (education, advertisement- and

influence

on

the

persuasion

and

cognitive

Education had an effect on the ATTad and ATTg measures, as well as

cognitive responses.

It is likely that young adults were more easily and better

able to express themselves than elderly adults due to their higher levels of
education.

The first set of hypotheses received little support.

The means for the

elderly adults exhibited a trend in the appropriate direction for the first sub¬
hypothesis.

Elderly adults in the high personal relevance condition had more

positive attitudes

and purchase intent, and better memory, than elderly

in the low personal relevance condition.
high

personal

relevance

were

better liked

Also, concrete advertisements under
and

remembered

than

advertisements and any ads viewed under low personal relevance.
sub-hypothesis

received

partial

support

in

adults

that young

abstract ad copy was better than elderly adult memory.

abstract
The third

adult memory

for

Collective examination

of the dependent measures revealed that recognition and recall of
advertisement information was not necessary to affect persuasion.
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Elderly

adults had poorer memory than young adults, but they exhibited higher levels
of persuasion.

Product involvement may be a more important determinant of

persuasion than recall and recognition.
information better than elderly
of

personal

adults

It is possible that young adults recall
regardless of the circumstances or level

relevance/involvement.

Potential for future research was indicated by the second set of
hypotheses.

While only partial support was found, there was an indication

that elderly adults are likely to use peripheral routes more than central routes
to information processing.

The chi-square analysis of total cognitive response

provided evidence that more elderly adults use peripheral routes to persuasion
than young adults.

A note of caution is needed when examining these results;

education was shown to have a definite impact on level of cognitive response.
However, it is not possible to ascertain from the present data whether the
elderly have fewer cognitive responses in general than do young adults, or,
that they just do not take the effort to write down the responses.

Recent

longitudinal studies of the aging process show that elderly adults maintain
their verbal abilities well into their 70's.

Different techniques for collecting

cognitive responses may have to be employed when working with elderly
adults to get higher quality data.

Impact on Need for Chynition.

The Need for Cognition scale (NCS) was not

a significant covariate, and, it exhibited some instability and sensitivity to
several factors that threaten the validity of the scale.

This was probably one

of the most significant results of the study and has much research potential.
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Cacioppo and Petty (1982) introduced the Need for Cognition construct.
Extending the work of Cohen (1957), they developed a workable measurement
tool that fit nicely into their ELM framework.

Since the inception of the NCS,

it has been shown to have significant effects on attitude persistence and
predicting actual behavior.

While research by Cacioppo et al. had attempted to

develop and validate the scale, there are some potential problems that deserve
closer scrutiny.
research has

Since Cacioppo, Petty and Morris (1983) tested this scale, no

been undertaken to further investigate

is rare when 18 items load on a single factor.

scale

dimensionality.

It

Examination of Cacioppo et al

(1983) revealed the acceptance of some marginal loadings that lead to the
unidimensional conclusion .

Without examining other factors that may have

been present in that study, it is impossible to know if the variables with low
factor correlations actually load on a second factor and would benefit from
varimax

rotation.

In the present study four factors were found to exist.

Using the

traditional scree test (as Cacioppo et al. had done) the minimum number of
factors retained was two.

It is quite likely that the need for cognition

construct is multi-dimensional as opposed to unidimensional.
unidimensionality
answering

this

using

structural

equations

modeling

Tests of

may

be

useful

in

question.

Another area of inquiry is the physical structure of the 18 questions that
make up the NCS.

As originally conceptualized, the NCS presented each

statement on the left hand side of a letter size piece of paper.
agree/disagree scale was adjacent to each statement item.
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A 9-point

One-half of the

statement items were

framed such that the answers required reverse coding.

This is logical since it is common practice in social science research to alter
the question frame of reference to reduce response bias.
was used in pretest for the present study.

This original format

Elderly adults had difficulty with,

and were intimidated by, the large block of numbers presented within the
scale.

Thus, the NCS scale was modified to facilitate completion by the elderly

adult.

First, the 18 items were split into six subgroups containing three

questions each.
category scale.

The 9-point scale was replaced with a 7-point agree/disagree
It was assumed that these modifications would not affect the

integrity of the scale and encourage completion by elderly adults.

Thus, in

spite of the added length of the scale (the NCS covered two and one-half pages),
it was much less intimidating to the elderly adult.

Two issues pertaining to the NCS will have to be resolved.
dimensionality and scale structure biases.
of social desirability.

These are scale

Additionally, there is the question

The scale measures interest in expending cognitive

effort by asking people how much they like to think.

The examination of

cognitive effort is important in research relating to elderly adults, thus giving
the NCS meaningful potential.

Assuming that the desire to think versus not to

think is equivalent to the person perception of being hard-working vs.
there is great potential for social desirability bias.

lazy,

This may be especially true

for elderly people, who when faced with a testing situation have a strong
motivation to be correct and/or acquiescent.

Elderly adults are very conscious

of how they are perceived by other people.

The results of this study indicate that the NCS scale needs further
refinement before conclusions can be made.
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The potential problems with the

scale are strong enough to question the scale's reliability and validity until
further

refinements

are

made.

Brand- and Advertisement-Relevance.
manipulation checks of personal

The scales intended as

relevance in this study

appeared to measure

some other aspect of the involvement construct than the one manipulated.
Given that the scales were developed to measure product involvement as
opposed to situational/advertisement involvement,
conclude

that these measures

involvement.

Items

represent

in both

brand-

it would be logical to

a certain

and

level

advertisement-relevance scales

on a single factor and had high levels of reliability.
advertisement-relevance

were

of product/brand

significantly

related

loaded

Both brand- and
to

breakfast

cereal

usage.

As would be expected, the more cereal a person consumed, the higher the
brand/advertisement

personal

relevance.

It

is logical

that

product

advertisements would more easily penetrate the perceptual filters of, and
stimulate information processing among, consumers who are heavy users of a
product.

There
relevance

was
and

a

strong

responses

The more personally

relationship
on

the

between

persuasion

relevant the brand

and

brand-

and

cognitive

advertisementresponse

and/or advertisement

was,

measures.
the more

positive were ATTaD and ATTb, and the higher was purchase intent.
Advertisement-relevance
both

total

and

product;

also

had

while,

a positive

both

impact on

advertisement-

an impact on the valence of cognitive responses.
be twofold.

and

cognitive

response,

brand-relevance

had

The implication of this could

It is possible that advertisement-relevance further legitimizes the

use of cognitive response measurement in
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advertising research.

The more

relevant the advertisement, the more it stimulates cognitive activity.
other hand,

advertisement-relevance

could

reflect

a

motivational

On the

factor

such

that the more relevant an advertisement, the more motivated a person is to
write down cognitive responses.

If this were the case, then it would point to a

basic shortcoming of the cognitive response measure.

Thus, people who felt

the ad was not personally relevant, may have had cognitive responses that go
unrecorded due to lack of motivation.

Elderly adult cognitive responses could

call this interpretation into question, however.

Since the elderly tended to

have higher levels of involvement, one would expect them to have higher
levels of cognitive responses.
phenomena
Cacioppo
product

by

Future research may investigate this

manipulating

personal

relevance

conditions

(i.e..

Petty

and

type manipulation)

as well

as manipulating product involvement via

category.

What impact does brand- and advertisement-relevance have on the ELM?
The

involvement/personal

relevance

construct

is

complex

It is clear that the manipulation of involvement is tricky.

and

multi-faceted.

Problems can arise

even though the manipulation may be similar in design to that of previous
research.
further

Laczniak et al. (1989) discuss this issue and point to the need for
construct

development

and

extensive

manipulation.

Involvement/personal

different levels

across

all

situations,

relevance
thus

pretesting
operates

involvement

of the
at

a

involvement

variety

of

is not unidimensional.

While the manipulation of involvement did not work in this study, there
appeared to b^ another, base level of involvement operating.
involvement

globally,

to be undertaken.

however,

a

specific

examination

The ELM talks of

of involvement

needs

Marketing and advertising situations need to take into
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account the level of product involvement that naturally exists, as well as the
situational

involvement

Summary.

being

manipulated.

The personal relevance manipulation did not provide

significant results.

This makes any qualifying statements about the ELM

confounded and inappropriate.

However, concrete ad copy may be more

effective than abstract ad copy under conditions of high personal
From the second hypothesis, there was partial
cognitive

response by young

conditions.

and elderly

adults

relevance.

support for differential
across personal

relevance

This differences may be due to an inability to respond on the part

of elderly adults.

Cognitive responding is an effortful process and elderly

adults have shown a tendency to avoid effortful tasks.

Involvement does appear to operate at some natural level.

One question

does arise from this research, is the personal relevance manipulation,

as

practiced in present research, valid across all age groups of the population?
So

far significant findings

have been

generated from young adult populations.

It is yet to be determined if the personal relevance manipulation is
transferable

to

elderly

adults

and

young

children.

Impact of research on type of ad copy on persuasion (h vpoth eses 3 an d 4)

While the results related to the ELM were equivocal, the results for the
effectiveness of type of ad copy used were more straight forward.
Investigation of the age group by ad copy interaction revealed the expected
age effects for the persuasion and cognitive response variables.

Concrete ads

did not appear to be any more persuasive, but were more memorable, than
abstract ads for young adults; while for elderly adults, concrete ads were more
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persuasive, but no more memorable, than abstract ad copy.
advertisement-relevance
measures.

The

higher

did

appear to have an

brand-

and/or

Again, brand- and

impact on the

advertisement-relevance

persuasion
was,

the

higher ATTaD and ATTb response.

This study investigated the findings of research by Percy and Rossiter on
the differential effectiveness of concrete and abstract ad copy in terms of
attitudes.

Young adults had more negative attitudes for concrete than for

abstract ad copy.
memory.

Also, this study investigated the impact of ad copy on

Young adults had much better recall and recognition for concrete

than for abstract ad copy.

Type of ad copy did not significantly increase recall

and recognition performance of elderly adults to that of young adults.
Another result addresses the relationship between persuasion

and memory.

appears that memory is not a necessary precondition to persuasion.

Thus,

persuasion can occur even when a person's memory fails.

It is unfortunate

that

because

the

personal

relevance

manipulation

the relationship between memory

was

problematic

and persuasion

examining

across high and low

personal relevance would have shed more light on this issue.

Investigation of personal

relevance by

results to those discussed earlier.
copy,

while

brand-

ad copy

format revealed similar

There were strong effects for concrete ad

and advertisement-relevance had a positive impact on

ATTad, ATTg and purchase intent.

Advertisement-relevance also had a

positive impact on total and product cognitive response, and the VALENCE of
cognitive

response.
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It

Brand-

and

measures.

advertisement-relevance

had

an

impact

on

the

persuasion

However, it was not clear what influence these constructs had on

memory.

Under conditions of low personal relevance memory is not a

prerequisite for persuasion.

Possibly, the elderly are in a state of peripheral

processing all of the time.

If this is true, then memory is not necessary for

persuasion.

Impact

of

this

Research

on

Gerontological

Determining where age-related
examined

with

recall

and

deficits

recognition

Issues

in memory

measurements.

(Hypothesis

processes

occur is

Researchers

have

debated the cause for short-term memory decline with aging.
production

deficiencies

(a

retrieval

of information

deficiencies (an encoding problem).
significant

factor in the
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problem)

Is it due to
or processing

While personal relevance was not a

analysis of the persuasion measures presented

earlier, it does show some differential impact here.

An examination of brand name recall for the canned fruit ad revealed
that young adults had better recall under low than high personal
condition.

relevance

This same effect held for elderly adults, even though their recall

levels were poorer than young adults.

Of course, the low personal relevance

condition for breakfast cereal was supposed to be the high personal
for the canned fruit.
of the cereal,
low personal

relevance

This same result held for young adult brand name recall

with high personal
relevance subjects.

name recall was unexpected.

relevance

subjects having better recall

than

The elderly adults' performance on brand

Overall, elderly adults in the high personal

relevance condition performed more poorly than elderly
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adults in the low

personal relevance condition.

This could point to a processing deficiency,

since the personal relevance condition did not have the desired effects on
memory performance.

It should also be noted that cereal brand name recall

was worse than fruit.

This is probably due to familiarity effects.

Delmonte

fruit, being a national brand, would be much more familiar to the subjects
than the C.W. Oats fictitious breakfast cereal.

This

finding

manipulation.

has

implications

for the

experimental

advertisement

If subjects were guessing that the cereal was of major interest,

one would expect that they would have concentrated more on the breakfast
cereal ad.

Also, C.W. Oats was developed by computer altering the visuals for an

existing brand of cereal.

If subjects recognized the basic visual, it would have

been expected that young adult recall of the breakfast cereal would have been
similar to that of the canned fruit.
have

performed

significantly

It was not.

Also, elderly adults would not

worse.

For ad claim recall, there was primarily an age effect with some impact
from education; however, education effects appeared to be slight.

After

factoring in the education effects, young adults still had better ad claim recall
than

elderly

adults.

Ad claim recognition for the fruit revealed similar levels of recognition
under low personal relevance.
expectations)

under

high

Young adult recognition improved (opposite to

personal

relevance,

while

elderly

was no better than that under low personal relevance.
instructions did not have an impact on
elderly, but did for the young adults.

adult

recognition

Thus, the orienting

recognition performance for the

There were also significant copy effects
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as well, with concrete ad copy being recognized better than abstract ad copy
by young adults.

Examination of the recognition sensitivity scores for each cell of the
experimental

design

revealed corroborating

results.

First,

abstract ad copy

recognized worse than concrete ad copy for young adults.

Examining the

elderly adults, concrete ad copy recognition was equivalent to that of abstract
ad copy.
memory.

Thus, the use of alternative ad copies did not impact elderly adult
Looking at personal

relevance, elderly

concrete ad copy under high personal
exhibited

under

low

Summary.

personal

adult recognition for

relevance was no better than that

relevance.

What is the implication of these results on memory deficits?

It

appears that memory for brand name is different than memory for ad claims.
Elderly adults perform more poorly overall than young adults; thus there is
evidence for a processing deficiency.

Type of ad copy or advertisement

orientation did not increase elderly adult performance as compared to that of
young adults.
then

If production deficiencies were responsible for memory

manipulating

ad

copy

and/or attention

should

increase

recognition to levels equal to those of young adults, it did not.

elderly

decline,

adult

It could be

argued that elderly adults did not process the ads as efficiently as young adults
and therefore were disadvantaged from the start.

All subjects were allowed to

read through the sample magazine at their own pace.

Thus, each person

should have taken as much time as they needed to examine the material in
question.

Young adults took approximately 5 to 7 minutes to page through the

sample magazine; whereas, elderly adults took approximately
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10 minutes.

This

should have allowed for a natural equalization of advantages or disadvantages
for young and elderly adults.

In summary, it appears that memory deficits arise from processing
deficiencies.

Elderly adults do not perform at a level equal to that of the young

adult, their memory performance did not improve in response to orienting
instructions and different types of advertisement copy.

This indicates that the

deficiency is due to a difficulty in encoding information into memory.

Overall, the research results were equivocal.
there was partial support (see Table 5.1).
in the expected

direction.

A number exhibited means responses

While conclusive inferences

study did present evidence of directional
investigation

in

future

For some of the hypotheses

research

are

findings worthy

(discussed

inappropriate, this

of further

below).

This completes the discussion of the research results.

Before discussing

study limitations and contribution, one additional aspect of the study deserves
mention.

While the covariate effects of cognitive age were minimal, this

measure did

produce

some

interesting results.

Additional_Results

Cognitive age has been examined in previous research which has
attempted to establish construct validity.

A slightly different scale was used to

measure cognitive age from that used in prior studies.

In the past, it was

assessed using an ordinal-based scale by having subjects indicate the age they
felt in"decades" for each of the four scale items.
were asked to indicate their age in years.
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In this study, respondents

This approach provides a number of

Table

5.1.

Hypothesis

Results

Hypothesis:
Hvoothesis
a.

Result

1:

For elderly adults in the high personal relevance condition,
concrete ad copy will be more persuasive and easier to remember
than abstract ad copy.

Under low personal relevance there

Not
Supported

should be no significant difference in persuasion and memory.

b.

For young adults in the high personal relevance condition,
concrete ad copy should be more persuasive and memorable than
abstract ad copy, and, both types of ad copy should be equally
memorable.

Not
Supported

Under low personal relevance abstract ad copy shoulc

be more memorable than concrete, but types of ad copy should be
equally

c.

persuasive.

In the high personal relevance condition, young adults should
have similar memory and persuasion to that of elderly adults for
concrete ad copy.

Under low personal relevance, young adults

Partial
Support

should show better memory for both ad copy formats overall, and
specifically
Hypothesis
a.

for

abstract.

2:

Elderly adults use peripheral routes to information processing

Support

more than central routes, and.

b.

Hypothesis
a.

Partial

Elderly adults are more likely to use peripheral routes to
information processing than

Partial

Support

young adults.

3:

Given concrete ad copy, elderly adults should have more positive
Partial

ATT ad and ATTB and higher levels of purchase intent than
elderly given abstract ad copy.

Also, memorability of concrete ad

Support

copy should be better than for abstract ad copy.

(continued, page 224)
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TABLE

5.1. Hypothesis
(continued)

Results

Hypothesis:
b.

Result

For young adults, there should be no difference in ATTad and
ATTg for the two types of ad copy.

However, memory for concrete

Support

ad copy should be better than for abstract ad copy.

c.

Partial

Finally, no difference in memory should exist for young and
elderly adults given concrete ad copy.

However, young adults

should have better memory for abstract ad copy than elderly

Supported

adults.

HvDothesis 4:
a.

b.

Under conditions of high personal relevance, concrete ad copy

Not

will be more persuasive and memorable than abstract ad copy.

Supported

A reverse relationship should exist for concrete and abstract ad

Not
Supported

copy in the low personal relevance condition.

Hvoothesis 5:
a.

Evidence for a production deficiency will be found if, under
conditions of high personal relevance, young and elderly adults
had similar recall and recognition for breakfast cereal
advertisements.

Under low personal relevance, young adults are

expected to have better memory than elderly adults.

Not
Supported

If young

adults have better recall and recognition across all conditions,
then a processing deficiency may be responsible for memory
deficits.

b.

Evidence for a production deficiency will be found if young and
elderly adults have similar recall for concrete ad copy, but young
adults have superior recall to that of elderly adults for abstract
ad copy.
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Not
Supported

advantages, the most important of which is the sophistication of statistical
analysis.

Not only is an exact number easier to work with, but the

dimensionality and reliability of the scale can be examined.

As expected, cognitive age was a single construct that had high levels of
reliability.

While cognitive age did not have significant covariate effects, it

did reveal some interesting findings about how people perceive their age.

On average, young adults have a cognitive age four years less than their
chronological age.
age

15

Elderly adults, on the other hand, tend to have a cognitive

years younger than their chronological age.

Examining individual

scale items, elderly adults tend to have interests, feel and do things close to
their cognitive age; however, they judge their looks closer to their
chronological

age.

Another interesting finding relates to the variance of the

cognitive age measure.

For young adults, cognitive age variance was lower

than chronological age variance.

For elderly adults, there was more variance

in cognitive than chronological age.

Perceived age among young adults

appears to be more consistent than perceived age among elderly adults.

While cognitive age did not have a definitive impact on the study results,
it is a construct with potential.
"feel" their age.

It has face validity because everyone does not

This construct could have significant effects on advertising

development and should be an important part of future research.

Study

Limitations

It rare when a study has no limitations or flaws that impact upon the
experimental findings.

This study was no exception, and a number of areas
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containing potential limitations are discussed below.

The discussion begins

with the subject sample selected and proceeds to the experimental procedure
and personal relevance manipulation.

Finally, the product used for the ad

stimulus and the stimulus delivery are discussed.

Sample. The study used a convenience sample; therefore, an element of
self-selection bias may have existed.

The groups from which subjects were

selected were naturally occurring in the general population.
lists from which to draw a completely random sample.
voluntarily.

There were no

Subjects participated

Given this element of self-selection, it would be expected that

more educated, outgoing types of people would have participated in the study.
If this was the case, then any age-related effects would have been expected to
be less significant.

Also, education would have been expected to have been

higher among the elderly

than

was

reported.

The sample was weighted more heavily toward women than men; thus it
may be likely that gender would have an effect on the experimental results.
Distribution
factors.

analysis

indicated

no

gender

relationships

across

the

independent

It was expected then that the constant ratio of men to women would

help to alleviate any potential effects due to gender.

Finally, this study is cross-sectional.

There may have been cohort effects

that could not be controlled for in this type of research.
effects would benefit from the use of longitudinal designs.

Research into aging
However, these

designs are not amenable to the time limitations presented in a study such as
this one.

The findings here may be useful in developing a longitudinal study
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of age groups over time that can provide insight into the developmental
aspects of the persuasion process.

Experimental Procedure/ Situation. The attempt to control

the influence

of certain independent factors on a dependent variable introduces a degree of
artificiality into the experimental situation.
on participant responses.

This can have a number of effects

Demand artifacts, due to a heightened state of

participant awareness, are common.

Subjects attempt to provide answers

which they feel are correct, or, desired by the researcher.
demand artifacts would be reduced in this study.

It was expected that

First, the study was

administered to participants in familiar and/or common settings.

Second,

participants were given a cover story disguising the real nature of the study.
Using the guise of a fictitious advertising association and magazine publisher,
subjects were led to believe the study was about new magazines.

Finally, the

stimulus was presented in a magazine booklet, which was collected upon
subject completion.

Therefore, subjects were not allowed to return and review

the stimulus ad later in the experimental procedure if and when they realized
the study was about magazine ads.

Personal Relevance Manipulation. The
was problematic.

personal

relevance

manipulation

During development of the manipulation, care was taken to

design it in strict accordance with previous studies conducted by Petty and
Cacioppo.

An attention focusing statement was inserted in the cover story in

an attempt to produce stronger personal relevance effects.

This statement was

suppose to lead participants to believe that they would be able to select either
canned fruit or breakfast cereal sample products to take home with them at the
end of the study.

While the manipulation was not a success, the cell means in
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the three-way interaction, at least for elderly adults, were in the appropriate
direction.

A number of factors could have been responsible for the manipulation
failure.

First,

the

prefacing

statement

informing participants

about

where

the breakfast cereal was in test market may have caused subjects to place an
inordinate amount of attention on the target ad.
participants in the low personal

However, a number of

relevance condition commented that they did

not read the breakfast cereal advertisement since it was available only on the
West Coast.

Second, the fact that participants knew they were part of a study

may have created a heightened state of awareness.

Thus all subjects could

have been expected to be highly involved.

Third, it is quite possible that

subjects

(low

in

the

canned

fruit

opposite to what was expected.

manipulation

personal

relevance)

behaved

By trying to orient them to the canned fruit,

subjects concentrated on the advertisement for the breakfast cereal.

Finally,

it is possible that the differential quality of the distractor and target ads clued
the participant into the nature of the study.
concentrated

on

the

breakfast cereal

ad

In which case, respondents

regardless of personal

relevance

condition.

Product. The product selected for the study is one used by a large number
of adults.

In fact other studies of this nature have selected breakfast cereals as

a target stimulus.

In this sample it was evident that elderly adults consumed

more breakfast cereal than young adults.

As a result, elderly adults may have

been slightly more interested in the breakfast cereal ad than young adults.
This did seem to be the case since elderly adults had higher brand-relevance
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scores than young adults.

However, positioning the target stimulus with a

nature-food orientation should have given the cereal a wider appeal.

Stimulus Delivery. The stimulus advertisement was delivered in the
context of a sample magazine.

This was important since it provided a natural

setting in which to view the ad.

Also, presenting subjects with a black and

white photocopy of a sample magazine would help smooth over any
unprofessional aspects of the stimulus ad that may have been present.

The

stimulus ad was a computer modified version of an ad for an existing cereal
with new ad claims presented.

This may have focused participant attention on

the stimulus ad.
Sludj_Usefulness
Conceptual

Implications

Every research study strives to expand the discipline’s knowledge about a
particular

phenomena

and

development of a topic area.
characteristics of elderly

stimulate

further

research

through

theoretical

The investigation of the peculiar needs and

adults in the marketing discipline is relatively new.

This study has provided a number of interesting questions and extensions of
previous

First,

research.

it

was

apparent that the

concept of involvement/personal

relevance is multi-dimensional and needs to be studied as such.

Among older

consumers it will be necessary to study situational and product involvement
simultaneously.

Using the context of the ELM will be helpful in this regard.

This research also calls into question the validity of the Need for
Cognition scale as developed by Cacioppo and Petty.
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The NCS appeared to be

sensitive to minor variations and changes that were necessary to adapt the
scale to different age groups. The concept of need for cognition is interesting
and has many potential applications to consumer behavior.
in its present form was problematic.
underlying

factor

structure

nor

However, the scale

It was neither unidimensional in its

flexible

in

administration.

This study also extended the measurement of cognitive age to a higher
level (ratio vs. ordinal).

This is important, since it shows that cognitive age is

flexible to minor changes in measurement scales.
congruent
age.

with

previous

research,

and

validate

The results here are
natural

human

feelings

about

While the effects of cognitive age were inconclusive in this study, it

should in no way dampen interest in this construct as a conceptual tool in
future

research.

Finally, the use of signal detection theory (SDT) concepts in advertising
research is relatively new.

This research showed that SDT adjustments do

provide relevant results in the advertising domain.
of age differences is quite suited to the use of SDT.

The specific examination
The examination of brand

name recognition without SDT adjustments revealed 80 to 90 percent of all
subjects having correct recognition.

Without SDT, it is impossible to know if

this high level of performance was due to ability or random guessing.

Managerial

Implications

Grounding the study

results in practical or managerial

part of the research process.
presented?

applications is

How actionable are the research results just

There are a number of results worthy of managerial application.

First, the effectiveness of concrete ad copy was clearly shown to be more
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memorable than abstract ad copy.

If the objective is to increase recall and

recognition scores for advertising, then the use of concrete ad copy is
suggested.

This holds for all age groups.

Second, the level of product involvement has a definite impact on product
usage and measures of persuasion.

While this result is evident from other

research, this study continues to demonstrate the impact of product
involvement

on

product

measuring ad effects,

usage

and

advertisement

persuasiveness.

When

assessments of product involvement and product usage

should always be made.

A number of findings from the research process are applicable to market
research.

First, the structure and appearance of the survey can have

inhibiting effects on

respondent compliance

and

survey

completion.

Elderly

adults are cautious when it comes to involving themselves in an unknown
project.

Factors physically influencing response are type size in which the

survey is printed, the presence or absence of numbers in the questions, the
number of scale points that are used to record responses, and the type of
information that is requested.

Many elderly adults approach the completion of

a survey as .a test and often comment that they do not know the "right"
answers.

It is important to assure them that there are no right and wrong

answers.

Finally,

when

conducting

surveys

among

elderly

age

groups,

need to recognize that the elderly do have a memory deficiency.

managers

Recognition

of brand names and ad claims for familiar products is much better than for
unfamiliar products.

This has implications
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for branding strategies and new

product development.

When introducing new brands or products, one might

want to consider using familiar advertising themes and umbrella branding
strategies.

This not only facilitates memory, but may help to reduce

cautiousness and increase acceptance of a new product or brand.

Value of a

brand name should be capitalized upon by those marketing to elderly adults.
Future

"Alice:

Research

Would you please tell me which way I ought to go from here?

Cheshire Cat:

That depends on where you want to go to"
—Lewis

Where does one go from here?

Carroll

"It depends" is the classic answer,

however, the present research does provide some direction.

It is anticipated

that this research project will generate a stream of research with each
subsequent study building off the results of previous studies.

These include

potential lifespan effects and the ELM, the impact of emotional and rational
appeals on elderly adults, and measurement issues related to the elderly adult.
Further

investigations

into

ELM

and

lifespan

effects

While this study did not provide positive proof that elderly adults use
peripheral processing more than central processing, it did indicate that there
may be a tendency in this direction.

This is worthy of investigation.

Further

research into this area would include the use of different types of
spokespersons (attractive, expert, etc.) used in advertisements and their
differential impact on young and elderly adults under low and high personal
relevance.

It is also quite possible that information processing route may vary
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with product category; thus a manipulation of product category across age
groups may be a fruitful endeavor.
Extension of abstract and conerele advertisements to investigation of
emotional vs. rational anneals

The extension of abstract vs. concrete ad copy to emotional vs. rational ad
appeals appears to be a logical progression.

A number of preliminary studies

suggest that elderly adults are more receptive to rational than emotional ad
executions.

According to Ken Dychtwald, "...a gerontologist and the founder of

Age Wave, a communications firm:

’Advertising based on fun, games, and

sexual innuendo is not going to hit home with someone who has been
purchasing for a lifetime.'

To sway an older customer, advertising will be

factual, emphasize quality, and appeal to the buyer's good judgement."
with the gerontological

Coupled

issues related to abstract cognitive processing and

inhibited memory for abstract words, it seems logical that a person might
gravitate to the factual/rational appeal as he or she ages.

M€.aa lire menl_issues_related_in_aging
The psychological

constructs that are used

in advertising and consumer

behavior research are sensitive to variations in measurement.

Given the

results of the need for cognition scale in this study, it appears that the elderly
may be especially sensitive to the measurement practices employed in this and
related research.

The use of different types of attitude scales may produce

inconsistent results.

Additionally, the number of scale points used may also

affect research results.

Anecdotal evidence from this study imply that elderly

adults may have a certain degree of extremity and/or acquiescence bias which
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may potentially affect results.
commission

errors

under

effects due to age.

Gerontological research into omission

situations

of uncertainty

may

reveal

and

differential

Measurement plays an exceedingly important part in

accurate research in general, and it may be particularly relevant to elderly
adults.

Conclusion

In concluding this discussion, it may be helpful to summarize the
findings from a conceptual and procedural perspective.
the personal
personal

relevance manipulation limited the study

relevance

manipulation

interesting discussion.

would

have

provided

First, problems with
findings.
an

even

An adequate
more

This research seriously examined the Need for

Cognition concept at a time when it is a "hot" topic in the marketing literature.
It was found lacking in several areas and in need of additional developmental
research.

The use of concrete ad copy was further legitimized by extension

into the elderly adult population.
reliable

construct

endeavors.
definitely

and

should

Cognitive age was found to be a valid and

be

investigated

further in

future

research

Finally, the use of signal detection theory is complex, but
applicable

to

advertising

research

as practiced

in

this

country.

From a procedural perspective, much was learned in attempting to work
with diverse groups of people that vary in age, education and socioeconomic
backgrounds.

All too often one can easily fall into a false belief that

psychological measures used in one study may be directly applied to new
situations and new types of subjects and still generate similar results.
Research with the elderly age group helps to bring one back to reality.
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Elderly adults are less inclined to follow instructions the way young adults do.
Many times this is due to a lack of understanding and/or test anxiety.
apparent the

the manipulation

of some constructs

(i.e., personal

Also, it is

relevance,

type of ad copy appeal, etc.) is complex and requires extensive pretesting.
When dealing with such subtle manipulations one must be confident that
subjects will behave as the researcher desires.

Finally, measurement and the

development of scales is a difficult area in which to do research.
constantly balance the internal validity issues
the

struggle

between

true

measurement

and

with external

One must

validity

issues;

realism.

The issues and experiences, in both significant results and mistakes, of
this study should be of interest to anyone conducting research.

In future

research, the present results will be extended and the mistakes corrected in
hopes

of perpetuating the

theoretical

development

discipline.
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of the

marketing

APPENDIX A

COVER PAGE AND PERSONAL RELEVANCE MANIPULATION
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Welcome! Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study.
You will be taking part in a research program sponsored by
MAC Publishers, Inc. and the National Magazine Advertisers
Association (NMAA). In this study, you are asked to preview
sample magazine articles and advertisements, and fill out a
survey questionnaire. MAC Publishers are in the process of
finalizing the editorial content and are interested in your input.
Please remember that some of the products for which ads have
been placed are already on the market, or will be introduced in
the Gardner area in the next two months. For example, C.W.
OATS cereal is scheduled to appear on supermarket
shelves in the Gardner area in June.

The session coordinator will explain what is required of you
during the course of this session. The sponsors are interested in
your personal opinions and reactions, please do not talk with
others during the session. At the end of the session, you
may select one of several different brands of breakfast
cereal

to

take

home

with

you.

Please follow the

instructions exactly, and thank you again for your participation.

National Magazine Advertisers Association
2322 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10012-1110

MAC Publishers, Inc.
243 Park Avenue
Chicago, IL 60060
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Welcome! Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study.
You will be taking part in a research program sponsored by
MAC Publishers, Inc. and the National Magazine Advertisers
Association (NMAA). In this study, you are asked to preview
sample magazine articles and advertisements, and fill out a
survey questionnaire.

MAC Publishers are in the process of

finalizing the editorial content and are interested in your input.
Please remember that some of the products for which ads have
been placed are not available in the Gardner area.
example,

C.W.

Gardner area.

OATS cereal is not available

For

in the

It is available only in the West Coast

states.

The session coordinator will explain what is required of you
during the course of this session. The sponsors are interested in
your personal opinions and reactions, please do not talk with
others during the session.

At the end of the session, you

may select one of several different brands of canned
fruit to take home with you.

Please follow the instructions
exactly, and thank you again for your participation.

MAC Publishers, Inc.

National Magazine Advertisers Association
2322 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10012-2110

243 Park Avenue
Chicago, IL 60060
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June 1989

TODA rs
JOURNAL

The new age magazine that
bridges yesterday’s and
today's lifestyles

Vol. 1, No. 1

Mac
Publishers

Established 1989

Incorporated

Table of Contents
Features
1989, The New Administration and the Issues.10
How is George Bush going to tackle the major issues of our time?
The budget deficit, Soviet relations. Central America, and other
issues will give the next administration a formidable challenge
The 1988 Election. Is There Room To Improve The Two
Party
Process?.18
The 1988 election between two also-ran candidates was negative
and dirty. Is the time right for a two party shake-up.
America, The New World Supermarket.30
We’re becoming a huge shopping man for foreign bargain
hunters—with gargantuan appetites and bank rolls to match-who
all have one thing in mind: buy! buy! buy!

Departments
Readers Speak Out.4
Editorial. 7
Home Life.32
Health Watch.48
Points to Remember.50
For the Fun of It.59
Traveler's Journal. 61
Reader Questions.78
Best Seller Review.84
Preview.89
Advertiser Index.92

Arnold Schwartzeneggar, More than Muscles.37
Mr. Muscles has been talked about, photographed, painted and
worshiped, but there is more to this brawney Austrian than
biceps.
Lead Us Not to McDonalds .41
Bill Cosby takes a humorous look at the high fat and cholestoral
American diet and offers some of his observations.
Hip, Hip, but no Hooray! . 46
Did you ever wonder how to know when you have gotten too fat?
Andy Rooney provides a list of guaranteed indicators of fatness.
The Case for Across the Lake. 52
Waterskiing is a healthy way for people to enjoy those hot
summer months.
Shape Up For Summer.70
Learn 12 indoor/outdoor exercises to stay in shape for the
summer!
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America, The New Supermarket for the
_World_
We're rapidly becoming a huge shopping mart for foreign
bargain-hunters—with gargantuan appetites and bankrolls
to match—who all have one thing in mind: buy! buy! buy!
It was an unlikely stop for

General Electric televisions have

sightseers, but there they were:

gone to the French, and Carnation

serious, dark-suited Japanese in a

foods to the Swiss.

deserted

in

Wesson handguns are owned by

The visitors

the British, and General Tire is

gazed intently at a rusted, run¬

now in the hands of the West

down manufacturing plant as big

Germans.

parking

Chattanooga, Tenn.

lot

Taking

In

pains to conceal their satisfaction,

foreign

they

surprisingly

as five football fields.

scribbled
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Lite Fruit should not be
chosen lightly
Some brands add artificial
flavors. Not Del Monte* Lite.
And it wins taste test after
taste test
Del Monte Lite. The
taste more people choose.

WEGROWt
OSATTASTE
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Hip, Hip, But No Hooray

by Andy Rooney

Fat can sneak up on its victims in a number of subtle
ways—and places
You know you've gained weight
if:
• The steering wheel seems
closer to you than it used to.

• The aisles in the supermarket
are narrower than they used to
be.

• Extra Large is a little small.

• You don't weigh yourself
every morning anymore.

• The buckle mark on your belt
has moved several holes closer to
the end.

• It seems as though they don't
sew buttons on as well as they
used to.

• You hardly ever wear a suit
you used to like because it
doesn't seem as comfortable
anymore.

• You're wearing your hair
longer to make your face look
thinner.

• You wear a solid color,
usually dark blue, if you're going
anyplace important.
• When you buy anything with
stripes, the stripes go up and
down, not around.
• Your toes seem to hit the
front of your shoes more than
they used to.
• It doesn't seem to matter if
you have one more dish of ice
cream today as long as you're
going to start losing weight
tomorrow.
• You'd just as soon not have
your picture taken. You aren't
interested in looking at old ones
of yourself, either.
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• Thin people make you sick.
• You really shouldn't have
another. . . but you always do.
• The mattress needs turning
more often.
• You fold your arms or hold
something like a newspaper on
your lap when you're seated,
talking to someone, so they won't
notice your stomach.
• You wait for the next elevator
instead of squeezing on one that's
full.
• You're nervous about putting
something new in the washing
machine for fear it will shrink.
• Airline seats are a lot smaller
than they used to be.

• They don't seem to be putting
as good glass in mirrors as they
used to.
• You meet people you never
like from your class in high
school and they say, "Gosh, I
never would have recognized
you!"
• You have to turn sideways to
walk between two cars in the
parking lot at the mall.
• You never wear a sweater
tucked into your pants anymore.
• The bus seems more crowded.
• When
something
no longer
because it
way down.

you're eating and
falls off your fork, it
lands on the floor
hits your tie on the

• Your best friend stops and
looks at you one day and says,
"Boy. Are you fat!"
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Wake up to a breakfast you can feel good about with
all new C.W. Oats cereal!!
C.W. OATS provides a natural breakfast of pure and wholesome
ingredients.
C.W. OATS provides the nutrition and fiber you need each day.
C.W. OATS is a delicious and great tasting cereal.

So start your morning off right!!
Try C.W. OATS!
Produced and distributed by Sanger Foods. Inc.. P.O. Bos 345-'#). Homldel. Iowa O3067
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For the Fun of It
thought

It's All Very Scientific
Psychiatrist:

One who watches

Just a Kiss
It was my father's habit to kiss
my baby brother before leaving
for work.
If he ever forgot,
Charlie would scream and carry
on for hours. One time, with his
car pool waiting at the curb, my
father left the house without the
usual ritual. As Dad stepped into
the car, he heard Mother call
from the window, "A kiss, Frank!
A kiss, or I won't be able to stand
it all day!”

America's a Great Country
Yakov

Smirnoff

writes: "Coming from the Soviet
Union, I was not prepared for the
incredible variety of products
available in American grocery
stores.
shopping

myself,

What

a

country!"

everyone else when an attractive
member of the opposite sex enters
the room.

Comedian

to

While on my first
trip, I saw powdered

milk—you just add water, and you
get milk. Then I saw powdered
orange juice—you just add water,
and you get orange juice.
And
then I saw baby powder—I
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Marriage is Bliss?
A husband and wife drove for
miles in silence after a terrible
argument in which neither would
budge. The husband pointed to a
mule in a pasture.
"Relative of yours?" he asked
her.
"Yes," she
marriage."

replied.

"By

The World's Smartest Man
A
small
private
plane
developed engine trouble while
still many miles from a suitable
landing strip. The pilot, realizing
there was nothing he could do to
keep the plane in the air, rushed
back
to
where
his
three
passengers sat and explained the
predicament. He added, "I am a
married man with two small
children.
I regret to tell you
there are only three parachutes
aboard."
And with that, he
grabbed one of the parachutes and
bailed out.
One of the passengers reacted
quickly to the pilot's exit.

"I am a

brilliant scientist!" he announced.
"I am the world's smartest man!
The world cannot do without me!"
And with that, he too bailed out.
The other two passengers, an
elderly priest and a boy scout,
were quiet for a moment. "Son,"
the priest said finally, "I am old
and have lived a full life.
ready to meet my Maker."

I am

"You'll have to cancel it.
Father," the boy scout answered,
smiling.
"The world's smartest
man just bailed out with my
backpack!"

The House of Ill Repute
When a young lady went off to
college she left her plants and her
goldfish in the care of her
mother, a lady not known for her
memory.
Eventually the plants
died, and the mother reported this
to the girl.
However, when the
daughter phoned a week later,
mother had to confess that the fish
had died, too.
There was a pause before the
girl asked, in a tiny voice, "How's
dad?"
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APPENDIX C

EXPERIMENTAL ADVERTISEMENT STIMULUS
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Wake up to a breakfast you can feel good about with
all new C.W. Oats cereal!!
C.W. OATS is an all new breakfast cereal that has no artificial ingredients or
preservatives. There is n£ added sugar.
C.W. OATS is fortified with the Recommended Daily Allowances for 12 essential
vitamins and minerals including A, Bl, B6, C, D, and iron. It also contains 6 mg of
dietary fiber in every 1 ounce serving.
C.W. OATS’s great taste comes from a delicious combination of Com, Wheat,
Oats and honey, a combination not found in other cereals.

So start your morning off right!!
Try C.W. OATS!
Producad and duenbutad by San««r Food*. lac.. P.O. Bo* 345-90. HomkWi. Iowa 03067

Wake up to a breakfast you can feel good about with
all new C.W. Oats cereal!!
C.W. OATS provides a natural breakfast of pure and wholesome
ingredients.
C.W. OATS provides the nutrition and fiber you need each day.
C.W. OATS is a delicious and great tasting cereal.

So start your morning off right!!
Try C.W. OATS!
Produced «d distributed by Senger Foods. Inc.. |> O. Bos 345-90. Homidet. low, 03067
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APPENDIX D

QUESTIONNAIRE INSTRUCTIONS AND MAGAZINE QUESTIONS
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Survey Instructions:
1. Please take your time and read each question carefully. If you
have any questions, raise your hand and the session coordinator
will assist you.
2. Feel free to write what you think. Your personal opinions are
very important. There are no right or wrong answers.
3. Once you begin filling out the survey, please do not turn back to
an earlier page to change a response once a page has been
completed.
4. Be sure to answer all of the questions. Each question is
numbered, so be sure that you give the requested response. Your
participation in this survey is helpful only if you answer every
question completely.
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You will see two different types of questions in the following
survey. All the questions require a response that you will check-off
or circle on a scale. The first type of scale you will see is similar to
the one listed in the first sample question:
In question 1, if your attitude towards this magazine was very
favorable you would circle 1; very unfavorable you would circle 7;
slightly unfavorable you would circle 5; or neither favorable nor
unfavorable you would circle 4.
You may circle any number on
the scale, not just those next to the words
1. My overall
magazine is:
Favorable 1

attitude
2

3

toward
4

TODAY'S

5

JOURNAL
(is)
7 Unfavorable

6

The second type of scale consists of seven lined spaces between a
pair of words. In the question below if you are extremely likelv to
purchase this magazine, you would place a mark in the first space of
the scale; extremely unlikely to purchase, your mark would go in the
last space; or, quite likelv to purchase, your mark would go in the
second space from the left.
2. If TODAY'S JOURNAL magazine was available in your
area at a cover price of $1.95, how likely would you be to
purchase it?
(is)
Likely :_:_:_:_:_:_:_: Unlikely
extremely

quite

slightly

neither

slightly

quite

extremely

PLEASE STOP AND AWAIT FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
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APPENDIX E

COGNITIVE RESPONSE COLLECTION INSTRUMENT
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Instructions: In the boxes below, please write down all thoughts you
had while viewing the breakfast cereal advertisement. Use one box per
thought. It is not necessary to fill-in all boxes. It is O.K. to have not
had any thoughts at all. If this is the case, simply write, "no thoughts"
in the first box.
(i9 . 23^
V.

The copy for the breakfast cereal advertisement included:
"Wake up to a breakfast you can feel good about
Start your morning off right..."

PLEASE PROCEED TO THE NEXT PAGE
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APPENDIX F

ATTITUDE TOWARD THE AD AND AD-RELEVANCE MEASURES
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The following questions refer only to the breakfast cereal advertisement
you just viewed.
On the scales listed below, please indicate the extent to which this breakfast
cereal ^advertisement was:
(26 - 29)
1. Of concern to me:
Extremely

_:_:_:_:_:

Not at all

2. Of interest to me:
Not at all

_:_:_:_:_:

Extremely

3. Important to me:
Extremely

_:_:_:_:_:

Not at all

4. Relevant to me:
Not at all_:_:_:_:_:

Extremely

Please rate the breakfast cereal advertisement that you just viewed on the
following items:
1.

I dislike the ad :_:_:_:_:_:_:_: I like the ad

2. I react favorably :_:_:_:_:_:_:_: I react unfavorably
to the ad
to the ad
3.

I feel positive :__:_:_:_:_:_:_: I feel negative
toward the ad
toward the ad

4.

The ad is good :_:_:_:_:_:_:_: The ad is bad

My overall attitude toward this breakfast cereal advertisement is:
Favorable

1

2

3

4

5
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6

7

Unfavorable

APPENDIX G

ATTITUDE TOWARD THE BRAND, BRAND-RELEVANCE, AND PURCHASE INTENT
MEASURES
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The following questions refer only to the brand of breakfast cereal
advertised
_
Please rate the breakfast cereal brand that you just viewed on the
following items:
os - 4i)
1.
Dislike
:_:_:_:_:_:_:_: Like
2.

Favorable

I_I_:_!_:_:_!_: Unfavorable

3.

Negative

:_:_:_:_:_:_:_: Positive

4.

Good

:_:_:_:_:_:_:_: Bad

On the scales listed below, please indicate the extent to which this
breakfast cereal brand was:
(43 - 46)
1. Of concern to me:
Extremely_:_:_:_:_:

Not at all

2. Of interest to me:
Not at all_:_:_:_:_:

Extremely

3. Important to me:
Extremely_:_:_:_:_:

Not at all

4. Relevant to me:
Not at all_:_:_:_:_:

Extremely

My overall attitude toward this breakfast cereal brand is:
Favorable

1

2

3

4

5

6

(4s>

7 Unfavorable

If this brand of breakfast cereal was available in you area, how likely
would you be to purchase it?
(so>
Likely

:_:_:_:_:_:_:_: Unlikely
extremely

quite

slightly

neither
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slightly

quite

extremely

APPENDIX H

NEED FOR COGNITION SCALE
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In the next part of the study, we would like you to describe how you feel about
certain statements, which are listed on the next three pages. There are no ri?ht
or wrong answers. Place a check mark in the space that best represents your
feeling toward each statement listed below.
(53

1.

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

slightly

Disagree

moderately strongly

moderately

slightly

neither

slightly

Disagree

moderately strongly

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

moderately

slightly

neither

slightly

Disagree

moderately strongly

I would rather do something that requires little thought than something that
is sure to challenge my thinking abilities.
Agree

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

moderately

slightly

neither

slightly

Disagree

moderately strongly

I try to anticipate and avoid situations where there is likely chance I will
have to think in depth about something.
Agree

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

6.

neither

Thinking is not my idea of fun.
Agree

5.

slightly

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

4.

moderately

I like to have the responsibility of handling a situation that requires a lot of
thinking.
Agree

3.

75^

I would prefer complex to simple problems.
Agree

2.

•

moderately

slightly

neither

slightly

Disagree

moderately strongly

I find satisfaction in deliberating hard and for long hours.
Agree

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

moderately

slightly

neither

slightly
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moderately strongly

Disagree

7.

I only think as hard as I have to.
Agree

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

8.

slightly

neither

slightly

Disagree

moderately strongly

I prefer to think about small, daily projects to long-term ones.
Agree

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

9.

moderately

moderately

slightly

neither

slightly

Disagree

moderately strongly

I like tasks that require little thought once I have learned them.
Agree

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

moderately

slightly

neither

slightly

Disagree

moderately strongly

10. The idea of having had to rely on thought to make my way to the top
appeals to me.
Agree

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

moderately

slightly

neither

slightly

11. I really enjoy a task that involves
problems.
Agree

coming up with new solutions to

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

moderately

slightly

neither

Disagree

moderately strongly

slightly

Disagree

moderately strongly

12. Learning new ways to think doesn't excite me very much.
Agree

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

moderately

slightly

neither

slightly

Disagree

moderately strongly

13. I prefer my life to be filled with puzzles that I must solve.
Agree

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

moderately

slightly

neither

slightly

Disagree

moderately strongly

14. The notion of thinking abstractly is appealing to me.
Agree

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

moderately

slightly

neither

slightly
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moderately strongly

Disagree

15. I would prefer a task that is intellectual, difficult, and important to one that
is somewhat important but does not require much thought.
Agree

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

moderately

slightly

neither

slightly

Disagree

moderately strongly

16. I feel relief rather than satisfaction after completing a task that required a
lot of mental effort.
Agree

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

moderately

slightly

neither

slightly

Disagree

moderately strongly

17. It’s enough for me that something gets the job done; I don't care why it
works.
Agree

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

moderately

slightly

neither

slightly

Disagree

moderately strongly

18. I usually end up deliberating about issues even when they do not affect me
personally.
Agree

_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_
strongly

moderately

slightly

neither

slightly

Disagree

moderately strongly

PLEASE CONTINUE ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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APPENDIX I

COGNITIVE AGE AND DEMOGRAPHIC MEASURES
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Instructions: Most people seem to have other 'ages' besides their official
or 'date of birth' age. The questions which follow have been developed to
determine your 'unofficial' age. In the space provided following each of
the four questions below, please specify the age, as expressed in years,
you feel.
(76 - 79)
1.

I feel as though I am _ years of age.

2.

I look as though I am_years of age.

3.

I do most things as though I were _years of age.

4.

My interests are mostly those of a person who is _ years of age.

Please answer the following questions:
1. Your present (or former if retired) occupation is (was):

(4 - 5)

2. What is the highest level of education (in years) you have completed?
(6

3. How many bowls of cold breakfast cereals do you eat per week?

-

7)

(9)

7 or more
4 - 6
1 - 3
less than 1
4. Your age is _
5.

Gender:

Male
Female

(11

_

-

12)

(14)
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APPENDIX J

ADVERTISING ATTITUDE MEASURES
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Below are some STATEMENTS which have been made about
ADVERTISING in general. For each one, please indicate your
agreement or disagreement with it (Place a check mark in the appropriate
space).
1.

In general, advertisements present a true picture of the products advertised.
(16)
AftlCC

•

•
extremely

•
neither

slightly

•
slightly

•
extremely

u loagi

cc

2. Advertising is a good way to learn about what products and services
available.
(17)
Agree
extremely

3.

•
•

:
slightly

•
•
neither

•
•
slightly

•
•
extremely

Disagree

Products don't perform as well as the ads claim.
Agree

•
•

:
extremely

slightly

•
•
neither

e

•
slightly

(18)
•

•

Disagree

extremely

PLEASE STOP AND AWAIT FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS

APPENDIX K

BRAND NAME AND ADVERTISEMENT RECALL MEASURES
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Please write down the brand name and as many ad statements as you can
remember for the CANNED FRUIT advertisement you just viewed.
Brand Name; ___

(2o)

Ad Statements:

(21 - 24)

Please write down the brand name and as many ad statements as you can
remember for the BREAKFAST CEREAL advertisement you just
viewed.
Prand Name; ___(25)
Ad Statements:

(26 - 29)

PLEASE STOP AND AWAIT FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
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APPENDIX L

BRAND NAME RECOGNITION MEASURE
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For each of the products listed below, indicate which brand was
just advertised.

CANNED FRUIT

LIBBY’S
DELMONTE
SWEET LIFE
DOLE

BREAKFAST CEREAL

JUST RIGHT
CHEERIO S
C.W. OATS
TOTAL
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APPENDIX M

ADVERTISEMENT CLAIM RECOGNITION MEASURES
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For each of the statements below, indicate whether or not it appeared in
the ad you just saw for the CANNED FRUIT (Please circle those
statements that appeared in the ad).
(34 • 39)

Only the finest, grade A fruits go into our products
The taste more people choose
Great tasting fruit with a quality you can depend on
The name in lites
Great fruit taste, no artificial flavors or sweeteners
Don't fool around with your taste buds, give them only the best

For each of the statements below, indicate whether or not it appeared in
the ad you just saw for the BREAKFAST CEREAL (Please circle those
statements that appeared in the ad).
(4i - 45)
is the most nutritious cereal on the market
has no artificial ingredients or preservatives
is fortified with 12 essential vitamins and minerals, and contains 6 mg of fiber
is low in sodium, containing no added salt
great taste comes from a delicious combination of corn, wheat, oats and honey
combination of wheat and oat bran reduces cholestoral

PLEASE STOP AND AWAIT FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
1210
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For each of the statements below, indicate whether or not it appeared in
the ad you just saw for the CANNED FRUIT (Please circle those
statements that appeared in the ad).
(34

-

39)

Only the finest, grade A fruits go into our products
The taste more people choose
Great tasting fruit with a quality you can depend on
The name in lites
Great fruit taste, no artificial flavors or sweeteners
Don't fool around with your taste buds, give them only the best

For each of the statements below, indicate whether or not it appeared in
the ad you just saw for the BREAKFAST CEREAL (Please circle those
statements that appeared in the ad).
(4i - 45)
is the most nutritious cereal on the market
has no artificial ingredients or preservatives, no added sugar
is fortified with the Recommended Daily requirements for 12 essential vitamins
and minerals, and contains 6 mg of fiber
is low in sodium, containing no added salt
great taste comes from a delicious combination of corn, wheat, oats and honey
combination of wheat and oat bran reduces cholesterol

PLEASE STOP AND AWAIT FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
mo
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